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1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background
Scope of Work
The City of North Miami Beach desired to conduct an assessment of City water and wastewater
utility service functions to assess the degree to which the North Miami Beach Water Department
(NMB Water) operations are managed as efficiently as possible. In addition, the assessment was
to evaluate the different strategic alternatives that may be available to NMB Water to effectively
and efficiently provide these utility services well into the future.

Analysis
Process
Eisenhardt Group, Inc. (EGI) employed several
approaches to develop this assessment and
recommendations for the water treatment,
distribution and wastewater collection services
provision functions. These approaches included:
1. Document reviews
2. Site visits
3. Conduct of Strength – Weaknesses –
Opportunities – Threats: (SWOT) analysis
and interviews with management and staff
4. Conduct of an Assessment Checklist evaluation
5. Performance of benchmarking using industry performance indicators
6. Conduct of an Effective Utility Management (EUM) survey
7. Development of Action Items for NMB Water (ranked Critical, Necessary, Desirable)
8. Evaluation of strategic alternatives for accomplishment
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Conduct of Interviews
Background on Analyses
Interviews of key management staff were conducted. A
basic SWOT analysis approach was followed to evaluate the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats implicit in
the utility operations.
• Strengths: characteristics of the utility that are
advantageous in accomplishing its mission.
• Weaknesses: characteristics that pose a risk to
future operations.
• Opportunities: elements in the environment that the
utility could exploit to its advantage.
• Threats: elements in the environment that could
cause trouble for the utility.
Identification of SWOTs is important because they inform later steps in the planning process to
achieve desired objectives.
The highlights of the SWOT analysis included:

Strengths
The SWOT analysis identified a utility with significant strengths including:
• Regulatory compliance being achieved despite significant reliability / performance
risks
• Systematic program for collection system rehabs & upgrades, regular TVing &
flushing of system
• Positive attitude of NMB Water staff – committed to NMB and its success

Weaknesses
The primary weaknesses were identified as:
• Significant risks from the physical condition of facilities and reactive maintenance
• Lack of systems for reliable management, operations, and maintenance
• Staff does not have the skills needed for identification, development, and
implementation of needed systems
• Inconsistent and siloed record keeping
• Significant safety and training exposures
• Limited participation of engineering in treatment facility design or operations
combined with a lack of registered (P.E.) engineering staff
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Opportunities
The primary opportunities were identified as follows:
• Development and implementation of systems and resultant reliability improvements
and cost reductions
• Development and implementation of staff training programs and accountability
• Development of performance dashboard metrics (KPI’s)
• Cost reductions for maintenance costs, energy & chemical usage, and staffing (# of
positions)
• Upgrading of staff expertise (technical and managerial) and professional
qualifications

Threats
The primary threats were identified as follows:
• Staff retirements with no systematic knowledge capture or systems (institutional
knowledge)
• Continued exposures from reactive maintenance, lack of process control systems
and achievement of cost effective regulatory compliance
• Ability to recruit and retain new staff with needed expertise

Effective Utility Management (EUM) and Employee Survey
An on-line survey incorporating the “Effective Utility Management” (EUM) self-assessment and
other questions was developed to allow water and wastewater utility staff to electronically respond
in a confidential manner.
As stated in the Effective Utility Management primer, the ten
attributes of effectively managed water sector utilities
provide useful and concise reference points for utility
managers
seeking
to
improve
organization-wide
performance. The Attributes describe desired outcomes that
are applicable to all water and wastewater utilities. They
comprise a comprehensive framework related to operations,
infrastructure, customer satisfaction, community welfare,
natural resource stewardship, and financial performance
(Effective Utility Management: A Primer for Water and
Wastewater Utilities, June 2008).
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The ten attributes are:
• Product Quality (PQ)
• Customer Satisfaction (CS)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employee and Leadership Development (ED)
Operational Optimization (OO)
Financial Viability (FV)
Infrastructure Stability (IS)
Operational Resiliency (OR)
Community Sustainability (CS)
Water Resource Adequacy (WA)
Stakeholder Understanding and Support (SS)

Internal Survey
Background
An on-line survey incorporating the “Effective Utility Management” (EUM) self-assessment and
other organizational questions was developed to allow water and wastewater utility staff to
electronically respond confidentially through the use of a Qualtrics on-line survey tool.
Respondents totaled 58. However, not all respondents completed the survey or every question.
These incomplete surveys explain the discrepancies in “Total” responses in the two tables below.

Conduct of the Survey
The EGI team conducted the internal survey to collect input from internal stakeholders about
operating conditions for use in making operating recommendations. Surveys included all utility
staff that wanted to participate in this process.
The survey was conducted in January of 2016 using the Qualtrics on-line survey tool
(http://www.qualtrics.com) incorporating the EUM self-assessment and other organizational
questions. Staff participation was solicited by email and all individual respondent results were
confidential. A total of 58 employees responded (approximately a 56% response rate).

EUM Survey Results
Table ES-1 summarizes EUM attribute average achievement versus average ranking. Generally,
appearing in the upper left hand corner of the graph is especially serious (i.e. an attribute is both
very important AND achievement is low).
Employees generally believe that Product Quality and Customer Service are the most important
EUM attributes and the utility mostly achieves success in these areas.
There are
several areas where performance is perceived by some respondents as inconsistent including
Final Draft Report
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Infrastructure Stability, Financial Viability, Employee and Leadership Development, Operational
Optimization, Community Sustainability, Operational Resiliency, and Stakeholder Understanding
and Support.
The “lowest” perceived achievement attribute was Employee and Leadership Development (ED).
Table ES-1: Summary of EUM Self Assessment Results

Employee Survey Results
The second part of the survey involved administering a series of multiple choice questions
designed to gauge employee perceptions about human resources issues including the utility’s role,
management, supervision, performance measurement and training.
The survey revealed several very positive observations that can be made about the utility:
• A number of respondents (47) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “I
believe the Public Utilities Department provides an excellent service to the
community” (Question #1).
• A number of respondents (47) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “My
work conditions are acceptable” (Question #2).
• A number of respondents (42) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “The
technology we employ in general is effective” (Question #4).
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• A number of respondents (46) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “I
have adequate supplies/equipment necessary to do my job” (Question #5).
• A number of respondents (49) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “I am
satisfied with my work schedule” (Question #7).
• A number of respondents (49) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “I am
proud to be a member of the Public Utilities Department” (Question #8).
• A number of respondents (46) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “In
general, I am satisfied with my career” (Question #9).
There are also a number of observations that can be made about the utility that suggest areas for
improvement:
• A notable number of respondents (10) “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statement “The vehicles we use are acceptable for their use” (Question #3). This
sentiment was observed in site visits conducted by the EGI. Some vehicles were
viewed as old and unreliable. In addition, repair services through the central fleet
maintenance facility was roundly criticized as slow, leading some employees to forgo
preventative maintenance on some vehicles.
• A number of respondents (19) either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statement “Morale is high in the division in which I work” (Question #10). The source
of the morale issues may be found (among other places) in Question 12 (see below).
Interviews with managers identified some concerns over management wage freezes
over the last several years, which have created serious salary compression. There
also appears be inadequate attention to performance evaluations (see Question 27).
Supervisor training is also warranted and needed.
• A number of respondents (12) either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statement “Whenever I have a concern at work I can always have my concerns
resolved” (Question 12).
• A series of questions related to communications were asked (Questions 20-26):
– Management does a good job communicating their decisions to everyone in
the Department
– In general, I believe there is good communication between the Department and
City Hall
– Management listens to my ideas about improving the Department
– My immediate supervisor listens to my ideas about improving the Department
– In general, the communication process in the Department is excellent
– I wish there was a better way for my ideas to be heard
In general, approximately 11–16 respondents (depending on the question) either
“somewhat disagree” of “disagree” with the above positive statements relating to
communication. This is an area that is in apparent need of improvement
throughout the organization.
Final Draft Report
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• A number of respondents (15) either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statement “I receive timely feedback that my work contributes to the overall success
of the Department”. Performance evaluation processes should be assessed, revised
and consistently implemented.
• A number of respondents are dissatisfied with the utilities training programs.
– 21 respondents either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the statement
“I receive necessary training to maintain/improve my skill and competency levels”
(Question 28).
– 20 respondents either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the statement
“Training opportunities are readily available in the Department” (Question 30).
– 25 respondents either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the statement
“Training opportunities are fairly distributed” (Question 31).
Training programs need to be targeted and revitalized.
• A number of respondents (12) either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statement “I receive timely feedback that my work contributes to the overall success of
the Department” (Question 32). Performance appraisal processes is an area ripe for
improvement and for consistency of implementation and accountability.
• Eight to eleven respondents either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statements:
– My supervisor supports my professional development (Question 35)
– My supervisor is an effective leader (Question 36)
Supervisory training should be targeted and revitalized.
It is important to recognize the inherent limitations in any surveys. The responses/observations
should be coupled (and are) with other independent observations (e.g., the Assessment
Checklist) and the empirical results of benchmarks to develop and support the overall
conclusions of the report.

Benchmarking
AWWA Performance Indicators
In addition to the Assessment Checklist Evaluation, EGI conducted benchmarking of City water and
wastewater collection operations based upon utility benchmarks. The benchmarking program is a
system of well-defined performance indicators specific to the water and wastewater sector. These
indicators were designed to help water and/or wastewater utilities improve their operational and
managerial efficiency and effectiveness. The information is generated from an annual utility
benchmarking survey. EGI used The Benchmarking: Performance Indicators for Water and
Wastewater – 2013 Survey Data and Analyses Report, which was published in 2015.
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While the benchmark/performance indicator information is a
good comparative tool, the American Water Works Association
also cautions “external comparisons are often not
straightforward because numerous system-specific factors can
influence the system performance.” As such, the results
should be viewed as a general comparison of performance and
only as an indicator of potential areas of improvement.
Taken as a whole, and reinforcing the Assessment Checklist
evaluation described above, the examined benchmark
performance indicators present a picture of a utility that has
numerous areas presenting opportunities for improvement to
better manage long-term costs (Table ES-2 below).

Summary of Quantitative Performance Indicators
Overall, as displayed in the following tables for water and wastewater, the metrics for NMB Water
show a utility with good regulatory compliance, high O&M costs per account, low number of
customer accounts per employee, very little employee turnover, low planned versus reactive
maintenance, and low service affordability.
Consistent with the other evaluation techniques, the benchmark metrics identify significant
improvement areas and opportunities for NMB Water.

Water Benchmark Metrics: Table ES-2A
Benchmark Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Quartile Performance
Top 3rd 2nd Bottom

Total O&M cost per account, water

X

Million gallons delivered per day per
employee, water
Customer accounts per employee,
water

X
X

Service affordability, water

X

% Planned maintenance, water
Regulatory compliance rate, water

X
X

Water loss, water
Employee turnover, water
Overtime as a % of payroll, water

X
X
Acceptable
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Wastewater Benchmark Metrics: Table ES-2B
Quartile Performance
Benchmark Description

1
3
4
5
6
8
9

Top

3rd

2nd

Bottom

O&M cost per account, wastewater

X

Customer accounts per employee,
wastewater

X

Service affordability, wastewater

X

% planned maintenance, wastewater

X

Regulatory: Sewer system overflow s

X

Employee turnover, wastewater
Overtime $
wastewater

as

a

%

of

X

payroll,

Acceptable

Operational Evaluation
Background on the Assessment Checklist Evaluation
EGI also uses an Assessment Checklist approach in the evaluation of utilities. The checklist,
augmented with the experience of the EGI team, indicates that NMB Water’s performance for the
overall water and wastewater utility is “Needs to Improve” with only two (2) areas assessed as
“Best in Class” or “Above Average”, three (3) areas assessed as satisfactory, and 24 elements
assessed as Improvement Needed (18) or Upgrade Required ((6). Appendix 4 provides the
Assessment Checklist results for each of the 28 areas.
The areas where performance was at Best Practice or Above Average levels were:
1. Regulatory Compliance
2. Developer Support (Engineering)
The areas where Improvement Needed or Upgrade
Required (24 areas) are summarized below.
1. Systems and usage a major improvement
opportunity
2. Energy management has no plan or effective
actions
3. Water plant has major facility exposures
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4. Staff training, management skills a major opportunity
5. Maintenance is reactive not planned (cost & reliability)
6. Systems for O&M a major opportunity & challenge
7. Engineering staff needs involvement with capital projects and expertise to do so
8. Division silos negatively impacting communication & actions and must be addressed
9. Training of staff, supervisory training a must
10. Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) & Preventive Maintenance (PM) Sys. needed
(cost, reliability, consistency)
11. Need for formalized training, access to “best practices”
12. Personnel management tools & Performance Dashboards needed
13. Safety training and compliance not occurring uniformly or well
14. Need for strategic plan at utility level (align with City plan)
15. Implementation of Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) with operations participation
16. Staff accountability and performance reviews very inconsistent; must be addressed
17. Staff experience and culture all NMB experiences (creates issues)

Summary of Situational Analysis
Imperative for Improvement
Failure to move forward in an integrated, prioritized set of actions
and programs to address the Critical Items list will expose the
Utility to significant risks (water quality, water production
capability, safety, and cost impacts). At the same time, the
identified and needed systems for accomplishment of many of
the Actions are new or currently not used by the overall Utility or
key subsets of the Utility. As a generalization, “on-board”
knowledge of the systems, procedures, and utilization of the
requirements and capabilities does not currently reside amongst
the NMB Water staff. With very limited turnover, the NMB Water
staff’s experiences are primarily “how NMB Water has done it to
date,” with little knowledge or experience from other utilities,
“best practices”, or systems for process control, maintenance or
asset management, or NMB Water staff involvement in
engineering projects for the water plant, as examples.
In short, accomplishment of the needed Actions requires significant new/outside expertise,
assistance, and establishment of staff with upgraded/new skills. Actions are also necessary so as
to train and eliminate the current “silos” which inhibit inter division awareness, cooperation,
inputs, and comprehensive solutions and implementation.
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NMB Water currently lacks efficient/effective utility management systems.
Identified improvement opportunities can be categorized into four broad areas:
1. Utility Administration – NMB Water’s financial management systems are not easily accessible
and do not provide managers with regular feedback on cost versus budget or “dashboards”
that track utility or division performance. Metrics are not typically measured and tracked. As a
result, managers have few tools to identify and manage performance. Managers rely on their
experience with the system to maintain service levels. Providing such tools will improve utility
performance and reliability.
NMB Water’s human resources systems largely depend on antiquated paper systems that are
not well integrated and do not readily support employee development, performance
assessment and training. Accessing personnel records is labor intensive (in general, record
keeping at NMB Water can be significantly improved). Training systems for developing
technical staff, managers and supervisors needs significant improvement.
NMB Water is in the process of implementing a new customer information system and EGI
understands that the Customer Service function has recently been reorganized under the
utility. This is a positive reorganization and will draw the customer service function closer to
the utility management team to better ensure utility responsiveness.
2. Integrated Planning and Engineering Systems – “Best in class” water and wastewater
utilities are typified by having close integration of planning, engineering and operational
functions. Planning reports are comprehensive and regularly updated incorporating the input
from all operating groups. These groups coordinate regularly to ensure that capital and
operating assets are efficiently planned and constructed and, ultimately, effectively operated.
NMB can improve this coordination. One example is the inadequate presence of engineering
department’s involvement in the Water Treatment Plant capital planning and operations.
Current capital planning appears to be done largely by operations through engineering
consultants and without significant engagement of internal engineering resources (partly
because current internal engineering resources with water treatment plant experience is
minimal). This needs to be corrected. Other examples include the absence of energy
management and coordinated technology planning. Energy use is one of the largest operating
expenses of the utility and can be lowered through development of a comprehensive energy
management strategy. Exciting technology initiatives are underway but are at risk of not
delivering their promise without a rigorous integration plan/strategy and clear requirement
setting processes. A final example is the absence of a clear strategy/plan for provision of
water to consumers in the event of a loss of the Norwood Water Treatment Plant. While there
apparently is a Miami Dade water pipeline traversing the service area that could provide
emergency water to the residents in the event of an outage, there are no institutional
agreements in place with Miami-Dade to define the requirements of such deliveries.
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3. Asset Management Systems (AMS) – NMB Water currently lacks a comprehensive and
systematic asset management system with linkages to a maintenance management system
(MMS). A proper AMS would define all key assets, establish the condition of those assets,
establish “criticality” of the assets, set maintenance frequencies, and consistently schedule
and report preventative maintenance of all assets (through linkage to a MMS). Managers
would receive regular status reports on maintenance and be able to make better-informed and
more accountable decisions about maintenance resource deployment. This is a fundamental
improvement need. The current system relies heavily on the historical knowledge of the key
maintenance staff and represents a significant vulnerability for the utility that is, ultimately,
reflected in higher than necessary costs for maintenance of the water and wastewater
systems, inefficient deployment of maintenance staff and premature failure of facilities and
equipment. A good example of the lack of prioritization is the current availability of only one
operating lime slaker at the Norwood WTP. This vulnerability is significant.
4. Operations Systems – NMB Water has several deficiencies in this area. Improvements to the
control systems at the Norwood WTP will help reduce the current heavy staffing needs. The
current water quality function in the plant is primarily focused on generating laboratory results
in compliance with regulations. Expanding that role and perspective to become a treatment
process “resource” of expertise to aid operators in plant performance optimization represents
an opportunity. In tandem, implementing a water treatment process engineer function in the
plant to interface with operations and engineering will better improve plant planning and
operations.
As discussed above, developing stronger linkages with the customer service function of the
utility will occur, as this function is more fully integrated into the overall operations and
planning for NMB Water. Actively managing customer complaints and maintaining better
customer logs of activities will assist the NMB Water employees in responding/resolving
customer issues as well as tracking and identifying historical trends.
Standard operating procedures (SOPs) are generally available
for the Norwood Water Treatment Plant but often absent in
other divisions.
Documentation of SOPs needs to be
institutionalized through the organization and embedded in
employee training and easily available to all employees.
Improved systems for moving information throughout the utility
are needed.
Implementing these improvements will require significant resource
expenditures to augment existing NMB Water staff skills and
expertise. The next section of this Executive Summary (Strategic
Options Evaluated – Option 1) elaborates the expertise and costs
required for the NMB Water staff with consultants option (new,
additional funding of $6 million over two years).
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Potential Cost Savings
EGI believes it is reasonable to conservatively estimate potential ongoing operations and
maintenance savings with implementation of the recommended improvements at 20% or more.
The improvement opportunities have the potential to yield significant ongoing savings in the
following areas:
• Reductions in ongoing maintenance costs. Modern AMS/MMS systems have
demonstrated ongoing savings of 15–20 % or more on maintenance costs (staffing,
parts & supplies, equipment rehabs)
• Extension of facility and asset life (savings undetermined but very real)
• Automation and improvements at the Norwood WTP to reduce current shift staffing
(currently 3–5 operators depending on the shift) to 2–3 operators.
• Development of a multi-skilled workforce: save 10–15% on operating and
maintenance costs
• Energy & chemical usage efficiency measures that save operating costs (10%
reduction target)
Table ES-3: Estimated Cost Savings Potential

Area of Savings
1) On-going maintenance costs
2) Facility & asset life extension (reduced capital need)
3) Norwood staffing with automation
4) Multi-skilled workforce
5) Electric power usage reductions
6) Chemicals usage reductions
Total

Potential Annual Savings $ 000
$ 750
TBD
$ 500
$ 750 – $ 1,000
$ 200
$ 250
$ 2,450 – $ 2,700

Strategic Alternatives Evaluation
Background
The scope of work required the documentation and assessment of the pros and cons of the
different partnership possibilities available to the City to improve water and wastewater service
functions.
The assessments and analysis provided are based on the experiences of the EGI team members in
the design, construction, and operation of water and wastewater utility systems. In addition to the
experiences of the EGI team members, research and publications from the following organizations
were utilized:
• Design, Build Institute: Choosing the Right Project Delivery Method
• KKR and Suez Environmental: P3 Opportunities and Approaches
• AMSA/AWWA: Evaluating Privatization I & II and Public vs. Private: Comparing the Costs
Final Draft Report
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Strategic Options Evaluated
A summarized overview of the alternatives is provided below in Table ES-4. Significant differences
in savings potential, responsible party, control, risk assignment, guarantees, and financial
responsibility exist between the alternatives.

Table ES-4: Operational Alternatives
Alternative

Key Features

1) Maintain Current Structure and use
“Self–Improvement”

Despite the positive motivation of NMB Water staff,
the necessary experiences, expertise, and systems
are not present for pursuit of this option

2) NMB Staff with Consultants

Augment NMB Water staff with Consultants to
provide requisite expertise and systems for a
minimum of two years.

2) Outsource Operations

Utilize competitive RFQ / RFP to select an
experienced contract operations firm. Gain
guaranteed results and costs.

4) Concession

Long term agreement that transfers all components
including rate setting to private sector; financing by
private sector; can provide significant upfront cash to
City. Assets remain owned by City. Typical term is
40+ years.

5) Sale of Utility to Private Sector

Transfers ownership, permits, water rights,
operation, and regulatory compliance to private
sector firm. City receives financial payment for assets
transferred in the sale. Control now the responsibility
of Florida PUC not the City. Rates approved by Florida
PUC not the City. Service area expansions must be
negotiated with private sector owner.

Consistent with strategic objectives established in the City’s Strategic Plan and reinforced in
discussions with City Management, retention of ownership, rate setting, regulatory permitting, risk
/ guarantee transfers, service area control, and management authority are all requirements for
the City and consideration of potential options. As a result, the above list of options were reduced
to: 1) NMB Water staff, 2) NMB Water Staff with consultants, and 3) Contract Operations.
Further assessment of the alternatives as summarized in Tables ES–5 and ES-6 below was the
conducted by EGI and reviewed with NMB Water and City Management.
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Table ES-5: Comparison of Risk Assignment and Guarantees

Risk Assignment / Responsibility Proﬁle for Alterna7ves
Risk Assignment / NMB Staﬀ
Responsibility
Budget Uncertainty
Budget Overruns
Regulatory Compliance
Fine Coverage – standards
Warranty protec>on
Maintenance / Equipment
Failure
Hire Qualiﬁed Staﬀ
Staﬀ Training & Certs
Systems implementa>on
Guaranteed O&M Budget
Guarantee – Long Term
Maintenance & Condi>on
Augmenta>on Staﬀ &
Exper>se
Guaranteed Facilty Perf.
Performance Bond for O&M
Workers Comp & Issues

NMB Staﬀ
w/ Consultants

Contract
Opera>on

NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB

NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB

Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor

NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB

NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB

Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor

NMB

NMB

Contractor

No
No
NMB

No
No
NMB

Yes
Yes
Contractor
44

Table ES-6: Comparison of Likelihood of Success and Additional Factors

Likelihood of Success
Criteria
________________
Ability to Hire Staﬀ
System Implementa=on
Timely Schedule
Systems Development
Usage of Systems
Budget Performance
Overall

NMB Staﬀ
___________
Medium/Low
Low
Low
Low
Low/ Medium
Medium / Low
Low

NMB Staﬀ
w/ Consultants
High
High
Medium
High
Medium / Low
Medium / High
Medium

Contract
Opera=ons
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High

Addi=onal Non-Economic Factors to Consider
Addi=onal Factors
NMB Staﬀ
_____
- Program Complexity
Higher
Implica=ons for NMB
- Public Percep=on &
Low
Improvements
- Labor Issues to Implement
Some
- Impact on Mang’t Workload
* Overall
Higher
* Short Term
Higher
- Access to New Technology
Limited
(Con=nuous Improvement)
- Rate Stability
Annual Resets
- Employee Career Opportunity Limited

NMB Staﬀ
w/ Consultants
Medium

Contract
Opera=ons
Lower

Low

High

Some

Some

Medium
Medium
Available

Lower
Lower
Strong Point

NA
NA

Speciﬁed Escala=on
System Wide
45
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Based upon the above characteristics, retention of utility ownership and control, risk / guarantee
transfers, and likelihood of success, the above options were reduced to: Option 1) NMB Water
staff with consultants and Option 2) Contract Operations.

Option I – NMB Water Staff with Consultants
EGI has identified the need to expend new / additional funding of approximately $6,000,000 over
two years to implement the improvement opportunities.
This option involves the deployment of six high-level subject matter consultant experts
(~$3,400,000 over two years) to realize the improvement opportunities in the following areas:
• Develop and implement the finance/business management systems
• Conduct staff and supervisor training
• Implement comprehensive safety training and implement safety improvements at the
Norwood WTP
• Implement a comprehensive human resources information system including
performance assessment, training and employee development systems
• Implement an Asset Management System
• Implement a Maintenance Management System
• Develop a NMB Strategic Plan, Technology Plan and Energy Management Plan
• Implement a formal and division-inclusive capital improvement process and plan
• Implement a laboratory information management system (LIMS) and process
engineering focus in the Norwood WTP water quality function
Five to six additional on-going NMB Water staff FTEs will be required as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Management Program – 1 FTE (planner/scheduler)
Maintenance Management Program – 1 FTE
Personnel/HR systems – ½ to 1 FTE
Training program – ½ FTE
Performance evaluation program – ½ FTE
Program management training – ¼ FTE
Process Engineering – plant operations – 1 FTE

At an average annual cost of $60,000 each (including benefits), the additional costs for this NMB
Water staff totals approximately $700,000 over two years.
In addition, specific work efforts (~$1.3M over two years) are required in the following areas and
will require consultant support:
• Energy optimization assessment – $100,000
• NMB Water Technology Master Plan – $100,000
• Norwood WTP SCADA Upgrades – $200,000 estimate (needs detailed verification in
Technology Master Plan list above)
• Miscellaneous systems acquisition and software improvements including AMS, MMS,
LIMS, Management Dashboards, financial reporting improvements, etc. (~$500,000)
• Adjustments to compensation to achieve competitive levels with the marketplace are
estimated at $900,000 (~10% increase)
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Option 2 – Utility Contract Operations: Based on outsourcing experiences from other utilities,
the outsourcing of NMB Water will attract a number of highly qualified, experienced firms with
the requisite experiences, staff expertise, systems, and financial strength to successfully perform
the contract operations workscope and deliver the outlined results. It is also anticipated that the
contract operations will achieve cost reductions (chemicals and energy) as well as staffing
reductions from systems productivity and improved management (maintenance being a
previously cited example). As such, NMB Water should anticipate sharing in such cost savings
starting in about the 3rd year of contract operations.
Costs for contract operations should be competitive with the existing NMB Water budgets and
should produce a significant reduction in the $ 6.0 million increase listed above for the Option 1 Staff with Consultants option.
Based upon procurement costs (RFP development, proposal evaluations, contract) experienced
by other utilities, NMB Water should anticipate an expenditure of $ 250–300,000 for these RFP
activities, proposal evaluations, reports, and negotiated contract.

Likelihood of Success
1) Option 1 - NMB Staff with Consultants provides a reasonable probability for success provided
outside, experienced consultant resources and expertise can be engaged and consistently
provided over a multi-year horizon to augment existing staff. For this option to be successful,
the Consultants must direct and implement accomplishment of Key Tasks/Critical Actions and
train existing staff members. Simultaneously, the City must recruit and hire key, new staff at
senior and specialist positions for transition from the consultants and long-term viability of
improvements. However, this alternative is negatively impacted by the timeline in which the
Key Tasks and Critical Actions need to be accomplished. As a result, our overall assessment for
this alternative’s successful accomplishment, even with the expenditure of the outlined $ 6
million over the two years, is assessed as Medium. While firms are available for the consulting
assignments, no discussions have occurred as to the availability of the firm or the firm’s
consulting staff. Since immediate action (within the next 6 months) is recommended to initiate
work on the higher priority Critical Actions, such a timeline could result in additional premium
costs due to the schedule and/or lack of qualified consultant availability.
2) Option 2 - Contract Operator alternative provides a high probability for success and the
greatest risk transfer and guarantees for NMB. The Contract Options is also anticipated to
deliver a guaranteed budgetary savings as compared to the NMB staff costs for the next two
years and to deliver longer-term savings (shared between the contract operator and NMB).
Contract operators have demonstrated the ability to deliver 10+ % savings. It should be
anticipated that the procurement of the contract operator would be a 6-month process and
require NMB Water Management and City Management participation. This option also requires
immediate action. One additional advantage of this option is that some of the tasks could be
started in preparation for the Contract Operator mobilization to ensure a successful and timely
transition.
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Addi$onal Considera$ons
1) City ability to recruit & retain needed exper5se and upgraded staﬀ
2) Successful systems development, implementa5on and usage a
major challenge ( lack of such experiences / exper5se on staﬀ)
3) Time frame for accomplishment extended under City op5on
4) Signiﬁcant risks need to be addressed;
status quo is not a viable op5on
5) Contract op5on has poten5al for
considerable $ savings and performance
guarantees
6) Current NMB Water culture has posi5ves
but also lacks experiences beyond NMB
(need to gain broader input base)
7) Supervisory training a major need to gain improvements, eliminate
silos, and establish consistent accountability and performance
46

No matter which alternative is selected, NMB should also immediately initiate work on a number of
the Key Tasks/Critical Action areas, particularly relating to safety issues, so as to take advantage
of the next 4–5 month time period while the selected alternative is put into place.

EGI Recommendation on How to Proceed
The recommendation on how to proceed begins with addressing the water plant operations and
improvements. Integral to producing and delivering high quality water is the distribution system
and its cooperative teamwork with the water plant. Because the wastewater collection system
function shares resources and expertise with distribution, these two activities should not be placed
in separate, organizational silos. Similarly, all other functional areas of the utility have
commonality and the need for integration, sharing of skills, and cooperative interactions. These
considerations led EGI to address Contract Operations of the Utility (not just the water plant) and to
compare this alternative to continued operation using existing staff and organizations augmented
with consultants.
In short, the Contract Operations alternative will result in immediate cost savings as compared to
the NMB Staff with Consultant options, will move ahead more quickly (as illustrated in # 4) and
result in a higher likelihood of success with guaranteed results, systems performance, and costs
as summarized in # 5 and the related attachments.
Contract Operations provides NMB Water with significantly higher probability of success, greater
risk transfer and significant additional benefits/advantages summarized below:
– Guaranteed budgetary savings anticipated (near & long term)
– Staffing & expertise from contract operator existing staff & systems
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– Systems experience & usage; ready development & implementation
– Long term cost reductions (incentive sharing of savings)
– Performance & regulatory guarantees
– Financial cost guarantees
– Success requires NMB shift to contract/program management emphasis
– Can be implemented within approximately six months w/ some earlier mobilization
– Control & ownership retained by NMB Water

For these reasons, the EGI recommendation is to immediately proceed with the Contract
Operations alternative.

Addition of Customer Service Assessment
Background
In late April 2016, it was requested by NMB Water Executive Director Jeffrey Thompson that EGI
add a Customer Service Assessment to the NMB Water Assessment workscope. The Customer
Service Assessment is provided as a “stand alone” report and is included as Appendix 12 in this
NMB Water Assessment Report.
The seamless integration and functioning of Customer Service with the NMB Water utility
departments providing water, collection & distribution services and City finance functions is
essential. If organizational silos exist, such need to be documented and suggestions provided
(recommendations) for how to modify and improve the interactions. Customer Service provides the
initial contact point between NMB Water and its customers for meter reading, billing and payment
questions, service requests, and emergency situations. As such, Customer Service is the starting
point for gaining customer insights as to “how are we doing?” It is also the organization that
creates the initial image of NMB Water for the utility’s customers.
The limited time and budget for this assessment necessitated a high level approach and focus so
as to review and document how Customer Service currently works and functions and how it
interacts with the operational / planning aspects of NMB Water. Limited comparisons to industry
“best practices” and identification of improvement areas are also provided.
The Customer Service Assessment was conducted as a “follow-on” workscope and is not
integrated directly into the NMB Water Assessment Report and recommendations. Rather, the
Customer Service Assessment report is provided in Appendix 12 of this Report as a separate report
document.
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Summary of Findings from Customer Service Assessment
The Customer Service staff is overworked (excessive overtime) and lacks systems and structured
procedures for effectively handling the workload. Currently, training is not structured or scripted
and is done as identified in the Plante/Moran report (informal OJT using individual know how and
how that person does it).
Some paperwork documentation systems exist but performance metrics require using the paper
documents as inputs. Workloads and staff capability limitations create the condition where Key
Performance Indicators are not available. The metrics established in the Plante/Moran Report
(e.g., calls received per day, response time) have been abandoned due to workload.
Implementation of automated meter reading (AMI system and software) has severely stressed the
Customer Service staff at both the front desk and phone call coverage. Currently, every customer
bill is being visually scanned for accuracy and consistency by Customer Service in an attempt to
identify anomalies from billing to billing in water usage and invoiced costs.
New software for the billing process to replace the existing (1990 vintage) software and
successfully interface with the Tyler-Munis financial systems is immediately needed.
No Information Technology (IT) Master plan exists for Customer Service and should be pursued as
a priority by a qualified systems consultant. Also, information system development and needs
identification will benefit from comprehensive involvement of all areas and interfaces so as to
include not only Customer Service functions but also water plant, collection & distribution duty
supervisors & staff, water laboratory, finance, and human resources. Without such comprehensive
involvement, the current siloing of information, knowledge, and needs will continue.

Customer calls requiring actions and responses from NMB
Water staff are not effectively tracked by Customer Service
(workload and systems issues once again). Rather,
Customer Service records information and then transfers
the information to the Water Plant (water quality) or to
Distribution & Collection (leaks, breaks, backups, new
installs). Limited follow-up by Customer Service occurs with
a closed work order the prime indicator of work completion.
If the work order is not complete, Customer Service places
such in “open” notebook. But, no follow-up occurs. This
“reporting” is all paper based and no metrics exist to
manage the activity. Also, there is no formalized follow-up
with customers to gain “satisfaction inputs.”
Improved coordinate between NMB Water and the
Customer Service function so as to eliminate these
information / communication silos is needed.
Significant opportunities for improvement are identified and comparisons to “best practices” are
provided in the Customer Service Assessment report (see Appendix 12).
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4.0

INTRODUCTION

Background
The City desires an assessment of City water and
wastewater collection service functions to assess
the degree to which the City operations are
managed as efficiently as possible. In addition, the
assessment was to evaluate the different strategic
alternatives that may be available to the City to
continue to effectively provide these utility services
well into the future. The product of the assessment
was envisioned to inform decisions about the
improvement opportunities and pathways for the
utility.

Organizational Structure
The current structure of the Public Utilities function is depicted in Figure 4-1 below. Water and
wastewater services are provided through multiple organizational units comprising 124 full-time
equivalents (FTEs) including FTEs in other City Departments that provide support to the utility. With
support and management staff, the water service functions comprise 106.4 FTEs providing service
to 32,047 water accounts (9,115 of which are within the city and 22,932 are outside the City).
The wastewater services function comprises 17.6 FTEs providing service to 7,640 wastewater
accounts all within the City. The FTE count for both areas is depicted in Table 4-1 below.
Administrative roles are allocated 80:20 between water and wastewater (in rough proportion to
their respective budgets).
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Figure 4-1: Organization of the Public Utilities Department

Table 4-1: FTE Allocations for Water and Wastewater Services
Functional Area

FTEs

Water (0.8) 2

Water1

92

92

Wastewater1

14

Wastewater (0.2) 2
14

City

Procurement2

2

1.6

0.4

City

Legal2

1

0.8

0.2

Resources2

1

0.8

0.2

City Customer Service2

12

9.6

2.4

City Finance3

2

1.6

0.4

124

106.4

17.6

City Human

Total
1

Source: Water and wastewater FTE count from FY2016 City Staffing Summary
Assumed city support services allocation is based on Jeff Thompson input and ~80:20
proportion of water budget to wastewater budget
3
Source: Femi Ogunmola
2
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Identification of Improvement Opportunities
EGI used a multi-faceted approach to develop this assessment and recommendations for the water
and wastewater service provision functions. The assessments provided in this report utilized the
following processes so that contradictions, if any, would be identified.
1. Document review (see list below)
2. Site visits
3. Conduct of Strength – Weaknesses – Opportunities – Threats (SWOT) analysis with
management and staff
4. Conduct of an Assessment Checklist Evaluation
5. Conduct of an Effective Utility Management survey
6. Performance of Benchmarking using American Water Works Association benchmark
statistics

List of Documents Reviewed
The following documents were reviewed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Active City Funded Projects.pdf
CIP 2015 to 2032 by GAI Consultants.pdf
CIP tables.pdf - Box
Consultant Services 2015.xlsx
Consultants used.pdf – Box
Engineering Staff.xlsx
Flushing Report 2014 .pdf
NMB Flushing Report.pdf
Water Vol. Pumped & Usage.pdf
Water Loss Report.pdf
List of Engineering Projects 2015.xlsx
Miami Dade Customer Rates.pdf
Miami Dade Financials Content Page.pdf
NMB 2014 WQ Report.pdf - Box
NMB Budget Docs
FY 2012 Wastewater Expense Status.xlsx
FY 2012 Water Expense Status.xlsx
FY 2013 Wastewater Expense Status.xlsx
FY 2013 Water Expense Status.xlsx
FY 2014 Wastewater Expense Status.xlsx
FY 2014 Water Expense Status.xlsx
Salary & Overtime.xlsx
NMB Budget information
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City Profile and Budget TOC.pdf
City Wide Budget Summary.pdf
City Wide Staffing Summary.pdf
NMP CIP.pdf
Vehicle Budget.pdf
Water Budget.pdf
NMB City Budget # 1 for 15-16.pdf
NMB City Budget # 2 for 15-16.pdf
NMB Doc Review 120715
NMB Engineering Group Functions.pdf
NMB GIS Section Status.pdf - Box
NMB Public Info and Communication Outreach Goals.pdf
NMB Public Services 2012 Accomplishments.pdf
NMB Public Services 2013 Accomplishments.pdf
NMB Public Utilities 2014 Accomplishments.pdf
NMB Technology Time Table.pdf
NMB utilities employee list001.pdf
NMB Water Fund Plans for 2015 - 2016.pdf
NMB Water Fund Plans for 2015 - 2016.pdf
NMB Water Organ Chart.pdf
NMB WW Sys 2013 Report AECOM.pdf
NMB WW Sys 2014 Report AECOM.pdf
NMB_Strategic_Plan_Executive_Summary.pdf
Salary & Overtime.xlsx
SCADA Systems Water and Wastewater.docx
Strategic_Plan__3_updated.pdf
Table of Org.docx
Wages and OT NMB.pdf
Water Production 2012 CCR.pdf
Water Production 2013 CCR.pdf
Water Production 2014 CCR.pdf
Water Production Annual Water Quality Results.xlsx
Water Production CNMB 2nd Qtr 2014.pdf
Water Production CNMB 1st Qtr 2014.pdf
Water Production CNMB 2D_DBP 2nd Qtr 2014.pdf
Water Production CNMB 3rd QTR 2014.pdf
Water Production CNMB Stage2D_DBP 4th Qtr 2014.pdf
Water Production CNMB Stage2DDBP 1st Qtr 2014.pdf
Water Production DOH Letter Triennial monitoring results Lead and Copper 2015.pdf
Water Production Flow Diagram.xlsx
Water Production Org Chart.xlsx
Water Production Total Coliform Rule Results 2014.xls
Water Production CNMB Stage2 D/DBP 3rd Quarter 2014.pdf
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Kickoff Meeting Description
The kickoff meetings for the project were held on December 8–10, 2015. The meetings
consisted of:
Day 1: The EGI team met in the morning and early afternoon with Jeff Thompson and Chris Catlin.
A tour of the Norwood-Oeffler Water Treatment Plant and on-site well field was taken in the late
afternoon.
Day 2: The EGI team conducted a series of “Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats”
(SWOT) analyses with various groups within the organization:
• Utilities Operations
• Engineering
• Public Information Officer & Utility Neighborhood Coordinator
Additional meetings and tours were held with:
• Finance Department
• Operations Center and Warehouse tours
• GIS demonstrations
Day 3: The EGI team participated in a series of smaller meetings with these persons and groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chris Catlin
Mac Serda
Collection System Operations Center tour
Human Resources
Purchasing
Collections
Purchasing
Engineering
Customer Service
Finance
Utilities Director

Staff Interviews
EGI team members interviewed many City staff in person and by telephone in development of this
report. The bulk of the City in-person interviews occurred during the kickoff sessions held
December 8–10 at City offices, and a subsequent visit January 20–21. A number of telephone
conference calls with City staff were also conducted over the course of the project. Webex
presentations of the assessments were also held with utility staff.
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EGI Team Members
Paul Eisenhardt
Mr. Eisenhardt is a nationally recognized expert in public-private partnerships for provision of utility
services and outsourcing. He has negotiated over 50 contracts for provision of water and wastewater
services of municipalities. Since 1996, he has managed privatization procurements for municipal
clients that have exceeded $1.5 billion in contract value. In the competitive assessment and
improvement area, he has worked with water and wastewater utilities nationwide. Topics have
included strategic assessments, benchmarking, treatment plant operations and maintenance, water
distribution and wastewater collection system management, utility management and administration,
customer service, capital planning, and strategic planning. He has authored “Best Practices” research
reports (WERF and AWWARF) for utility operations & management and for capital program
management. He has a Bachelor’s of Science degree in Engineering from Brown University and an MBA
from the Harvard Business School.

Ed Means
Mr. Means provides consulting services to water utilities in the areas of strategic management, water
resources, and water quality. His experiences include 20 years with the Metropolitan Water District of
Southern California, in positions of Supervising Chemist, Laboratory Manager, Director of Resources,
Chief of Operations, Chief Operating Officer and Acting General Manager of a billion dollar water utility.
In these capacities, he managed virtually all aspects of water service provision from water resources to
operations of a complex transmission, distribution and treatment system and all administrative support
functions. Since 1999, Mr. Means has helped build and sell to environmental engineering companies
and has provided strategic consulting services to many of the large water utilities in the U.S. He has 35
years of experience and has published over 125 articles on water quality, water resources and planning
in industry publications.

Brian Hemphill
Mr. Hemphill has more than 35 years of experience as a consultant in the wastewater and water
treatment industry. He has been involved in facilities planning, process design, detailed design, and
management review and analysis. His expertise extends to all phases of wastewater and water
management with particular emphasis on residuals management and processing evaluations and
design. Brian’s knowledge of water and wastewater treatment processes, design, operation and
maintenance considerations provides an excellent basis for technical assessments, benchmarking,
operational assessments, and for the technical assessment of alternatives for facility operations. He is
a registered professional engineer in the states of Oregon and Washington.

Jim Bewley
Mr. Bewley has over 40 years of experience in wastewater treatment, recycled water, and water utilities.
He has served in positions from operator chemist, superintendent, to Executive Director/Utility System
Manager. He has direct experience with the planning, design and implementation of a 29 MGD
wastewater facility and has worked extensively with multi-jurisdictional Boards and authorities. He
provides operations, managerial and regulatory expertise for utility management and procurement
assignments. He is a certified wastewater treatment operator (CA – Grade V).
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5.0

TEN ATTRIBUTES OF
EFFECTIVELY MANAGED
UTILITIES AND EMPLOYEE
SURVEY

Survey Activities
Background
An on-line survey incorporating the “Effective Utility Management” (EUM) self-assessment and
other organizational questions was developed to allow water and wastewater utility staff to
electronically respond confidentially through the use of a Qualtrics on-line survey tool. Before
discussing the results of this survey, a few words about survey reliability are appropriate. Surveys
are always subject to a variety of potential errors. There are several types of survey error, which
can reduce the accuracy of a survey estimate.
Coverage errors occur when the sampling frame excludes some segments of the target population.
In the North Miami Beach Water survey, the fact that only about half of the employees completed
the survey means that there is some risk that the conclusions from the half that did complete the
survey do not match the conclusions that would be drawn had all employees completed the survey.
Nonresponse errors can cause serious bias in survey results. Internet or mail surveys tend to be
answered by those who feel strongly about an issue, or by those who feel more civic responsibility,
neither of which may be representative of North Miami Beach Water employees. In addition, some
employees may have declined to respond because of unfamiliarity with completing on-line surveys
or as a result of incomplete understanding of the nuances of the Effective Utility Management
attributes describe below.
Measurement Errors occur when respondents answer ‘inaccurately’ because of question wording,
question ordering, interviewer effect, or other external influences.
Respondents totaled 58 (although not all respondents completed the survey or every question,
which explains the discrepancies in “Total” responses in the two tables below).
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For these reasons, the survey results here should be interpreted with these potential errors in mind
and used in conjunction with the other observations / measurements made in this study.
It is important to also note that these employee perceptions are based upon their experience and
“vantage point” in the organization and may not reflect awareness of performance standards of
utilities beyond North Miami Beach Water.
The first section of the survey considers employee perceptions of North Miami Beach Water’s
performance on the “Ten Attributes of Effective Utility Management (Effective Utility Management:
A Primer for Water and Wastewater Utilities, June 2008).
The EUM attributes were collaboratively developed by leading utilities and water leaders through
the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies,
American Public Works Association,
American Water Works Association,
National Association of Clean Water Agencies,
National Association of Water Companies,
United States Environmental Protection Agency, and
Water Environment Federation.

The attributes “provide useful and concise reference
points for utility managers seeking to improve
organization-wide performance. The Attributes describe
desired outcomes that are applicable to all water and
wastewater utilities. They comprise a comprehensive
framework related to operations, infrastructure,
customer satisfaction, community welfare, natural
resource stewardship, and financial performance”
(Effective Utility Management: A Primer for Water and
Wastewater Utilities, June 2008). They have been used
by numerous utilities nationwide to assess internal
perspectives on utility performance.
The ten attributes are:

Product Quality (PQ) – Produces potable water, treated effluent, and process residuals in full
compliance with regulatory and reliability requirements and consistent with customer, public
health, and ecological needs.
Customer Satisfaction (CS) – Provides reliable, responsive, and affordable services in line with
explicit, customer-accepted service levels. Receives timely customer feedback to maintain
responsiveness to customer needs and emergencies.
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Employee and Leadership Development (ED) – Recruits and retains a workforce that is
competent, motivated, adaptive, and safe working. Establishes a participatory, collaborative
organization dedicated to continual learning and improvement. Ensures employee institutional
knowledge is retained and improved upon over time. Provides a focus on and emphasizes
opportunities for professional and leadership development and strives to create an integrated and
well-coordinated senior leadership team.
Operational Optimization (OO) – Ensures ongoing, timely, cost-effective, reliable, and
sustainable performance improvements in all facets of its operations. Minimizes resource use,
loss, and impacts from day-to-day operations. Maintains awareness of information and operational
technology developments to anticipate and support timely adoption of improvements.
Financial Viability (FV) – Understands the full life-cycle cost of the utility and establishes and
maintains an effective balance between long-term debt, asset values, operations and maintenance
expenditures, and operating revenues. Establishes predictable rates—consistent with community
expectations and acceptability—adequate to recover costs, provide for reserves, maintain support
from bond rating agencies, and plan and invest for future needs.
Infrastructure Stability (IS) – Understands the condition of and costs associated with critical
infrastructure assets. Maintains and enhances the condition of all assets over the long-term at the
lowest possible life-cycle cost and acceptable risk consistent with customer, community, and
regulator-supported service levels, and consistent with anticipated growth and system reliability
goals. Assures asset repair, rehabilitation, and replacement efforts are coordinated within the
community to minimize disruptions and other negative consequences.
Operational Resiliency (OR) – Ensures utility leadership and staff work together to anticipate and
avoid problems. Proactively identifies, assesses, establishes tolerance levels for, and effectively
manages a full range of business risks (including legal, regulatory, financial, environmental, safety,
security, and natural disaster-related) in a proactive manner.
Community Sustainability (CS) – Is explicitly cognizant of and attentive to the impacts its
decisions have on current and long-term future community and watershed health and welfare.
Manages operations, infrastructure, and investments to protect, restore, and enhance the natural
environment; efficiently uses water and energy resources; promotes economic vitality; and
engenders overall community improvement. Explicitly considers a variety of pollution prevention,
watershed, and source water protection approaches as part of an overall strategy to maintain and
enhance ecological and community sustainability.
Water Resource Adequacy (WA) – Ensures water availability consistent with current and future
customer needs through long-term resource supply and demand analysis, conservation, and public
education. Explicitly considers its role in water availability and manages operations to provide for
long-term aquifer and surface water sustainability and replenishment.
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Stakeholder Understanding and Support
(SS) – Stakeholder Understanding and
Support engenders understanding and support from oversight bodies, community and watershed
interests, and regulatory bodies for service levels, rate structures, operating budgets, capital
improvement programs, and risk management decisions. Actively involves stakeholders in the
decisions that will affect them.

Conduct of the Survey
The EGI team conducted the internal survey to collect input from internal stakeholders about
operating conditions for use in making operating recommendations. Surveys included all utility
staff that wanted to participate in this process.
The survey was conducted in January of 2016 using the Qualtrics on-line survey tool
(http://www.qualtrics.com) incorporating the EUM self-assessment and other organizational
questions. Staff participation was solicited by email and all individual respondent results were
confidential. Computer stations were made available for staff without assigned computers. A total
of 58 employees responded (approximately a 56% response rate). Some employees did not
respond to specific questions (discussed later where possibly significant) and others started but
did not complete the survey.

EUM Survey Results
Respondents’ length of employment ranged from four employees with less than one year of tenure
to 13 employees with over 20 years of tenure.
Table 5-1: Length of Employment at North Miami Beach

How long have you been working at North Miami Beach?
#
Answer
1
2
3
4
5

Response

%

Less than 1 year
Between 1 and 5 years
Between 5 and 10 years
Between 10 and 20 years
More than 20 years

4
10
3
28
13

7%
17%
5%
48%
22%

Total

58

100%
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Table 5-2 below shows the respondents by work division. Approximately half of the respondents
came from the Management and Technology divisions. Water Production represented 18% of the
respondents and Water Distribution, 20%. The remaining respondents were from Wastewater
Division (5%) and Finance (3%). We received a reasonable number of responses from each of the
divisions (with the possible exception of wastewater where response was limited). Nonetheless,
the responses are likely reasonably representative of the issues within the organization. The
survey results are used to provide additional information to support the benchmarking and
Assessment Checklist findings; study conclusions are not heavily dependent on the survey results.
Table 5-2: Respondents by Work Division

Which division are you currently working in (select one)?
#

2

Answer
Management (including Public Works
Director, GIS Coordinator, Safety)
Water Production Division

10

18%

3

Wastewater Division

3

5%

5

Distribution Division

11

20%

7

Technology (including engineering)

15

27%

8

Finance (including materials control)

3

5%

Total

55

100%

1

Response

%

13

24%

Respondents were asked to force rank the 10 attributes with regard to their view of the relative
level of importance to North Miami Beach Water. The results are shown in Table 5-3 below:
Product Quality and Customer Satisfaction were ranked number 1 and number 2 in terms of
importance. Water Resource Adequacy and Stakeholder Understanding and Support were ranked
in the 9th and 10th spots. Compliance with water quality regulations and customer satisfaction is
typically ranked high in utilities (consistent with that observed here). Water Resource Adequacy
was possibly ranked low because North Miami Beach Water has adequate supplies of groundwater
available to it and most employees are cognizant of that. There is no “imperative” to develop
additional supplies and thus, the importance ranking is rated low.
The bottom ranking for Stakeholder Understanding and Support is curious. It could signal
employee insensitivity to the needs of customers (which is serious) on one hand or, on the other,
that customers are happy with the service (quality and cost). Given historical resistance to rate
increases in the community and “outside the city” concerns over service surcharges, it would
appear that delving deeper into the basis for the low ranking of the Stakeholder Understanding
and Support attribute is warranted.
These “importance rankings” will be plotted against level of achievement in a summary graphic
later in the report.
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Table 5-3: Ranking of the 10 Attributes of Effective Utility Management

Please rank the importance of each attribute to North Miami Beach from most important to
least important:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Total
Responses

Product Quality (PQ)

31

7

5

6

5

1

0

0

0

0

55

2

Customer Satisfaction (CS)

6

32

6

2

2

2

1

3

1

0

55

3

Employee and Leadership
Development (ED)

6

4

19

3

5

3

3

2

1

9

55

4

Operational Optimization (OO)

0

0

6

25

2

6

8

7

1

0

55

5

Financial Viability (FV)

2

2

0

9

26

7

1

2

5

1

55

6

Infrastructure Stability (IS)

5

2

3

3

6

27

7

0

2

0

55

7

Operational Resiliency (OR)

0

0

6

2

1

7

30

7

1

1

55

8

Community Sustainability (SU)

3

2

5

3

2

0

3

30

5

2

55

9

Water Resource Adequacy
(WA)

2

4

4

1

1

2

1

4

35

1

55

10

Stakeholder Understanding
and Support (SS)

0

2

1

1

5

0

1

0

4

41

55

Total

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

-

#

Answer

1

Each of the ten attributes’ “achievement results” is shown in the follow set of graphics. Each
graphic depicts the achievement rating and a set of descriptive statistics.
The results for respondent’s perspectives on Product Quality are shown in Table 5-4 below.
Product Quality refers to the utility’s compliance with regulatory and reliability requirements and
operating consistent with customer, public health, and ecological needs. While Product Quality
was ranked highest in terms of importance to North Miami Beach Water, about a third of the
respondents view achievement of that attribute as either occurring “moderately” or “occasionally”.
This implies that about one third of respondents perceive that the utility does not consistently
produce a quality product. This may relate to persistent observations of color in the water (while
meeting regulations this may be seen as a deficiency). This is an area for improvement (in either
practice or perception).
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Table 5-4: Product Quality Achievement Results

Product Quality (PQ)
Complies with regulatory and reliability requirements. Is consistent with customer, public
health, and ecological needs.

Ratings

1
Constantly
achieve
goals

2
Mostly
achieve
goals

3
Moderately
achieve
goals

4
Occasionally
achieve
goals

5
No system
to achieve
goals

Total
Responses

Mean

Responses

23

11

15

2

0

51

1.92

Min Value

1

Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

4
1.92
0.91
0.96
51

The Customer Satisfaction Achievement Results are shown in Table 5-6 below. Customer
Satisfaction refers to providing reliable, responsive, and affordable services. The utility solicits
timely customer feedback and is responsive to customer needs and emergencies.
Most respondents (about two thirds) believe the attribute is
met either “constantly” or “mostly”. Nine respondents
believe the attribute goal is met “moderately”.
One
respondent believes it is only met “occasionally”. North
Miami Beach Water should consider including a customer
service module in all employee training programs to ensure
employees remain sensitive to the customers they serve.
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Table 5-5: Customer Satisfaction Achievement Results

Customer Satisfaction (CS)
Provides reliable, responsive, and affordable services. Receives timely customer feedback.
Responsive to customer needs and emergencies.

Ratings

1
Constantly
achieve
goals

2
Mostly
achieve
goals

3
Moderately
achieve
goals

4
Occasionally
achieve
goals

5
No system
to achieve
goals

Total
Responses

Mean

Responses

17

24

9

1

0

51

1.88

Min Value

1

Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

4
1.88
0.59
0.77
51

The respondents indicate a general
dissatisfaction on the Employee and
Leadership
Development
attribute,
shown in Table 5-7 below (this will be
discussed further in the second part of
the survey). Five respondents perceive
that there are “no systems to achieve
goals”. Ten believe the attribute is only
met “occasionally” and 19 believe that it
is met “moderately”. This is an area in
which substantial improvement is
possible and needed.
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Table 5-6: Employee and Leadership Development Achievement Results

Employee and Leadership Development (ED)
Recruits and retains competent workforce. Is a collaborative organization dedicated to
continual learning and improvement. Employee institutional knowledge is retained and
improved. Opportunities are available for professional and leadership development.
Integrated and well-coordinated senior leadership team.

Ratings

1
Constantly
achieve
goals

2
Mostly
achieve
goals

3
Moderately
achieve
goals

4
Occasionally
achieve
goals

5
No system
to achieve
goals

Total
Responses

Mean

Responses

7

9

19

10

5

50

2.94

Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

1
5
2.94
1.36
1.17
50

The results for employee perspectives on the Operational Optimization EUM attribute are depicted
in Table 5-8 below. Operational Optimization refers to the consistent implementation of ongoing
performance improvements, minimizing resource use and loss from day-to-day operations. The
utility is aware of and drives timely adoption of operational and technological improvements.
Notably, only three respondents believe that such optimization occurs “constantly”, while 30
believe it occurs “moderately” or “occasionally”. This is an area the utility needs to focus and
improve upon. Such improvements can increase efficiency and lower cost, and are described in
much greater detail elsewhere in the report (see the Assessment Checklist and benchmarking
results discussion).
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Table 5-7: Operational Optimization Achievement Results

Operational Optimization (OO)
Ongoing performance improvements. Minimizes resource use and loss from day-to-day
operations. Awareness and timely adoption of operational and technological
improvements.

Ratings

1
Constantly
achieve
goals

2
Mostly
achieve
goals

3
Moderately
achieve
goals

4
Occasionally
achieve
goals

5
No system
to achieve
goals

Total
Responses

Mean

Responses

3

16

23

7

0

49

2.69

Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

1
4
2.69
0.63
0.80
49

The Financial Viability EUM attribute achievement results are shown in Table 5-9 below. Financial
Viability refers to an effective balance between long-term debt, asset values, O&M expenditures,
and operating revenues. Rates are predictable and adequate.
The respondents vary in their perception of the utility’s Financial Viability. Eighteen respondents
believe the utility “constantly” or “mostly” meets this attribute goal. Seventeen respondents
believe the utility “mostly” or “occasionally” meets the goal. This attribute received the most “nonresponses” of any which we interpret to mean that many employees don’t understand the finances
of the utility enough to make an informed opinion. This represents an important educational
opportunity. Understanding the finances/cost structure of the utility goes hand in hand with
making wise operational optimization decisions. Similarly, garnering Stakeholder Understanding
and Support and achieving high levels of Customer Satisfaction stem from achieving and
communicating the “cost-effectiveness” of the utility operating philosophy. These three attributes
are connected and form an important cultural base for effective utility management and
operations.
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Table 5-8: Financial Viability Achievement Results

Financial Viability (FV)
There is an effective balance between long-term debt, asset values, O&M expenditures, and
operating revenues. Rates are predictable and adequate.

Ratings

1
Constantly
achieve
goals

2
Mostly
achieve
goals

3
Moderately
achieve
goals

4
Occasionally
achieve
goals

5
No system
to achieve
goals

Total
Responses

Mean

Responses

4

14

13

4

0

35

2.49

Min Value

1

Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

4
2.49
0.73
0.85
35

Table 5-9 below depicts the respondent perceptions related to Infrastructure Stability.
Infrastructure Stability refers to the utility effectively managing the condition of and costs
associated with critical infrastructure assets.
Twenty-three respondents believe the utility
“constantly” or “mostly” meets this goal.
Twenty respondents believe this happens
“moderately” or “occasionally”.
One
respondent believes there is no system in
place to measure/assess this attribute.
This is an area that is ripe for major
improvement (based on perceptions and, as
corroborated elsewhere in the report,
reality).
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Table 5-9: Infrastructure Stability Achievement Results

Infrastructure Stability (IS)
The utility effectively manages the condition of and costs associated with critical infrastructure
assets. Maintains and enhances assets over the long-term at the lowest possible life-cycle cost
and acceptable risk. Repair efforts are coordinated within the community to minimize
disruptions.

Ratings

1
Constantly
achieve
goals

2
Mostly
achieve
goals

3
Moderately
achieve
goals

4
Occasionally
achieve
goals

5
No system
to achieve
goals

Total
Responses

Mean

Responses

3

20

14

6

1

44

2.59

Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

1
5
2.59
0.81
0.90
44

Table 5-10 below depicts respondent’s perceptions on Operational Resiliency. Operational
Resiliency refers to staff working together to anticipate and avoid problems, proactively
establishing tolerance levels and effectively managing risks (including legal, regulatory, financial,
environmental, safety, security, and natural disaster-related risks).
Thirty-one respondents believe this goal is met “constantly” or “mostly”. Eighteen respondents
believe it is met “moderately” or “occasionally”. One respondent believes there is “no system to
achieve goals”. This is an area for improvement (especially with regard to emergency
preparedness and safety) and is discussed elsewhere in this report.
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Table 5-10: Operational Resiliency Achievement Results

Operational Resiliency (OR)
Staff work together to anticipate and avoid problems. Proactively establishes tolerance levels
and effectively manages risks (including legal, regulatory, financial, environmental, safety,
security, and natural disaster-related).

Ratings

1
Constantly
achieve
goals

2
Mostly
achieve
goals

3
Moderately
achieve
goals

4
Occasionally
achieve
goals

5
No system
to achieve
goals

Total
Responses

Mean

Responses

6

25

13

5

1

50

2.40

Min Value

1

Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

5
2.40
0.82
0.90
50

The attribute related to Community Sustainability refers to the utility’s attention to impacts on the
community and watershed health and welfare (including the natural environment. efficient water
and energy use, pollution prevention, source water protection and promoting economic vitality and
community improvement).
Thirty-eight respondents believe that the
utility “constantly” or “mostly” achieves
this goal, shown in Table 5-11. Ten
believe that occurs “moderately” or
“occasionally”.
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Table 5-11: Community Sustainability Achievement Results

Community Sustainability (SU)
Attentive to impacts on community and watershed health and welfare. Operations enhance
natural environment. Efficiently use water and energy resources; promote economic vitality;
engender overall community improvement. Maintain and enhance ecological and community
sustainability including pollution prevention and source water protection.

Ratings

1
Constantly
achieve
goals

2
Mostly
achieve
goals

3
Moderately
achieve
goals

4
Occasionally
achieve
goals

5
No system
to achieve
goals

Total
Responses

Mean

Responses

15

23

9

1

0

48

1.92

Min Value

1

Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

4
1.92
0.59
0.77
48

The attribute related to Water Resource Adequacy refers to assuring the utility’s water availability
through long-term resource supply and demand analysis, conservation, and public education.
Thirty-two respondents believe that the utility “constantly”
or “mostly” achieves this goal. Eleven believe that occurs
“moderately” or “occasionally”.
Three respondents
believe that there are “no systems to achieve goal”. EGI
discusses this attribute in further detail in other areas of
the report (see Assessment Checklist).
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Table 5-12: Water Resource Adequacy Achievement Results

Water Resource Adequacy (WA)
Ensures water availability through long-term resource supply and demand analysis;
conservation, and public education.

Ratings

1
Constantly
achieve
goals

2
Mostly
achieve
goals

3
Moderately
achieve
goals

4
Occasionally
achieve
goals

5
No system
to achieve
goals

Total
Responses

Mean

Responses

18

14

10

1

3

46

2.07

Min Value
Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

1
5
2.07
1.31
1.14
46

The attribute related to Stakeholder Understanding and Support refers to the utility’s efforts to
engender understanding and support from oversight bodies, community, and watershed interests,
and regulatory bodies for service levels, rate structures, operating budgets, capital improvement
programs, and risk management decisions.
The utility actively involves stakeholders in the
decisions that will affect them.
Twenty-two respondents believe this goal is met “constantly” or “mostly”. Fourteen respondents
believe this goal is met “moderately” or “occasionally”. This is another attribute where numerous
employees were not able to respond (only 36 responses) either because they were not sure what
the attribute entailed or were not knowledgeable about the utility’s performance on it. This is an
area that may need further exploration and/or communication programs to focus on increasing
awareness of the need for stakeholder support to achieve utility long-term goals.
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Table 5-13: Stakeholder Understanding and Support Achievement Results

Stakeholder Understanding and Support (SS)
Engenders understanding and support from oversight bodies, community, and watershed
interests, and regulatory bodies for service levels, rate structures, operating budgets, capital
improvement programs, and risk management decisions. Actively involves stakeholders in the
decisions that will affect them.

Ratings

1
Constantly
achieve
goals

2
Mostly
achieve
goals

3
Moderately
achieve
goals

4
Occasionally
achieve
goals

5
No system
to achieve
goals

Total
Responses

Mean

Responses

4

18

12

2

0

36

2.33

Min Value

1

Max Value
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
Total Responses

4
2.33
0.57
0.76
36

EUM Survey Synopsis
Table 5-14 summarizes EUM attribute average achievement versus average ranking. Generally,
appearing in the upper left hand corner of the graph is especially serious (i.e., an attribute is both
very important AND achievement is low).
Employees generally believe that Product Quality and Customer Service are the most important
EUM attributes and the utility mostly achieves success in these areas. There are several areas
where performance is perceived by some respondents as inconsistent including Infrastructure
Stability, Financial Viability, Employee and Leadership Development, Operational Optimization,
Community Sustainability, Operational Resiliency, and Stakeholder Understanding and Support.
The “lowest” perceived achievement attribute was Employee and Leadership Development.
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Table 5-14: Summary of EUM Self-Assessment Results

Employee EUM Related Comments
Respondents were asked to provide further explanatory comments related to their EUM responses.
The following substantive comments were received:
• There is no employee leadership and development program within our division at the City of
North Miami Beach. The employees are not aware of any career ladder with requirements
that they must meet to be eligible for promotion and to have the necessary development
that the industry, as well as, our customers require from us. It seems as if professional
training is frowned upon since it may cost the city money. At the same time, if you invest in
your employees development they will be best equip to provide the ultimate service that our
stakeholders (the customers) deserve from us. Full qualification and continued
development is the appropriate route to meet this need. I understand some of the burden
does fall on the employees themselves, but at least there should be some sort of guidelines
that are not hidden from our knowledge. Also, the city does have the right to hold us
accountable if we do not meet all requirements (licenses, certifications, education, etc.) in a
proper timeframe. As everyone knows, the city does have a very large group of employees
who have been providing service for over 10 plus years. Most of these employees do not
have any desire to enhance their job related educational development without any
incentives. In my opinion, incentives should be provided for acquiring licenses,
certifications, and continued educational development. Yet, if the employee was to allow
their license and/or certification to expire, the incentive that the employee was receiving
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should be retracted until they acquire those items again. At the same time, if it is a position
that requires those necessary items as well, then that employee should face some sort of
retraction too. As a conclusion, the City of North Miami Beach cannot afford to keep
neglecting the necessary employee development plan. If employees are not qualified or do
not have all the necessary training, how would they be able to excel at any of the above
listed attributes we are using to gauge our quality of utility service.
• It may be very difficult to accurately gauge our attributes level of importance since there
have not been a readily available clear vision of our utility for the short time span that I have
been working here. I strongly feel that it is the appropriate time for us to adopt one that is
known by the employees and the community. Two (2) attributes were placed at the bottom
of the level of importance scale due to the little to no known knowledge of our process
using them. These attributes are Financial Viability (FV) and Water Resources Adequacy
(WA).
• Because of the position or the responsibility I now hold, it is difficult to give a more accurate
evaluation. But from my past experience within my carrier, my evaluation of this operation
is lacking efficiency.
• A quality produced product, customer satisfaction, along with protecting the public, needs
to be the most important goals when delivering a consumption based product to the public.
With the support of a well-trained staff, infrastructure improvements, and a staff that is
proactive, financial costs can be reduced to optimize operations. With these goals at the
forefront, support from the shareholders will be achieved.
• My ranking classification is based on true project management. In order to have a
performing water system we need to consider primarily all the resources: financial, human
power and infrastructure. These first three elements can lead us to high quality production
of water that could meet our customer satisfaction trough out our geographical areas of
activities. An efficient management system will coordinate the operations in a way that give
stability to our structural distribution system with less breaks and water waste which could
lead to water contamination. This type of operation would prove to the community our
commitment to serve them and provide safe, good quality product to their consumption. In
an organized and structured water system or any other business where the financial
resources is available, the management is at the level of the task and possess the proper
qualified work force the production will meet the stakeholders satisfaction, understanding
and support.
• Stability is uncertain at this institution
• Much more could be done
• There always room for improvement
• Always room for improvement
• Product Quality can be improved with training on new technological equipment and
software. We have some equipment not taken advantage off due to training and needed
time to work with.
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• Product Quality can be improved with training on new technological equipment and
software
• We have safe and high quality water. The city of NMB doesn't exceed South Florida Water
Management District limitation/allotment. The department needs more support from the
stakeholder.

Human Resources Issues Survey Results
The second part of the survey involved administering a series of multiple choice questions
designed to gauge employee perceptions about human resources issues including the utility role,
management, supervision, performance measurement and training.
Responses are depicted in Table 5-15 below. There are several very positive observations that can
be made about the utility including:
• A number of respondents (47) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “I believe
the Public Utilities Department provides an excellent service to the community” (Question
#1).
• A number of respondents (47) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “My work
conditions are acceptable” (Question #2).
• A number of respondents (42) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “The
technology we employ in general is effective” (Question #4).
• A number of respondents (46) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “I have
adequate supplies/equipment necessary to do my job” (Question #5).
• A number of respondents (49) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “I am
satisfied with my work schedule” (Question #7).
• A number of respondents (49) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “I am proud
to be a member of the Public Utilities Department” (Question #8).
• A number of respondents (46) “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement “In general,
I am satisfied with my career” (Question #9).
There are several very observations that can be made about the utility that suggest areas for
improvement, including:
• A notable number of respondents (10) “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statement “The vehicles we use are acceptable for their use” (Question #3). This sentiment
was observed in site visits conducted by the EGI. Some vehicles were viewed as old and
unreliable. In addition, repair services through the central fleet maintenance facility was
roundly criticized as slow, leading some employees to forgo preventative maintenance on
some vehicles.
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• A number of respondents (19) either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the statement
“Morale is high in the division in which I work” (Question #10). The source of the morale
issues appear may be found (among other places) in Question 12 (see below). Interviews
with managers identified some concerns over management wage freezes over the last
several years, which have created serious salary compression. There also appears be
inadequate attention to performance evaluations (see Question 27). Supervisor training is
warranted.
• A number of respondents (12) either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the statement
“Whenever I have a concern at work I can always have my concerns resolved” (Question
12).
• A series of questions related to communications were asked (Questions 20–26):
– Management does a good job communicating their decisions to everyone in the
Department
– In general, I believe there is good communication between the Department and
city hall
– Management listens to my ideas about improving the Department
– My immediate supervisor listens to my ideas about improving the Department
– In general, the communication process in the Department is excellent
– I wish there was a better way for my ideas to be heard
In general, approximately 11–16 respondents (depending on the question) either
“somewhat disagree” of “disagree” with the above positive statements relating to
communication. This is an area that is in apparent need of improvement throughout the
organization.
• A number of respondents (15) either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the statement
“I receive timely feedback that my work contributes to the overall success of the
Department”. Performance evaluation processes should be assessed, revised and
consistently implemented.
• A number of respondents are dissatisfied with the utilities training programs.
– 21 respondents either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the statement “I
receive necessary training to maintain/improve my skill and competency levels”
(Question 28).
– 20 respondents either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the statement
“Training opportunities are readily available in the Department” (Question 30).
– 25 respondents either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the statement
“Training opportunities are fairly distributed” (Question 31).
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Training programs need to be targeted and revitalized.
• A number of respondents (12) either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the statement
“I receive timely feedback that my work contributes to the overall success of the
Department” (Question 32). Performance appraisal processes is an area ripe for
improvement.
• Eight to eleven respondents either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the statements:
– My supervisor supports my professional development (Question 35)
– My supervisor is an effective leader (Question 36)
Supervisory training should be targeted and revitalized.

Again, it is important to recognize the inherent limitations in any survey. The
responses/observations should be coupled (and are) with other independent observations (e.g.,
the Assessment Checklist) and the empirical results of benchmarks to support the overall
conclusions of the report.
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Table 5-15: Summary of Employee Survey Results

Answer whether you disagree, somewhat disagree, somewhat agree, or agree with the
following:
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Total
Responses

Mean

1

I believe the Public
Utilities Department
provides an excellent
service to the
community

0

3

12

35

50

3.64

2

My work conditions are
acceptable

0

3

18

29

50

3.52

3

The vehicles we use
are acceptable for their
use

1

9

21

14

45

3.07

4

The technology we
employ in general is
effective

4

3

25

17

49

3.12

5

I have adequate
supplies/equipment
necessary to do my job

1

2

24

22

49

3.37

6

I have adequate
employee space to do
my job

3

4

10

33

50

3.46

7

I am satisfied with my
work schedule

1

0

13

36

50

3.68

8

I am proud to be a
member of the Public
Utilities Department

0

0

10

39

49

3.80

9

In general, I am
satisfied with my
career

0

4

17

29

50

3.50

10

Morale is high in the
division in which I work

8

11

20

9

48

2.63

11

The Department has a
clear sense of its
mission

2

7

22

18

49

3.14

12

Whenever I have a
concern at work I can
always have my
concerns resolved

8

4

25

13

50

2.86

#

Question
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Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Total
Responses

Mean

15

The Public Utilities
Department is
innovative when it
comes to dealing with
the community

4

2

18

25

49

3.31

16

I know what is
expected of me at work

0

2

15

33

50

3.62

0

1

19

29

49

3.57

1

2

16

31

50

3.54

19

My supervisor and I
maintain a clear
understanding about
what I am expected to
do and how I am
expected to carry it out

5

3

15

27

50

3.28

20

Management does a
good job
communicating their
decisions to everyone
in the Department

7

7

23

13

50

2.84

22

In general, I believe
there is good
communication
between the
Department and city
hall

7

9

19

8

43

2.65

23

Management listens to
my ideas about
improving the
Department

7

4

21

16

48

2.96

24

My immediate
supervisor listens to my
ideas about improving
the Department

4

7

17

19

47

3.09

25

In general, the
communication
process in the
Department is
excellent

9

5

25

11

50

2.76

26

I wish there was a
better way for my ideas
to be heard

3

8

21

16

48

3.04

#

17

18

Question

I have clear
information about how
to do my job
I feel comfortable with
what I am asked to do
in meeting my job
requirements
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Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Total
Responses

Mean

27

I receive timely
feedback that my work
contributes to the
overall success of the
Department

5

10

21

12

48

2.83

28

I receive necessary
training to
maintain/improve my
skill and competency
levels

6

15

18

10

49

2.65

29

My immediate
supervisor is properly
trained for the position
he/she holds

3

3

14

28

48

3.40

30

Training opportunities
are readily available in
the Department

7

13

23

5

48

2.54

31

Training opportunities
are distributed fairly in
the Department

12

13

14

9

48

2.42

32

In the department
discipline is applied
fairly

5

7

23

14

49

2.94

33

My work is important

0

0

3

47

50

3.94

34

My work makes a
positive contribution to
the community

0

0

4

46

50

3.92

35

My supervisor takes
personal interest in me

4

4

22

17

47

3.11

36

My supervisor supports
my professional
development

5

6

20

19

50

3.06

37

My supervisor is an
effective leader

3

7

15

25

50

3.24

38

I have confidence in
Management to lead
the Department

0

4

17

29

50

3.50

#

Question
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6.0

BENCHMARKING OF CURRENT
OPERATIONS

Benchmarks
AWWA Benchmarks
In addition to the Assessment Checklist Evaluation, EGI
conducted benchmarking of utility operations based
upon the American Water Works Association’s (AWWA’s)
Utility Benchmarking Program. Their program is a
system of well-defined performance indicators specific
to the water and wastewater sector. These indicators
were designed to help utilities providing water and/or
wastewater services improve their operational and
managerial
efficiency
and
effectiveness.
The
information is generated from an annual utility
benchmarking survey. The Benchmarking: Performance
Indicators for Water and Wastewater – 2013 Survey Data and Analyses Report was published in
2015. The details of the calculations are included in Appendix 2.
The purpose of the benchmarking is to provide objective performance measures for decision
makers that are responsible for overseeing/managing water and wastewater utilities. For each of
the benchmarks, survey information was collected from water and wastewater utilities as well as
utilities that provide both “combined” services.
Per AWWA, “To make valid comparisons, performance indicator must be well defined and
consistently used in context. If definitions are inconsistent or incomplete, the resulting
performance data will not be comparable. Even when comparable date is collected, external
comparisons are often not straightforward because numerous system-specific factors can
influence the system performance. Important variables that may be outside of the utilities control
include the following:
• Water sources
• Treatment requirements
• System age/materials
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topography/environment
Organizational vision and culture
Historical and current strategic and operating plans
Budget
Customer base
External service providers (electricity, gas, telecoms, etc.)
Services from enterprise/corporate functions (finance, IT HR, etc.)
Regulations
Governance
Political environment
Economies of scale (as system size increases, efficiency may improve)
Economies of scope (diversification of services may lead to efficiencies)
Economies of density (as population density increases, unit costs may decrease)”

In collaboration with the NMB Water’s utility management, 17 performance indicators were
selected for calculation and comparison. Table 6-1 provides a listing of the available benchmarks
for water and wastewater utilities, from which the final list was developed, indicating availability of
data.
The performance indicators include:
Water
1. Total O&M cost per account
2. Million Gallons per Day of Water Produced Per Employee
3. Customer accounts per employee
4. Service affordability
5. % Planned Maintenance
6. Regulatory compliance rate
7. Water loss
8. Employee turnover
9. Overtime dollars as a % of FTE direct costs
Wastewater
10. Customer accounts per employee
11. Service affordability
12. Sewer system overflow
13. % Planned Maintenance
14. Employee turnover
15. Overtime dollar’s as a % of FTE direct costs
16. O&M cost per account
Overall Utility
17. Bond rating
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Table 6-1: Master List of Benchmarks

Metric
#

AWWA
Performance
Indicator

Benchmark Metric Description

Data
Available

Water
1

O&M cost per account

Yes

Yes

2

Million gallons delivered per day per employee

Yes

Yes

3

Customer accounts per employee

Yes

Yes

4

Service affordability (average residential monthly water bill x 12) / (Real median annual household income)

Yes

Yes

5

% Planned Maintenance (vs reactive maintenance)

Yes

Anecdotal

6

Regulatory compliance rate (# of standard and/or monitoring violations)

Yes

Yes

7

Water loss

Yes

Yes

8

Number of grievances

No

Yes

9
10

Employee turnover
Overtime $’s as a % of FTE direct costs (w/o benefits)

Yes
No

No
Yes

Wastewater
11

Number of grievances

No

Yes

12

Customer accounts per employee

Yes

Yes

13

Service affordability (average residential monthly wastewater bill x 12) / (Real median annual household income)

Yes

Yes

14

Sewer system overflow (overflow events/100 miles of pipe)

Yes

Yes

15

% Planned Maintenance (vs reactive maintenance)

Yes

Anecdotal

16
17

Regulatory compliance rate (# of standard and/or monitoring violations)
Employee turnover

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

18

Overtime $’s as a % of FTE direct costs (w/o benefits)

Yes

Yes

19

O&M cost per account (including Miami Dade charge)

Yes

Yes

Continued
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Metric
#

AWWA
Performance
Indicator

Benchmark Metric Description

Data
Available

Selected Benchmarks eliminated due to inadequate or not easily accessible records
20

Flushing/TVing

No

Yes

21

Water main breaks per 100 miles of pipe

Yes

No

22

Customer technical service complaints per thousand accounts, water

Yes

No

23

Training (hours per employee), water

Yes

No

24

Collection system integrity (failures per 100 miles of pipe), wastewater

Yes

No

25

Customer technical service complaints per 1000 accounts, wastewater

Yes

No

26

Training (hours per employee), wastewater

Yes

No

27

Safety – lost time accident frequency and severity index

Yes

No

28

Emergency Response Readiness training (hours per employee)

Yes

No
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These benchmark metrics provide a good cross-section of system performance for water and
wastewater, capturing elements of efficiency and system operations.
The AWWA Benchmarks were generated across, in some cases, dozens of water and wastewater
utilities that provided their information. An implicit assumption by AWWA and users of the
performance indicators is that the reporting utilities have provided accurate information. The
results are portrayed as quartile values. The top 25% of respondents indicated they were at or
above the “top quartile” value shown. One half of the respondents were above (or below) the
“median” value and 25% of the respondents were at or below the “bottom quartile” value. The
City’s utility values are calculated using the AWWA methodology and information provided by the
City’s Public Utilities Department. The AWWA data are recent (solicited through October 2014)
and, where financial metrics are involved, have not been adjusted for inflation. Recent inflation
has been low in the City area and is not expected to substantially alter the comparisons.
The results should be viewed as a general comparison of performance and only as an indicator of
potential areas of improvement. The benchmark information should be evaluated in the context of
the other elements of the study (Assessment Checklist, EUM and employee survey, etc.).

Summary of Results for the Seventeen Selected Benchmark Metrics
As discussed, there are hundreds of potential benchmark
performance indicators. The seventeen depicted here are
a good cross-section of utility performance. The results of
the benchmarking are in alignment with the Assessment
Evaluation Checklist Evaluation described in this report.
There are multiple performance indicator areas where NMB
Water is “above average” as a water and wastewater utility.
So as to track continued performance and improvements or
deteriorations, NMB Water should consider periodically
measuring against these (or other) benchmarks in the
future.
The calculations supporting each indicator are included as
Appendix 2 of this report.
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Performance Indicator #1 – Total O&M Cost Per Account, Water
This indicator provides a measure of employee efficiency as expressed by the total number of
active accounts serviced by utility employees as FTEs per year. The metric is calculated as follows:
Total O&M Cost of Potable Water
Services ($/account)

=

Total O&M Cost
Number of active residential
+ non-residential accounts

FY2016 budget/cost data for the water operations were tabulated separately and compared
against total water accounts (32,047). The results are depicted in Table 6-2 below. NMB Water
ranks in the bottom quartile in the benchmark for the utilities survey.
Table 6-2: O&M Cost per Account, Water1

NMB
Water
Value

665

Top
Quartile

243

Median

361

Bottom
Quartile

542

Assumptions

Total
3
Accounts

Accounts
2015 w/in
3
City

Accounts
2015
Outside
3
City

O&M Cost for
FY 2016
2
Water

32,047

9,115

22,932

$21,314,000

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 75

2

Source: NMB Water FY2016 Budget

3

Source: budget document; Femi Ogunmola email of 2/4/2016

Performance Indicator #2 — Million Gallons per Day of Water Produced Per Employee
This indicator provides a measure of employee efficiency as expressed by the amount of potable
water produced by utility employees (as full-time employees (FTEs)) per year. For a given reporting
period, it is calculated as follows:
MGD of Water Produced
per Employee
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Table 6-3: Million Gallons Water Delivered per Day per Employee1

NMB Water
Value

0.19

Top
Quartile

0.32

Median

0.24

Bottom
Quartile

0.16

Assumptions
FT Employees2
(2016)
106.4

1
2

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015, p. 79)
2015 NMB Utilities Staffing Summary and city water support services allocation by
Jeff Thompson

NMB Water ranks in the 2nd quartile for this benchmark.

Performance Indicator #3 – Customer Accounts per Employee, Water
This indicator provides a measure of employee efficiency as expressed by the total number of
active accounts serviced by utility employees (as FTEs) per year. For a given reporting period, this
indictor is calculated as follows:
Customer Accounts per Employee

=

Number of active residential accounts +
Number of active non-residential accounts
Total number of FTEs

Table 6-4: Customer Accounts per Employee, Water1

NMB Water
Value

301

Top
Quartile

659

Median

497

Bottom
Quartile

366

Assumptions
FTE Employees2
(FY2016)
106.4

1
2

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 28
Source: Water and wastewater FTE count from FY2016 City Staffing Summary;
assumed city support services allocation is based on Jeff Thompson input and
~80:20 proportion of water budget to wastewater budget

NMB Water is in the bottom quartile for this metric.
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Performance Indicator #4 – Service Affordability, Water
This indicator provides a measure of the affordability of water services as a percentage of local
median household income (MHI). For a given reporting period, it is calculated as follows:
Water Service Affordability
(% of MHI)

=

Average residential monthly water bill x 122
Real median annual household income3

Table 6-5: Service Affordability, Water (bottom quartile is poorest affordability)1

Service Area

NMB
Value

Top
Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

In City

1.11%

0.50%

0.64%

0.81%

Outside City

1.40%

0.50%

0.64%

0.81%

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 70
Average In City annual residential water bill is $ 413.64 (per 2/04/16 email
from Femi Ogunmola)
3
Median Household Income (2013) is $39,976, Source: http//www.citydata.com/city/North-Miami-Beach-Florida.html#ixzz3uarfLwbo

2

NMB Water is in the bottom quartile on this measure.

Performance Indicator #5 – Planned Maintenance Ratio, Water
This indicator quantifies a utility’s efforts regarding planned (proactive) and corrective (reactive)
maintenance. Time charged for maintenance work includes all time spent responding to the
maintenance work order including travel, obtaining tools and parts, and completing the work.
Planned Maintenance Ratio
(% of total maintenance time)

=

Total time for planned maintenance
Time for planned maintenance +
Time for corrective maintenance

Table 6-6: Planned Maintenance Ratio1

NMB Water
Value2

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom Quartile

32%

75%

52%

27%

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 81

2

Anecdotal information based upon staff interviews
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NMB Water does not maintain detailed records of planned vs. preventative maintenance. The
implementation of a maintenance management system would track such data. Nonetheless, it is
possible to use anecdotal information on planned maintenance from the informal interviews that
were conducted with the utility staff. Based upon interview input from key managers, the planned
maintenance percentages for Water Treatment is negligible. For Water Distribution it was
estimated at 20%. For the Collection System, it was estimated at 75%, yielding an average value of
32% on a simple “non-weighted” basis. These estimates place the water plant in the 2nd quartile
of performance overall (and in the top quartile for the Collection System). NMB water could
significantly benefit from application of a rigorous Maintenance Management System that moves
the utility to approximately 80% planned maintenance. It is likely that long-term capital investment
savings would also be recognized by extending the life of some assets (due to better preventative
maintenance).

Performance Indicator #6 – Regulatory Compliance Rate
(% Days in Compliance), Water
This indicator quantifies the percentage of time each year that a utility meets all health-related
drinking water standards required by primacy regulation. It does not take into account additional
parameters regulated by individual states, nor does it include violations of monitoring
requirements. A utility measures it compliance relative only to those primary maximum
contaminant levels (MCLs) and treatment techniques (TTs) that apply to its operation. The
compliance performance indicator defines the percentage of the year that the utility was in
compliance with all federally mandated, health-related drinking water quality parameters. For a
given reporting period, this indicator is calculated as follows:
Regulatory Compliance – Water

=

Number of days that the utility was in
full compliance with all applicable regs
365 days

Table 6-7: Regulatory Compliance – Water1

NMB Water
Value2

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom Quartile

100%

100%

100%

100%

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 74

2

Observed deficiencies in water quality function

NMB Water staff has consistently complied with drinking water regulations putting it in the top
quartile. There are significant operational improvements that are possible in the water quality
function and these are described elsewhere in the report.
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Performance Indicator #7 – Distribution System Real Water Loss
This indicator quantifies the percentage of water that fails to reach customers and cannot
otherwise be accounted for through authorized consumption. Distribution system water loss is the
difference between the volume of water produced for use by all customer classes and the volume
of water that is actually consumed by authorized users. This indicator is calculated as follows:
Real
Water
Loss (%)

=

(Total volume of water lost due to leakage on transmission and
distribution mains, leakage and overflows at utility storage tanks, and
leakage on service connections up to the point of customer metering)
(Average daily production x 365 days)

Table 6-8: Distribution System Real Water Loss1

NMB Water
Value2

Top
Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

5.57%2

2.5%

5.0%

13.8%

1

Source: AWWA 2012 Benchmarking Study (published in 2014),
P.60 water loss (this was not benchmarked in the 2015 Study)

2

Source: Water Volume Pumped and Usage Report, 2014

NMB Water water distribution system losses are in the 2nd quartile of the benchmarked utilities.

Performance Indicator #8 – Employee Turnover, Water
This indicator quantifies annual employee departures normalized by the utility’s workforce (as
FTEs) per year. Regular employee departures include employees who leave voluntarily, retire, or
are let go during the reporting period. Regular employees are those who worked more than 1,000
hours during the reporting period. For a given reporting period, this indicator is calculated as
follows:
Employee Turnover
(% of total employees)

=

Number of regular employee departures
During the reporting period
Total number of FTEs

Table 6-9: Aggregate Data for the Employee Turnover Indicator (% of total employees) – Water1

1
2

Years

NMB Water
Value

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

2014-15

~1%2

4.0%

6.6%

10.5%

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 29
Source: Human Resources Norma Alicea email 2/12/16

NMB Water is in the top quartile.
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Performance Indicator #9 – Overtime dollars as a % of FTE direct costs
(w/o benefits), Water
This indicator is not included in the AWWA database but provides an indirect measure of staffing
and maintenance efficiency. High levels of overtime can indicate a high degree of unplanned
maintenance, overtime abuse or inadequate staffing and is best considered with other metrics (to
verify cause). For a given reporting period, it is calculating as follows:
Annual overtime cost as a
% of payroll (excluding benefits)

=

Annual budget for overtime
Annual payroll cost

Table 6-10: Overtime as a Percent of Payroll – Water1

Division

2014

2013

2012

Admin

0%

0%

0%

Water Quality

3%

2%

2%

Water Production

11%

11%

7%

Conservation

3%

0%

Meters

7%

0%

Security

0%

0%

4%

Construction

6%

5%

4%

Utility control

4%

5%

3%

Engineering (410912)

2%

0%

0%

Engineering (410913)

3%

3%

Engineering (410914)

2%

2%

1%

0%

Warehouse

1%

Customer Service

1%
Total

1

5%

5%

3%

Source: CFO Femi Ogunmola, annual budget document

NMB Water’s annual overtime cost as a percent of payroll was 5%
in 2013 and 2014 (up from 3% in 2012). Structural overtime
(based upon shift/holiday pay) in the water production group
accounts for the comparatively high overtime there. The general
use of overtime does not appear excessive but should be
continually monitored as it can indicate developing problems
related to deferred maintenance, understaffing, and/or abuse.
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Performance Indicator #10 – Customer Accounts per Employee, Wastewater
This indicator provides a measure of employee efficiency as expressed by the total number of
active accounts serviced by utility employees (as FTEs) per year. For a given reporting period, this
indicator is calculated as follows:
Customer Accounts per Employee

=

Number of active residential accounts +
Number of active nonresidential accounts
Total number of FTEs

Table 6-11: Customer Accounts per Employee, Wastewater1

NMB Water
Value

434

Top Quartile

682

Median

Bottom Quartile

Assumptions

356

FTE
Employees2
(FY2016)

505

17.6
1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 28
Source: Water and wastewater FTE count from FY2016 City Staffing Summary;
assumed city support services allocation is based on Jeff Thompson input and ~80:20
proportion of water budget to wastewater budget
*Customer accounts for wastewater are 7,640 per email from Femi Ogunmola on 2/4/16
2

NMB water is in the 2nd quartile for this benchmark.

Performance Indicator #11 – Service Affordability, Wastewater
This indicator provides a measure of the affordability of wastewater services as a percentage of
local median household income (MHI). For a given reporting period, it is calculated as follows:
Wastewater Service Affordability
(% of MHI)
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Table 6-12: Service Affordability, Wastewater1

Service Area

NMB Water
Value

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

In City

1.13%

0.54%

0.76%

1.05%

Outside City

1.39%

0.54%

0.76%

1.05%

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 70
* Average In City annual residential water bill is $ 413.64 (per 2/04/16 email from Femi
Ogunmola)
** Median Household Income (2013) is $39,976
**Source: http//www.city-data.com/city/North-Miami-Beach Florida.html#ixzz3uarfLwbo

NMB Water is in the bottom quartile on this performance indicator for both areas served.

Performance Indicator #12 – Sewer Overflows, Wastewater
This indicator measures the total number of sewer overflow events expressed as the ratio of the
number of events per 100 miles of sanitary collection system piping. It is intended to measure
overflows created by conditions within collection system components under control of the utility,
such as overflows from sanitary sewers and dry weather overflows from combined sanitary/storm
sewers, excluding general flooding or wet weather conditions in combined sewers. It is calculated
as follows:
Sewer Overflow (Overflow
Events/100 miles of pipe)

=

Total number of sewer overflows during
reporting period X100
Total miles of collection system piping

Table 6-13: Aggregate Data for the Sewer Overflow Indicator, Wastewater1

1

NMB Water Value

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

2.4

1.2

2.5

6.9

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p.93

NMB Water has invested heavily in pump station improvements over the last decade and that
investment has reduced the number of events. NMB Water is in the 3rd quartile on this
performance indicator for both areas served.
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Performance Indicator #13 – Planned Maintenance, Wastewater
This indicator quantifies a utility’s efforts regarding planned (proactive) and corrective (reactive)
maintenance. Time charged for maintenance work includes all time spent responding to the
maintenance work order including travel, obtaining tools and parts, and completing the work.
NMB Water does not maintain detailed records of planned vs. preventative maintenance. The
implementation of a maintenance management system would track such data. Nonetheless, it is
possible to use anecdotal information on planned maintenance from the informal interviews that
were conducted with the utility staff. Based upon input from several staff in the interviews, the
planned maintenance percentages are approximately 60%.
Planned Maintenance Ratio
(% of total maintenance time)

=

Total time for planned maintenance
Time for planned maintenance +
Time for corrective maintenance

Table 6-14: Planned Maintenance Ratio, Wastewater1

NMB Water
Value2

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom Quartile

75%

81%

65%

47%

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 95

2

This is an anecdotal estimate based upon staff interviews and should be verified
through future maintenance management system implementation

NMB Water is in the 3rd quartile for this benchmark.

Performance Indicator #14 – Employee Turnover, Wastewater
This indicator quantifies annual employee departures normalized by the utility’s workforce (as
FTEs) per year. Regular employee departures include employees who leave voluntarily, retire, or
are let go during the reporting period. Regular employees are those who worked more than 1,000
hours during the reporting period. For a given reporting period, this indicator is calculated as
follows:
Employee Turnover
(% of total employees)
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Table 6-15: Aggregate Data for the Employee Turnover Indicator (% of total employees) –
Wastewater Operation1

Years

NMB Water
Value2

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom Quartile

2014-15

~1%

4.1%

7.1%

10.3%

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 29

2

Source: Director of Human Resources

NMB Water is in the top quartile with very low employee turnover.

Performance Indicator #15 – Overtime dollars as a % of FTE direct costs
(w/o benefits), Wastewater
This indicator is not included in the AWWA database but provides an indirect measure of staffing
and maintenance efficiency. High levels of overtime can indicate a high degree of unplanned
maintenance, overtime abuse or inadequate staffing and is best considered with other metrics (to
verify cause). For a given reporting period, it is calculated as follows:
Annual wastewater group overtime
cost as a % of payroll

=

Annual budget for overtime
Annual payroll cost

Table 6-16: Overtime as a Percent of Payroll – Wastewater1

Division

2014

2013

2012

Wastewater (450910)

0%

0%

0%

Wastewater (450940)

5%

4%

4%

Wastewater (450941)

6%

6%

5%

4%

3%

3%

Total
1

Source: overtime cost: CFO Femi Ogunmola, annual budget
document

NMB Water’s annual overtime cost for the Wastewater Division
as a percent of payroll is 3-4%. This is relatively low.
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Performance Indicator #16 – Operating and Maintenance Cost
per Account, Wastewater
The operations and maintenance costs for wastewater service can be compared between utilities
once normalized by the number of accounts served. The metric is calculated as follows:
O&M Cost of Wastewater Services
($/Account)

=

Total O&M Cost
(Number of residential accounts +
Number of nonresidential accounts)

There are 7,640 wastewater accounts.
Table 6-17: O&M Cost per Account, Wastewater1

NMB
W/W
Value

652

Top
Quartile

238

Median

344

Bottom
Quartile

476

Assumptions

Total
Accounts3

Accounts
2015 w/in
City3

Accounts
2015
Outside
City3

7,640

677

6,963

O&M Cost
for FY
2016 W/W2
$4,981,500

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 89
Source: NMB Water FY2016 Budget
3
Source: budget document; Femi Ogunmola email of 2/4/2016
2

NMB Water is favorably in the bottom quartile in this metric.

Performance Indicator #17 – Bond Rating
The operations and maintenance costs for wastewater service can be compared between utilities
once normalized by the number of accounts served. The metric is calculated as follows:
O&M Cost of Wastewater Services
($/Account)
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Total O&M Cost
(Number of residential accounts +
Number of nonresidential accounts)
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Table 6-18: Aggregate Data for the Bond Rating Indicator (as number of utilities)1

NMB Water
Value2

Triple A

Double A

A2

A+

22

32

11

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 39
Source: $58 million utilities system revenue bonds, series 2012,
http://www.reuters.com/article/ny-fitch-ratings-idUSnBw186639a+100+BSW20141118
2

Out of 65 utilities in the database, 22 have Triple A ratings, 32 have Double A ratings and 11
have A ratings. NMB Water was rated A+ in the 2012, $58 million bond issue.

Summary Conclusions from the Seventeen Selected Benchmark Metrics
Table 6-19 below summarizes the seventeen performance indicators by quartile (the
more qualitative Bond Rating indicator is not included). Taken as a whole, the performance
indicators present a picture of a utility that has provided water and wastewater services that
comply with regulatory standards and provided a work environment with very low employee
turnover but scores relatively low on benchmarks for both cost and affordability. This suggests
there are opportunities
for improvement to better manage long-term
costs (consistent with our Assessment Checklist
observations and EUM survey observations). It is
important to qualify that the relatively low
household income for NMB Water within the City
service area contributes to the water utility in
the bottom quartile for Service Affordability for
both water and wastewater services (Tables 6-4
and 6-11, respectively). This is as a result of the
way the benchmark is calculated. However,
interestingly, affordability scores comparatively
low to the database even in the more affluent
“outside city” area.
It is also important to reiterate that there may
be unique attributes of NMB Water that complicate direct comparisons; performance indicators
should be used as “starting points” for exploring areas of improvement. Recommendations for
areas of improvement based upon the totality of study analyses are addressed elsewhere in this
report.
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Table 6-19: Summary of Quantitative Performance Indicators

Benchmark Description

Quartile Performance
Top

3rd

2nd

Bottom

1

Total O&M cost per account, water

2

Million gallons delivered per day per
employee, water

3

Customer accounts per employee,
water

X

4

Service affordability, water

X

5

% Planned maintenance, water

6

Regulatory compliance rate, water

7

Water loss, water

8

Employee turnover, water

9

Overtime as a % of payroll, water

10

Customer accounts per employee,
wastewater

11

Service affordability, wastewater

12

Sewer system overflow, wastewater

X

13

% planned maintenance, wastewater

X

14

Employee turnover, wastewater

15

Overtime $ as a % of payroll,
wastewater

16

O&M cost per account, wastewater
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7.0

CHECKLIST SUMMARY AND
ACTION ITEM LIST SUMMARY

EGI employs an assessment checklist that comprises the major functional areas of water and
wastewater utilities. The assessment was conducted by the four-member EGI team and
synthesized document reviews, conference call information, survey data, interviews, and several
days of on-site assessments of facilities, systems, and personnel. The EGI team members bring
appropriate credentials and experiences as elaborated in the Professional Profiles of Appendix 1.

Checklist Summary
Description of Assessment Checklist Elements
EGI staff assessed the water and wastewater functions of the utility using the EGI Assessment
Checklist of 28 elements representing the array of functions that a well-run utility must perform.
The checklist was developed based upon the experience of the EGI team in other evaluations,
industry best practices, detailed interviews with City staff, and field visits to key facilities. The
ratings were developed by consensus of the EGI team and represent a summary of utility
performance against industry practices. The rating scale is from 1–5 as follows:
5 = Best Practice
4 = Above Average
3 = Satisfactory
2 = Improvement
1 = Requires Upgrade
The Assessment Checklist elements are described below
including the EGI team rating and observations.
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Assessment Checklist Results
The 28 element Assessment Checklist ratings are described below including the EGI team’s rating
and summary observations. The highlights of the assessment are described further below and
embedded in the report recommendations:
1. Planning – Water, wastewater facility, resource and
information technology planning is conducted with
foresight and is current.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Significant absence of key planning documents
• Last Water and Wastewater Master Plan 1978;
currently being updated
• Improvements underway
• CIP plan not prioritized or comprehensive
• Criticality of assets not established
• Need for succession plan
• Staffing FTE's and compensation plan needed

-

2. Regulatory compliance (e.g., WQ, NPDES, etc.) – The utility complies with applicable state
and federal regulations.
RATING: 3
Observations:
• Minimum regulations are met
• Awards for water quality
• Color levels are noticeable (can do better)
• Regulatory compliance being achieved despite significant reliability / performance risks
• Lab staff and operators have limited interactions
• Lab staff does not understand/participate in plant process adjustments needed for
compliance and just tests
3. Budget, performance against budget, and cost containment
– The utility relentlessly pursues cost efficiency in operations, and
makes effective use of state-of-the-art methods.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Quarterly reports generated but of minimal usefulness
• Staff accountability issue
• No dashboards available for quick monitoring and control of
operations
• Perception that funds are limiting but not matching reality
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4. Staffing effectiveness – This element refers to the deployment and productivity of staff.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Dedicated staff
• Limited management / system skills or expertise
• Staff knowledge not written or in systems for consistency
• Inadequate training
• Some excellent performers and some that need training
5. Operational Performance Parameters – This element refers to the presence of
documented objectives, processes and practices to identify performance problems and
implement corrective measures.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Systems for collaboration with operations absent
• Monitoring of items that aren't functionally important or others that are not being
collected and should be
• Despite the reliability & equipment risks, water quality is strong point
• Operational parameters not well established
• Lack of systems
• Reliance on “institutional knowledge”
• Notable safety risks at plant
• MAJOR EXPOSURES.
6. Asset Management Systems (AMS): Status &
Accomplishments, Plans & Schedule – This
element refers to the degree of implementation and
consistent use of modern asset management
systems (AMS).
RATING: 1
Observations:
• AMS does not exist
• CIP prioritization is not rigorous
• Criticality not systematically determined
• Actions based on institutional knowledge of staff
• Systems are under development
7. O&M Performance – This element refers to the real or perceived operations and
maintenance performance of the utility. Is the system operated and maintained in a proactive
manner? Are the operators responsive to operational upsets or issues?
RATING: 2
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Observations:
• Unplanned maintenance is estimated at 100% except for collection system
• Inefficient use of resources is highly likely
• Equipment maintenance is poor and an exposure
• Lack of standard operating procedures (SOPs)
• Significant reliability exposures identified (operations & safety)
• Emergency response plan is not current or practiced
8. Systems Development and Implementation – This element refers to the level of
incorporation of information systems and operating systems to ensure consistent, high-quality
service.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Ad hoc processes w/o strong accountabilities
• Procurement is competent
• Updates being initiated for CMMS / AMS / GIS but systems need replacement ASAP
rather than over years
• Needed staff expertise a significant issue
• Significant startup planning and user support will
be required
9. Usage of Automation & SCADA System – This
element refers to the progressiveness of the operations
to incorporate appropriate automation and monitoring
systems to reduce operating costs (labor, chemical and
energy) and improve system performance.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Little automation/control in the old lime softening
plant
• Systems for managing data are minimal
• Limited staff understanding, ability, or experience with such
10. Maintenance Management System (MMS) – This element refers to the adoption and
consistent use of maintenance management systems to reduce unplanned outages, and
optimize deployment of maintenance resources.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• MMS largely absent
• Data dumps of materials but not organized or retrievable for usage in dashboard,
priority setting, and maintenance planning
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11. Water Quality Management (including Laboratory) – This element refers to the level of
adoption of laboratory information management system (LIMS) technology to manage
laboratory work/sampling and record and report data. It also reflects the degree to which the
utility develops and adopts quality assurance programs to ensure confidence in report
information. Effective use of SCADA systems to monitor and optimize plant performance is
included here.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Rudimentary
• Excel-based LIMS system with limited capabilities
• Certified lab for coliforms
• Limited testing
• Water quality manager's major role is support of Customer Service and answering
customer questions; little involvement in treatment plant
12. Current O&M Manuals and SOPs – This element refers to the presence of up-to-date
documented procedures for major operational and maintenance functions and activities.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Generally absent in Distribution and Collection
• Institutional knowledge dominant
• Water production has approximate 30 SOPs of varying
quality that have apparently been shared with operators
but not all key processes documented or complete
• SOPs not easily accessible to employees
• SOPs need updating and formalized usage / training
13A. Engineering Staff Capabilities and Project Track Record
- Developer Support – This element addresses the
processes and performance of engineering staff in providing
development support services to the community.
RATING: 3
Observations:
• Developer projects (permitting, site support, inspections) generally occur in a timely
manner
• There have been some complaints from developers / contracts
• Need for PE certification within the department for plan signoffs
13B. Engineering Staff Capabilities and Project Track Record - Engineering
Projects – This element addresses the presence and performance of systems and
staff to deliver capital or other projects on behalf of the utility.
RATING: 2
Observations:
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Project management system is not strong
Systems to prioritize projects absent
Criteria to assess projects appear absent
Need for engineering expertise (process, electrical, systems) to manage consultant
engineering firms
• Need to improve utility staff (Operations and Maintenance) input and involvement in
projects from inception to completion
• Staff are not licensed PE’s
• Lack of action on established CIP Projects and Plans a major issue
•
•
•
•

14. Usage of Off-site Expertise and Technical Specialists – This element refers to the
appropriate leveraging of external expertise to address utility needs.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Significant use of outside technical resources
• Usage of consulting engineers for treatment plant
process, design, construction management expertise,
but not well coordinated or prioritized
• Rationales for selecting consultants not always apparent
• Feedback to end user not uniform
• Some staff appear to lack expertise to supervise the
outside consultants
• Utility operations not part of the “Staff knowledge”
• Major improvements will improve projects, delivery,
alignment, and cost control
15. Awards & Recognitions – This element refers to the real and perceived excellence of the
utility as measured by the accolades, recognition and awards received.
RATING: 3
Observations:
• Recent recognition for “best tasting water” but it's a subjective award without quality
criteria
• Some water quality awards in years past, not currently
• No awards for training or staff development programs – improvement opportunities!
• Safety awards this year despite noticeable issues and risks
16. Safety Record and Lost Time Accidents – This element refers to the safety performance of
the utility.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Safety culture was minimal prior to arrival of new utilities director
• Training records are non-uniform across divisions
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17. Interactions

Amongst Departments: Information
Sharing, Cooperation, and Initiatives – This element

refers to the degree to which the various organizational
units collaborate and cooperate in executing the business
of the utility.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Silos exist, and minimal cross-divisional
communication/coordination occurs between the
silos
• Limited appreciation of the value of such
communications and info sharing
18. Staff Alignment with Strategic Plan Objectives – This
element refers to the real or perceived level of
coordination and cooperation among the City staff and the
utility.
RATING: 1
Observations:
• Strategic plan at the City level but no formalized strategic plan at utility level.
19. Employee Programs: Training, Certifications, Safety, Cross Training – This element
refers to the breadth and depth of the employee programs to ensure staff are well-trained and
prepared to provide high quality water and wastewater services.
RATING: 1
Observations:
• Very limited programs
• New safety manager assigned to upgrade this
• Apparently limited formal training programs for staff
• Certifications required/achieved but no incentives to go beyond the minimum
• Supervisory training is non-existent
• Minimal involvement of staff in external activities/learning/publishing, etc.
• Major opportunity and need for technology, operations, systems, and management skills
and development
20. Union Relations and Impacts – This element refers to the level of cooperation between
management staff and bargaining units.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Not a strong partnership working cooperatively with management
• Interests seem to be largely regarding compensation and retention
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21. Distribution System Performance and Maintenance – This element refers to the
operating systems and outcomes related to delivering water to customers.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Large variation between productivity of field units/teams
• Number of breaks/leaks
• Self-reported unplanned / reactive maintenance is high in some areas (100% in the
treatment plant; 80% in distribution and 20% in wastewater collection)
• No unidirectional flushing program, although annual flushing does occur
• Valve exercising is inconsistent
22. Collection System Performance and Maintenance – This element refers to the operating
systems and outcomes related to collecting wastewater.
RATING: 4
Observations
• Wastewater has program of lift station
rehabilitation
• Regular TVing and flushing
• No sanitary sewer overflows
• Valve exercising program just initiated
• Maintenance of air release valves needed
23. Customer Service – This element refers to the
adequacy and responsiveness of systems that
interface with the end customer.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• No systems to measure performance
• Complaint logs inaccessible
• Outreach and messaging appears somewhat ad hoc
• Siloed activity with poor interactions between Customer Service and Utility staffs
(anecdotal discussions)
24. Public Perception – This element refers to the public posture of the utility and how well the
utility is regarded by the community it serves.
RATING: 3
Observations:
• No formal systems in place to gauge or react to
• Would have rated higher if survey metrics were available
• Communications plan needed
• Strong public information and outreach staff
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25. Systems for Energy Efficiency and Optimal Chemical Usage – This element refers to the
deployment of systems to help optimize energy and chemical use.
RATING: 1
Observations:
• No system in place for either energy or chemical usage optimization
• Decent back up power
• Diesel generators for backup
• Three points of power into Norwood and not interconnected
• Need a fundamental energy strategy
26. Effective Management of Repair & Replacement Funds – This addresses how efficiently
the utility deploys capital for infrastructure.
RATING: 1
Observations:
• Asset Management System is rudimentary at best
• Major improvements needed
• Need for formalized priority setting with supervisor participation and understanding
• Asset criticality needs to be established and used
• Significant exposures
27. Energy Management – This element refers to the proactive
management of energy resources through effective planning
and implementation of energy generation and efficiency
measures.
RATING: 1
Observations:
• No plan
• No handle on energy usage
• No formalized program or awareness of cost tradeoffs
and opportunities
• Annually energy bill is approximately $2 million;
substantial savings may be achievable
28. Human Resource Systems – This element refers to availability and effectiveness of
succession plans and effective recruitment to ensure adequate system staffing.
RATING: 2
Observations:
• Numerous issues identified
• Compensation (non-union wage freeze, competitive marketplace issue)
• Employee reviews & evaluations inadequate
• Employee records for training, safety, etc., difficult to access or not current
• Disciplinary actions very inconsistent
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance evaluation process is not effective
Job descriptions not present for all classifications
Reward systems not in place
Some employees over perform; others underperform
Accountability appears low
No succession planning; estimated 15–20% of staff in the 5 year retirement window
Opportunity to put training in place
HR is perceived as a roadblock, not a collaborative resource by utility supervisors

Summary of Assessment Checklist
Table 7-1 below summarizes the Assessment Checklist scoring. Regulatory Compliance &
Collection Systems are strong points for the utility. Systems and usage represent a major
improvement opportunity.
In the view of the EGI team, overall NMB Water ranks “Needs to Improve”. Twenty-four of the 29
categories (one of the checklist items was split into two categories to reflect engineering roles in
the NMB Water) saw either improvements or upgrades required.
Table 7-1: Summary of Assessment Checklist Ratings

Rating

Best Practice

Above
Average

Satisfactory

Improvement

Requires
Upgrade

5

4

3

2

1

---

1

4

18

6

Number

As outlined in the Assessment Checklist ratings and comments, NMB Water currently lacks
efficient/effective utility management systems. Identified improvement opportunities can be
categorized into four broad areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Utility Administration
Integrated Planning and Engineering Systems
Asset Management Systems
Operations Systems
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Action Item List
Utilizing the information, insights, and assessments developed using the first three (3) assessment
techniques, the EGI team then each developed a list of improvement areas organized into three
categories: 1) Critical areas; 2) Necessary areas; 3) Desirable actions. Extensive additional review
of City provided documents was conducted. The NMB Water and City Staff were very cooperative
during interviews, telephone discussions, and meetings.
In developing these lists, significant attention was paid to the need for risk reduction, system
upgrades and / or implementation; facility condition and future planning; staff training needs and
actions; upgraded management skills and information.
Once each EGI Consultant had prepared their Action Item list, the lists were compared and
consolidated into an integrated list that represents the consolidated work of all four sets of inputs.
Agreement amongst the EGI consultants was required for each item placed on the list.
Overall, as summarized in Tables 7-2 and 7-3, there are significant needs for action in all areas
cited: Risk Reduction, Systems, Facilities, Training, and Management Skills.
Table 7-2: Summary of Action Items

Category

Number of Areas

Critical Items

8 areas

Necessary Actions

11 areas

Desirable Actions

14 areas

Summarized below in Table 7-3 is a high level set of conclusions and an example of the support
identified for such conclusion.
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Table 7-3: Action Item List Summary

Conclusions

Support

1) NMB “Needs to Improve”

Need for facility upgrades & operations risk reductions

2) Regulatory compliance

Water plant operations (risks, costs, skills)

3) Cost effectiveness

Need for systems development & skills

4) Systems usage

Engineering staff upgrades needed

5) Automation

Need for management performance dashboards;
need for and benefit of unattended operations using SCADA

6) Staff skills

Need for upgraded HR & safety functions

7) Risk reduction

Need staff / supervisor training and skills upgrades

8) Administrative staff actions

Need for integration, performance info.
Need for “Business Manager” position to handle all
Admin & Customer Service interface
Ineffective use of consultants

The total listing (organized by Critical, Necessary, Desirable) is provided in Tables 7-4, 7-5, and 76 that follow.
Table 7-4: Summary of Critical Actions
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

WTP physical improvements for reliability & SCADA
Management/supervisor training
Upgrade staff technical capabilities
Formal water quality function to oversee water production
Complete utility strategy plan & master plans
Formalized system maintenance (flushing, etc.)
Operations Tools:
CMMS
Technology plan
Accounting system upgrade
System Management Tools:
Safety audit/plan
Management dashboard
Formalized CIP management

15) Personnel records
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Table 7-5: Summary of Necessary Actions
1) Formal asset mgmt. system, with fleet
2) Upgrade project mgmt. procedures, processes
3) Personnel management/training:
a. Complete staffing assessment
b. Compensation survey; tied to performance
c. Formal training; technical, internal, reporting
4) Engineering dept. roles/skills assessment; w/ CIP mgmt.
5) Inter-division coordination – CIP; consultant selection, project designs, etc.
6) Corrosion control plan & energy audits
7) Implement SOPs throughout
8) Safety mgmt. – formal tracking for training, injuries
9) Formalize & integrate customer service function
10) Management tools: dashboards; regular budget reports

11) Consider dedicated buyer position

Table 7-6: Summary of Desirable Actions
1) Formal emergency plans & security plans for all divisions
2) WTP ops: SCADA; lab integration; full operating model
3) HR: Succession planning; streamlined hiring
4) Consider biometric timekeeping system
5) Field staff training – customer interaction, procurement
6) Develop PE capability in engineering
7) Evaluate vehicle tracking technologies
8) Formal implementation infraMAP to all levels
9) Analyze field crew productivity; make adjustments
10) Improve fleet management responsiveness
11) Proactively engage AFSCME
12) Communications:
• Revamp/upgrade NMB Water web site
• Coordinated messaging and media approaches
• Outreach plan – media training, public tours, etc.
13) Review & maximize use of AMI data
14) Implement field crew access to electronic docs; GIS, etc.
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8.0

ORGANIZATIONAL EVALUATION

As identified, discussed and documented in previous chapters of this Report, NMB Water must
take immediate actions to insure continued regulatory compliance, cost effectiveness and
reliability, and move ahead toward “best practice” utility operations and performance.
Identified improvement opportunities can be categorized into four broad areas:
1. Utility Administration
2. Integrated Planning and Engineering Systems
3. Asset Management Systems
4. Operations Systems

Improvement Area #1 – Utility Administration
Financial Management
NMB Water’s financial management systems are not easily accessible and do not provide
managers with regular feedback on cost versus budget or “dashboards” that track utility or division
performance. Metrics are not typically measured and tracked. As a result, managers have few
tools to identify and manage performance. Managers rely on their experience with the system to
maintain service levels. Providing such tools will improve utility performance.

Human Resources
NMB Water’s human resources systems largely depend on
antiquated paper systems that could better support employee
development, performance assessment and training.
Accessing personnel and safety records is labor intensive (in
general, record keeping at NMB Water can be significantly
improved).
Today’s utility environment demands more of employees. The
skills necessary to succeed using advanced technologies and
the greater role of customer service demands computer, oral
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and written communication skills. Because the turnover rate in NMB Water has historically been
very low and training programs / opportunities for employees have been minimal, NMB has many
employees that have not perfected these skills. The implementation of AMS and CMMS (and other
programs) will require these skills of employees and implementing programs to improve the skill
levels of employees will be critical to the future success of NMB Water.
Training must become “strategic” and include thoughtful revision of job descriptions (to move to a
“multi-skilled workforce”), establishment of training curricula (including on internal systems like
purchasing, accounting, HR, safety, performance reviews, maintenance, equipment records) for
key positions, implementation of training, and documentation / tracking of training history
including linkages to performance evaluation and compensation. Cross-training programs should
be implemented where appropriate (and coordinated with union and civil service requirements).
Specific attention should be paid to comprehensive training of supervisory and management staff.
As in many utilities, line employees that show management promise are often promoted without
being given the appropriate tools to be an effective manager.
Performance reviews are conducted but are, based upon staff interviews, not always effective at
either gauging performance or providing appropriate feedback. A review of these systems is
appropriate.
NMB Water faces significant recruitment challenges to acquire the necessary staff and consultant
skills to accomplish the recommended improvements. The challenges lie in the following
categories:
• General recruitment limitations – Based upon interviews with the Director of Human
Resources, current recruitment is a relatively slow and cumbersome process due to
inadequate HR staffing availability. Additional dedicated recruiter positions are required
(one focused on management positions and one on line-level positions). In addition, funding
is limited to be creative in sourcing jobs (e.g., conducting regional or national recruiting
campaigns). Civil service rules require written tests / lists below the supervisor level and job
descriptions are often general to accommodate citywide needs rather than water /
wastewater utility specific skill needs. Any changes to job descriptions require civil service
commission approval (thus creating complexity in implementing multi-skilled job strategies).
• Compensation / marketplace limitations – Based upon a limited 60-position
compensation survey (e.g., “Evergreen study”), NMB Water is below market compensation
in many job categories. Some manager / supervisory positions have experienced salary
compression where some supervisors receive lower compensation than some of their
employees. Attracting the necessary skills without compensation adjustment and flexibility
is difficult (especially if NMB Water competes with Miami-Dade for staff).
• Candidate and consulting firm availability – Many of the recommended improvements
are in the “cutting edge” category of technology and utility systems (e.g., AMS, MMS multiskilled workforce training, LIMS, etc.) and the individuals in the industry with that expertise
to drive implementation are relatively scarce. The larger national consulting firms maintain
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expertise in these areas; they would need to be engaged to staff these areas “internally.”
Some of these firms have Florida presence. Coordination among multiple consultants
across information technology systems is critical and managing those efforts requires
specific program management skills that do not appear to be available within NMB Water.
The American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (Union) represents nonsupervisors and professional employees. Historically the Union has been mostly interested in
safety and compensation matters. Routine meetings between NMB Water Management and Union
Representatives are not held and could be an area for improved communications and cooperative
understandings. There have been few grievances. There appears to be no tension in the
management / union relationship. This is either because of good working relationships or because
supervisors and foremen are not actively enforcing policy and tolerating performance issues. The
improvement of Human Resources systems (job descriptions, multi-skilled workforce approaches,
record keeping, performance evaluation, etc.) coupled with implementing a management /
supervisor training program has the potential to significantly improve utility performance and
create higher levels of accountability. As NMB Water implements recommended improvements,
there is an opportunity to better coordinate with the union to ensure employee input and buy-in.
NMB Water is in the process of implementing a new customer information system and EGI
understands that the customer service function has recently been reorganized under the utility.
This is a positive reorganization and will draw the customer service function closer to the utility
management team to better ensure utility responsiveness to customer needs.
The customer service system overhaul should include communications protocols with the utility,
consolidation of points of contact, implementation of record keeping to allow query & tracking,
linking of work orders with customer complaints in one system that is accessible by all
departments and adoption and tracking of customer service metrics to gauge performance. Once
AMI technology is installed, there should be ongoing evaluation of meter reading and water use
efficiencies and water loss management opportunities.

Procurement
The procurement process was cited as cumbersome
by numerous employees. Interviews with the
Procurement Manager indicated that the issues are
often as much related to the knowledge of the
employee as much as inherent issues with the
process. Some employees are very diligent and
others make erroneous assumptions that necessarily
slow down the process to correct. The recently
implemented Tyler Munis system did slow down the
process primarily due to extended learning curves.
Approximately half of the procurement activity (by volume) is decentralized (i.e., done within the
department under a $25,000 limit of authority and requiring getting their own quotes). It was
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indicated that approvals current require nine separate signatures. This seems excessive and
should be revisited. There is an emergency purchase order capability for “big ticket” items.
Given the bottlenecks and procurement delays, the Department should consider a dedicated buyer
for water and wastewater given the purchasing volume, delays experienced, and the identified
need for improved cooperation and interactions (the current buyer spends about 30% of their time
on utility procurements).

Utility Awards
The utility has received a number of awards in recent years for the new treatment plant expansion,
water taste, safety, conservation and advance metering infrastructure including:
• USEPA award for Outstanding Consumer Confidence Report, 2002
• FSAWWA Region VII Winner, Drinking Water Taste test, 2003Florida Water & Pollution
Control Operators Association – Safety Commendation presented to NMB Beach
Wastewater Collection for Leadership, Promotion, Service and Performance rendered
through an outstanding Safety Program for the year 2014
• AWWA Florida Region VII Winner Drinking Water Taste Test, 2007
• APWA – The South Florida Branch of the American
Public Works Association “Project of the Year
Award” in Structures and Environment to the
Norwood Water Treatment Plan Expansion, 2008
• AWWA Florida Outstanding WTP Award, 2010
• AWWA Florida 2011 Water Conservation Award
for Excellence – Honorable Mention – CCR with a
Smart Phone Theme
• AWWA Florida Region VII Best Tasting Drinking
Water Contest, 2011
• AWWA Florida Region VII Winner Best Tasting
Drinking Water Contest, 2012
• AWWA Florida Region VII Best Tasting Drinking
Water Contest Honorable Mention, 2013
• Florida Water & Pollution Control Operators
Association – Safety Commendation presented to Norwood Water Treatment Plan for
Leadership, Promotion, Service and Performance rendered through an outstanding Safety
Program for the year 2014
• AWWA Florida Section Water Conservation Award for Excellence – Leak Detection Devices,
2015
• AWWA Florida Section Water Conservation Award for Excellence – Advanced Metering
Infrastructure, 2015
Some of these awards are relatively subjective (e.g., taste).
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Despite the recent safety recognition received by NMB Water, the EGI team noted deficiencies in
the safety program (including a number of hazards at the Norwood Water Treatment plant
including trip/fall type risks, access to the sludge lagoon and open hatches without signage, etc.,
and generally poor access/availability of training records). A new safety officer was hired in late
2015 and has begun work on updating the program. A formal “top to bottom” safety audit should
be conducted for the utility and appropriate safety improvements made at the treatment plant and
to the program.

Communications and Outreach
NMB Water’s outreach program has been successful in many respects. The EGI team believes it
would benefit from development of a formal and documented “Outreach Plan” addressing both
internal and external communications including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specific message development
Media training for key managers
Reinstituting plant tours
Formalizing a school outreach program
Redesigning customer bills to convey value proposition
Revamping the NMB Water website
Training crews in customer interactions
Using messaging techniques for all employees
Developing and implementing employee communication tools to move key information
within the department

The plan would identify and deploy appropriate resources in a strategic and proactive manner
underscoring the critical community service provided.

Timekeeping Systems
NMB Water should evaluate the current time-keeping system to determine whether it is accurately
reflecting attendance. To the extent it is not, NMB should consider other systems (e.g., biometric
timekeeping systems).

Culture Change
NMB Water should move towards a model of continuous improvement. Employees should be
incentivized and expected to reevaluate / re-engineer historical practices. Practices that represent
roadblocks or are antiquated should be re-designed with heavy involvement of the actual end
users. Cross division communication should be actively implemented to insure improvement
efforts are responsive to all end users. Practices (such as the Guardian Blue monitoring system at
the Norwood Water Treatment Plant) that are duplicative or generating information that is no
longer used or needed should be discontinued.
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Improvement Area #2 – Integrated Planning and
Engineering Systems
Strategic Plan
“Best in class” water and wastewater utilities are typified by
having close integration of planning, engineering and
operational functions. Planning reports are comprehensive
and regularly updated, incorporating input from all operating
groups. These groups coordinate regularly to ensure that
capital and operating assets are efficiently planned and
constructed and, ultimately, effectively operated. Part of the
“tone” for high performance and collaboration is set through
development of strategic plans. The City has a plan that has
some water and wastewater collection elements but there is
no strategic plan for the utility. Collaborative development of a
strategic plan engaging all the utility stakeholders would help
align the operating divisions and ensure alignment on key
strategic goals by all staff.

Targeted Planning
NMB can improve integration of planning, engineering and operational functions. One example is
the inadequate presence of engineering involvement in the Water Treatment Plant capital planning
and operations. Current capital planning appears to be done largely by operations through
engineering consultants and without significant engagement of internal engineering resources
(partly because current internal engineering resources with water treatment plant experience is
minimal). This needs to be corrected.
Other examples include:
• The need for a comprehensive energy management
and coordinated technology planning. Energy use is
one of the largest operating expenses of the utility
and can be lowered through development of a
comprehensive energy management strategy. NMB
Water has annual energy costs of approximately $2
million largely driven by water and wastewater
pumping and treatment needs. There appear to be
potential opportunities to optimize. A recent study
by the Water Research Foundation (Energy and
Water Quality Management Systems (EWQMS), WRF Project #4271, Optimization of Energy
and Water Quality Management Systems for Drinking Water Utilities, Badruzzaman et al.
2015) found cost savings following implementation of an EWQMS vary annually and are
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utility-dependent. For utilities with an EWQMS, operating electricity cost savings of 5–20%
have been reported due to higher use of cheaper tariff periods and better operating
efficiencies, resulting in an approximate reduction in energy consumption of 6–15% (with
potential simultaneous carbon emission reduction).
• The need for a Strategic Technology Plan. Exciting technology initiatives are underway but
are at risk of not delivering their promise without a rigorous integration plan/strategy and
clear requirement setting processes involving all stakeholders. A Technology Strategic Plan
is needed. Engaging staff in the planning is critical as “top down” systems don’t tap the
creativity of the people using them and sometimes don’t reflect the reality of “on the
ground” users. Using technology to automate processes can achieve efficiencies but such
improvements are limited if the process itself is inefficient (tantamount to “paving a cow
path”; it is still a cow path). Part of a Technology Strategic Plan should consider improving
field crew access to electronic docs (GIS, CAD, etc.).
• The need for a clear strategy / plan for provision of water to consumers in the event of a
loss of the Norwood Water Treatment Plant. While there is a Miami-Dade water pipeline
traversing the service area that could provide emergency water to the residents in the event
of an outage, there apparently are no institutional
agreements in place with Miami-Dade to define the
requirements of such deliveries.
• The need for a corrosion control strategy and program for
equipment and facilities.
• The need for a systematic approach for setting of
requirements for new projects, processes, and
technologies.
• The need for internal stakeholder engagement throughout
project planning, design & implementation.
• The need for a Business Resumption Plan to replace key
business operating functions (e.g., payroll, reporting
functions, etc.) in the event of an emergency.

Integrated Engineering Functions
Well-managed utilities maintain an appropriate level of in-house expertise to provide a number of
functions to the utility. As noted earlier, the current engineering function does a good job within a
narrow range of roles, primarily in developer support.
The management and efficient operation of a complex facility like the Norwood WTP, and to a
lesser extent the NMB collection system, require a high degree of engineering expertise.
Consultants are useful and necessary for occasional concentrated input such as master plan
development and design of major improvements, but continuity and system expertise are best
maintained by agency staff that develop a thorough and constantly growing knowledge of the
facilities. There is more than one way to provide these functions. Commonly, utilities with larger
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treatment facilities employ what is referred to as a “plant engineer” often with dual reporting
functions to the engineering department and to the facility operations manager.
The engineering group is also the logical technical center for what is referred to as “project
delivery”. This refers to planning or construction projects that require significant technical input
from agency staff. The project delivery role involves a number of aspects, including:
• Management of the process of contracting with consultants, including development of
standardized requests for proposal or qualifications; overseeing development of scopes of
work through thorough involvement of affected staff; overseeing the consultant selection
phase, again involving internal stakeholders; development and maintenance of standard
consultant contracts; and technical oversight of project performance to ensure that the
internal clients receive the appropriate services within contract provisions.
• Management of construction projects, including development of standardized procedures
and contract provisions; providing oversight of the advertising, bid reviews, and contract
award; and providing contract management throughout the construction and commissioning
phases.
• Management of the overall capital improvements planning process.

Improvement Area #3 – Asset Management Systems
Asset Management Systems (AMS)
NMB Water currently lacks a comprehensive and systematic
AMS with linkages to a Computerized Maintenance Management
System (CMMS). A proper AMS would define all key assets,
establish the condition of those assets, establish “criticality” of
those assets, set maintenance frequencies and consistently
schedule and report preventative maintenance of all assets
(through linkage to a CMMS). Managers would receive regular
status reports on maintenance and be able to make betterinformed and more accountable decisions about maintenance
resource deployment. This is a fundamental improvement need.
The current system relies heavily on the historical knowledge of
the key maintenance staff and represents a significant
vulnerability for the utility that is ultimately reflected in higher
than necessary costs for maintenance of the water and
wastewater systems, inefficient deployment of maintenance
staff, and premature failure of facilities and equipment. A good example of the lack of
prioritization is the current availability of only one operating lime slaker at the Norwood WTP. This
vulnerability is significant.
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Currently, as evidenced by the capital upgrade program for the water treatment and the lack of a
formalized AMS, current replacement programs appear to be predicated on anecdotal information
and day to day operability / on-line capability of equipment. When failures occur, the assessment
then focuses on the immediate needs and the least expensive way in which to accomplish. Under
the best of efforts, this approach suffers from the potential to “Band-Aid” equipment and systems
so as to either have them remain in service or quickly return to service. The approach sets the
stage for the next failure of the equipment.
The situation is further complicated, per staff interviews, by approval difficulties and delays in
obtaining approval for capital replacement items.
Best practices establish systematic replacement programs based upon the CMMS inputs to the
AMS. In such practices, the repair frequency, cost for the repair, and estimated remaining useful
life of the equipment are all formally tracked by each piece of equipment. Schedules for planned
replacement are then developed with a minimum of a 5-year time horizon. These schedules are
then updated annually and provide input to the annual planning process.
A properly implemented AMS will reduce capital costs in the long haul and lower operating costs. It
will identify critical equipment and facility replacement needs and help inform decision makers. It
would have flagged and expedited the current critical need for Water Plant improvements and
upgrades including replacement of backup lime slakers and feed system, acid pumps on the
reverse osmosis system; chlorine backup facilities; coagulant feed pump replacements; ammonia
feed system improvements; and chemical tankage improvements.
Several implementation pointers should be considered as NMB Water pursues implementation of
an AMS:
1. Avoid the “big programmatic approach” – The most critical assets are those that are
important (from a level of service perspective) and in the worst shape. Initiating a process
in which every asset needs to be rated for importance (in effect treating all assets as equally
important) creates a bloated program and overwhelms staff. Focus on the critical assets.
2. Resist making programs bureaucratic – determining asset condition, assessing risk,
prioritizing repair or replacement, and commissioning and decommissioning assets can
become overblown and unwieldy without due care. The business practices around asset
management should be efficient and streamlined. When business processes become too
elaborate, they fail to be appropriately used and are ultimately circumvented by staff.
3. Ensure appropriate stakeholders are involved. A complete Asset Management program
provides for longevity of the operating assets, replacement at the proper time, and financial
planning to achieve the appropriate revenue stream when needed. Finance, operations and
engineering have to work in concert to get the most from a proper and successful Asset
Management effort.
4. Don’t take on too much – Keep the scale of the program manageable. Asset Management
has no end; it becomes a part of your utility’s culture. Build the program first by focusing on
a subset of the most critical assets, emphasize practical work practices and ensure that
staff is trained in the right methods and tools. Scale up as appropriate.
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Computerized Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS)
The current utility CMMS relies heavily on the informal expertise of staff with limited written
records retention or capabilities. There is a need for an improved work order generation system
that will link to the AMS and define and schedule
maintenance, generating work orders based upon that
data. Tracking and reporting of deferred maintenance and
replacement cost profiles could be generated and would
improve maintenance planning and efficiency.
Detailed records of planned vs. preventative maintenance
are not kept. Interviews with staff were conducted so as to
develop anecdotal information. The number quoted of 0%
planned maintenance in the Water Treatment Plant
Division and 80% in the electrical group resulted from
these discussions (the Wastewater Collection Division has
self-reported planned maintenance of approximately 75%).
Current practices appear to fall short of best practices of ~80% planned maintenance. There is a
tendency in the utility to run to failure and repair upon failure. This may be appropriate as an
exception for certain types of equipment but, in general, drives maintenance costs up.
Given the age of some of the current equipment (now scheduled for capital upgrades)
improvement of the planned maintenance for key / critical pieces of equipment should be made a
high priority.
The implementation of a CMMS will track such data and move the utility to industry standard levels
of preventative maintenance. The City is currently in the process of implementing Cityworks for
both asset management and maintenance management. Significant training and cultural change
(dedication to using it) will be required to fully implement the program and gain the long-term
benefits of such systems. Implementation of these systems will allow for the analysis and
optimization of productivity of Collection and Distribution field crews.
Vehicle tracking should be considered as part of this effort to facilitate efficient deployment of
crews during emergencies.

Standard Operating Procedures
The current system will also benefit from development of
“Standard Operating Procedures” (SOPs) so as to retain
and document that proper maintenance procedures are
used and followed. This is especially important given
pending staff retirements in some utility areas and the
need to capture their “tribal knowledge” in a documented
manner for continued usage by the staff. Without such
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documentation there is a significant risk of voiding new equipment warranties, as the record
system will not satisfactorily exist to satisfy warranty requirements of the equipment
manufacturers.

Fleet Maintenance
While not within the scope of this assessment, a related
matter is the slow turnaround on fleet maintenance under
Public Works. Discussion with staff surfaced the “In by
noon, out by June” running commentary on vehicle
service. An important crane has been at the motor pool
for 1.5 years. Oil changes can take five days. There is
anecdotal
information
that
scheduled
vehicle
maintenance is postponed because of critical field service
needs. It is not clear that adequate records are kept;
management has low visibility of vehicle condition or
availability. The average age of the fleet is 12+ years. City
fleet maintenance practices should be thoroughly assessed with potential consideration of
outsourcing the function. This current situation should not be tolerated (a “workaround” has been
implemented to provide the utility director authority to rent or buy the service).
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Improvement Area #4 Operations Systems
Treatment Plant
NMB Water has several major deficiencies in this area.
Improvements to the control systems at the Norwood WTP will
help reduce current heavy staffing needs (discussed later). The
current water quality function in the plant is primarily focused on
generating laboratory results in compliance with regulations.
Expanding that role/perspective to become a treatment process
“resource” of expertise to aid operators in plant performance
optimization represents an opportunity. In tandem, implementing
a water treatment process engineer function in the plant to
interface with operations and engineering will better improve plant
planning and operations.
As discussed above, developing stronger linkages with the
customer service function of the utility will occur as this function is
integrated into NMB Water (with the recent reorganization). Actively managing customer
complaints and maintaining better customer logs of activities will assist the NMB Water employees
in responding/resolving customer issues as well as tracking and identifying historical trends.

Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
SOPs are generally available for the Norwood Water Treatment Plant but often absent in other
divisions. Documentation of SOPs needs to be institutionalized through the organization and
embedded in employee training and easily available to all employees. Improved systems for
moving information throughout the utility are needed.

Leak Detection
As discussed in a previous chapter, NMB Water has observed water losses of about 5.57% (slightly
greater than the median in the AWWA Benchmarking database). The top quartile of water loss in
industry surveys is 2.5%, the median 5.0%, and the bottom quartile 13.8%. Improvements are
possible but will require investments. The City should continue to conduct water loss assessments.

Valve Exercising
Many water systems employ a valve exercising program, but many do not, due to the staffing cost.
It is a Best Practice that improves system reliability, and the City is encouraged to continue with its
newly instituted program. While there is a recently re-implemented flushing program, moving to a
unidirectional flushing program (see below) will operate key system valves and hydrants.
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Pump Station Maintenance
Pump stations are critical and expensive components of water and wastewater systems and, as a
result, often receive significant maintenance attention. Most of the NMB Water pump stations have
been upgraded.

Analysis of Frequency of Water Main Flushing against Best Practices for Water
Utilities
The City recently reinstituted a flushing program whereby flushing is conducted in all sections of
the system over a two-week period coinciding with Miami-Dade County Water Sewer Department’s
flushing program. Water mains are generally flushed away from a previously flushed and
chlorinated source, beginning near the water treatment plant and progressing radially to the outer
limits of the system. Each hydrant gets flushed on a three-year cycle.
This can be improved through implementation of a formal unidirectional flushing program (UDF).
UDF programs flush water from a clean source through a pipe and out, working in one direction
and one segment at a time. By cutting off other flows, scouring velocities of 5 to 10 ft./s or more
are achieved, compared to 1 to 3 ft./s with conventional flushing. UDF scours out sediment,
biofilm, corrosion products, and tuberculation. UDF is more effective than conventional flushing
and uses on average about 40 percent less water. Equally important, the sediment, corrosion
products and biofilm are flushed out and not just moved to another pipe run, which is often the
case in conventional flushing.
The key to a successful UDF program is a good GIS and hydraulic model that is complete, accurate
and integrated topologically for the UDF software to develop sequences that are functional.
Without complete, accurate information, field crews executing the sequences will experience
failures that range from inadequate system pressures and low flow conditions to incomplete
flushing zones and nonsensical sequences that are actually isolations. In fact, if not done properly,
UDF can worsen water quality.
Steps to launching a UDF program include:
1) Consolidating the asset records,
2) Performing criticality analysis and rehabilitate assets,
3) Creating UDF plan and maps,
4) Executing the UDF Plan, and
5) Documenting the results and capitalizing on asset management
A Uni-Directional Flushing program should be re-implemented to focus on older areas of the City.
Water quality complaints patterns should be used to help focus the UDF.
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Collection System and Wells CCTV program
The CCTV inspection program is currently outsourced to Insituform and others as needed. Wells
must be inspected every 5 years and the collection system every 10 years. Progress is reported in
each annual report. Based upon the recommendations of the contractor, NMB Water prioritizes
and schedules needed repairs (on a 1–5 scale with 1 being critical). This system appears to work
well.

Water Quality Management
NMB Water has established a water quality function that is focused on laboratory analysis with
apparently little linkage to the operations of the plant. While compliance with regulations has been
achieved historically, achieving the elements of sustainable water quality management (see below)
will require elevating the role of the water quality function and the skills of water quality staff in the
treatment plant to provide assistance in plant and distribution system water quality optimization.
There are three broad requirements for water utilities to achieve sustainable water quality
management excellence.1 These are:
1) Performing the eleven core functions of water quality management identified below,
2) Aligning the interests of customers / stakeholders, the governing board, general
management, Water Quality Managers and the water / quality operations organization, and
3) Providing the “foundational systems” to support water quality management. These
foundational systems include business systems, water quality knowledge management
systems, performance management systems and communications systems.
These broad requirements are embodied in achieving the following key water quality management
functions:
1) Protecting public health
2) Complying with regulations
3) Setting and measuring water quality goals
4) Engaging in water quality strategic planning
5) Managing source water quality
6) Managing distribution system water quality
7) Managing and analyzing water quality information
8) Advocating and training
9) Interfacing with regulatory authorities
10) Identifying, managing and achieving community
expectations
11) Emergency/security response
1

Edward G. Means III and Dr. Mark LeChevallier, Water Quality Management: How to Structure it Within a
Utility, Research Report, AWWA Research Foundation, Denver, CO, 2003
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Achieving sustainable water quality management excellence is facilitated when the utility:
• Engages the governing board (community or public utilities commission) and consciously
evaluates the water quality posture of the organization.
• Understands the community’s perspective on water quality and incorporate that perspective
into the utility’s decisions.
• Emphasizes the organization’s desired water quality posture in the utility’s strategic plan.
Communicate that commitment throughout the organization.
• Documents management support.
•

Encourages senior management to establish clear goals/objectives/strategies for water
quality management and communicate/advocate the importance of success throughout the
organization.

• Sets water quality goals and monitors those goals – Establish water quality goals and
monitor progress towards achieving those goals. The goals should be understood and
(ideally) developed by consensus of the organization.
• Develops an advocate and respected leader responsible for water quality. This role
recognizes the dual, audit/assistance role of Water Quality in relationship to Operations.
• Works to develop and maintain trust between the water quality technical support function
and the operations group. The Water Quality function is viewed as a resource to the
organization.
• Defines and documents the water quality responsibilities of the organization, ensuring there
is no confusion within the utility as to where that responsibility lies.
• Delegates the authority to act along with the responsibility. There is accountability.
• Provides timely information, routinely generating water quality information that is easily
understood. The information is broadly disseminated and shared with customers and
stakeholders.
• Stays current with technological change (analytical equipment, information systems, on-line
monitoring capability, regulatory developments, etc.) through training, conference
attendance, publications, trade associations, etc. This requires the necessary organizational
commitment to provide adequate budget and staffing.

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems (SCADA systems)
The Norwood Water Treatment Plant and the Wastewater Collection System currently have
separate SCADA Systems that utilize Intellution iFIX V5.5 software operating on the SCADA servers
and a Network Web Browser. The systems have backup capability in the event of outages.
The SCADA servers communicate through the entire water plant and one offsite well field. Three
other offsite well fields and the OPS Storage Tank are also connected to the plant.
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The system monitors and controls the plant’s three water production processes starting from the
raw water well fields through production and filtration processes, water storage and final
distribution system pumping. Most plant chemical feed
systems as well as their process and related equipment are
monitored and controlled by the SCADA System.
The water plant SCADA system currently has over 250
instruments connected that monitor flows, pressure, weight,
temperature, conductivity, pH, etc. In addition, the water
plant SCADA system monitors and controls the offsite
storage and pumping station located at the city’s Operation
Center for Public Works and Utilities Distribution Divisions.
The Wastewater Collection SCADA system monitors 33 lift
stations located throughout the collection system including station power, station intrusion, pump
HOA status (Auto/Off), station control status (PLC/Local), pump on or off, RTU temperature, RTU
battery power, influent flow today total gallons, influent flow yesterday total gallons, pump runtime
today totals, pump number of starts today totals, yesterday’s runtime totals, yesterday’s starts
totals, multiple pump today runtimes totals, multiple pump starts totals, multiple pumps
yesterday’s runtime totals and multiple pumps yesterday’s starts totals. Alarm inputs are also
monitored for high level, pump motor overheat, tripped breaker and power failure. Along with all
the monitored inputs each station has output capabilities for remote command and control to
operate the stations pumps manually in the event of a float failure or high-level alarm. Both water
and wastewater SCADA systems have a historian capable of providing custom trend information.
While the SCADA system for the wastewater system and the Norwood Water Treatment plant
modules offer control features, the new plant cannot run unattended as it experiences numerous
and frequent alarms. The older lime softening plant has
some level of automation but basically runs manually. The
new plant SCADA has not been upgraded in recent years.
As a result, the Norwood Water Treatment Plant is currently
fairly labor intensive to reliably operate. For the entire plant,
four to five operators staff some shifts on certain days (plus
trainees). Two to four operators staff swing/graveyard
shifts. Automating the lime softening side of the plant would
allow a significant reduction in staff (to 2-3 operators on all
shifts).
A detailed assessment of potential automation costs and savings should be conducted.
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Hydraulic Model
NMB Water is currently developing a distribution system hydraulic model. Developing such a
model will allow system optimization (energy and water quality) as well as aid in flushing programs,
minimization of water age, scenario planning for future growth, etc.

Plant Optimization Model
NMB Water should consider developing a model to optimize water treatment plant operations for
energy, chemical and water quality (i.e., selection of treatment trains).

Emergency Preparedness
NMB Water should conduct a broad evaluation of the adequacy of the utilities emergency
preparedness posture. It is the EGI team’s understanding that the new Safety Coordinator has
been tasked with updating the plan and ensuring utility conformance to it. This evaluation should
consider:
• Adequacy of exercise conduct (scope and frequency)
• Review of the vulnerability assessment (including well field
operations)
• Review of security measure taken and adequacy. It was noted
that the “security fund” of approximately $2 million had gone
underutilized and that the current budget contemplates
moving forward with a security contractor to secure against
tampering,
• Consistency among multiple documents (correct points of
conflict within the documents)
• Training under the National Incident Management System for
appropriate managers / staff

Observations on Current Staffing and Responsibilities
Use of Overtime
As described in Chapter 6 (Benchmarking), use of overtime
can provide an indirect measure of staffing and maintenance
efficiency. High levels of overtime can indicate a high degree
of unplanned maintenance, overtime abuse or inadequate
staffing and is best considered with other metrics to verify
cause. NMB Water’s annual overtime cost as a percent of
payroll was 5% in 2013 and 2014 (up from 3% in 2012).
Structural overtime (based upon shift/holiday pay) in the
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water production group accounts for the comparatively high overtime there. The general use of
overtime does not appear excessive but should be continually monitored as it can indicate
developing problems related to deferred maintenance, understaffing, and/or abuse.

Multi-skilled Workforce
Many utilities are, where possible, moving to “multi-skilled” workforces for some job classifications
where job descriptions are less prescriptive. This encourages operators (for example) to do light
maintenance duties during “slow” operating periods thus being more productive. To optimize this
strategy, alarm systems and response protocols have to be clearly documented and understood
(i.e., priorities need to be clear). The extent to which this is possible in the civil service
environment in NMB Water is unclear but should be examined and considered.

Proposed Realignment / Expansion of Roles and
Responsibilities
This section provides an outline of our suggestions, which should be used as a starting point and a
guide to restructuring over the next year and beyond. This section is written in the context of
implementation of a contract operations program, as recommended in this report.

Finance and Administration
Summary: Continue overall guidance and management of the overall department.
New or Expanded Roles
• Staff by City employees
• Management of operations contract alternative
• Provide needed financial performance metrics, tracking, and forecasts

Customer Service
Summary: A comprehensive, one-stop connection with customer base. Provide assistance on
connections, billings, and product quality.
New or Expanded Roles
• Staff trained in all aspects of operations
• Common database with all departments
• Links to other divisions
– Water Quality
– Collection
– Distribution
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Engineering
Summary: Maintain current functions while expanding scope to provide technical service to all
divisions.
New or Expanded Roles
• Provide “ownership” of water treatment and distribution facilities, to include planning,
process expertise, and management of design and construction contracts
• System upgrades and implementation
• Geographic information system (GIS) management
• Utility-wide capital improvements planning and management of project implementation
• Project delivery management for entire utility
• Administration of utility-wide asset management program

Water Treatment Plant Operations
Summary: Provide technically sophisticated operation to maximize product quality and minimize
overall costs.
New or Expanded Roles
• Improved coordination with customer service and distribution group to maintain excellent
water quality delivery
• Continuous improvement program to provide operational efficiency and excellent product
quality
• Implementation and support of asset management, CMMS, and CIP
• Implementation and maintenance of modern laboratory information management systems
• Implementation of strategic SCADA functions to enable reduction in staffing levels

Collection and Distribution
Summary: Provide cost-effective delivery of construction and maintenance upgrade projects.
New or Expanded Roles
• Active support and implementation of CMMS and asset management programs, including
line maintenance programs
• Cross-training between groups to improve flexibility
• Upgraded training in administration, safety, work procedures
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Fleet Management
Summary: Provide timely and cost-effective service for equipment.
New or Expanded Roles
• Provide improved responsiveness to achieve high efficiency for department crews
• Integrate with utility-wide asset management program

Human Resources
Summary: Fulfill need for qualified staff in a timely manner; provide management of essential
employee records.
New or Expanded Roles
• Maintain complete employee records, including safety and training classes, certifications,
lost time accidents and severity
• Assure adequacy of compensation packages

Safety Program
Summary: Immediate conduct of a utility wide safety audit/review so as to identify issues,
prioritize, and set action plans in place to eliminate identified issues and exposures. Audit/review
should apply to facilities, equipment, staff training, and actions.

Public Information
Summary: Augmentation of current excellent outreach programs so as to obtain customer
satisfaction polls and updates for usage by the utility.

EGI Team Recommendations
Table 8-1 below summarizes the specific EGI team recommendations based upon the evaluation
conducted. There are 58 recommendations categorized by “Critical”, “Necessary” and “Desirable”
as done earlier with the Action Item List presented in Chapter 7 of this Report.
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Critical

Desirable

Number

Necessary

Table 8-1: Recommended Actions

1

X

Immediately make Water Plant improvements and upgrades: lime slakers and feed
system; acid pumps on RO side; chlorine backup; coagulant feed pumps; ammonia
feed system; tankage

2

X

Conduct facility safety audit to identify hazards (including WTP site), safety
equipment availability and use

3

X

Expand Water Quality function to include a process engineer overseeing all water
quality functions to include: water plant, process technologies, operating targets for
process, process engineering, planner/scheduler, and provide link to customer
service

4

X

Establish rudimentary management report system with dashboard metrics

5

X

Train managers and supervisors to establish delegated responsibility and to hold
staff accountable

6

X

Implement comprehensive supervisor training programs at all levels; instill
delegated responsibility and accountability

7

X

Implement creation of a utility strategic plan, including completion of coordinated
master plans for all systems.

8

X

Implement formalized planning and system to address CIP tracking & management

9

X

Address lack of systems and implement upgrades for SCADA system for water plant
(lime & nanofilters)

10

X

Address lack of systems and implement upgrades for CMMS (goal of 80% scheduled
maintenance)

11

X

Address lack of systems and implement upgrades for technology plan

12

X

Address lack of systems and implement upgrades for personnel records

13

X

Address lack of systems and implement upgrades for accounting system & usage

14

X

Add staff with technical capabilities, systems experience and usage capabilities

15

X

Address water line flushing, valve exercising, air release valve functionality, and
hydrant testing in a comprehensive / systematic program with documented results
& records

ACTION

16

X

Develop comprehensive training programs for all levels: revamp job descriptions,
tailor training, encourage conference participation & career development, reward
training achievements. Consider need for Training Manager position.

17

X

Complete a formal compensation survey, develop program to remain competitive

18

X

Coordinate performance reviews with compensation so as to provide performance
based compensation incentives
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Desirable

Necessary

Critical

Number

ACTION

19

X

Conduct formal energy audits, with priorities for water treatment plant and then
C&D systems

20

X

Improve capabilities of middle management/supervisors to provide meaningful
documents and performance reports to upper management

21

X

Create and update SOPs for important policy actions / processes throughout the
utility

22

X

Develop tracking system for safety issues and injuries

23

X

Develop formal Asset Management program for all utilities. Incorporate condition
assessments, hydraulic model, water line breaks, etc.

24

X

Reduce / eliminate organizational silos: institute communications programs to build
liaisons across divisions; initiate multi-function meetings & interactions, proactive
information sharing and communications (e.g., engage all affected divisions in
establishing CIP priorities, key consultant selections, project designs)

25

X

Establish training on use of internal systems (purchasing, accounting, HR, safety,
performance reviews, maintenance, equipment records)

26

X

Establish management dashboard items for each division (including administration)

27

X

Reevaluate / re-engineer historical practices (e.g., discontinue unnecessary
activities, e.g., Guardian Blue)

28

X

Overhaul customer service system including records keeping and communications
protocols with the utility. Consolidate points of contact. Develop record keeping to
allow query & tracking. Link work orders with customer complaints in one system
accessible by all departments.

29

X

Develop / implement corrosion control strategy and programs for equipment and
facilities

30

X

Implement regular, scheduled PM on fleet / heavy equipment, include this
equipment in Asset Management system and plans

31

X

Conduct a staffing assessment (skills needed, duties & outputs, criticality, number of
positions)

32

X

Review engineering department for alignment of staff skills, capabilities,
experiences with “go forward” needs and priorities. Include CIP activities and
Contractor / Permitting activities in the review.

33

X

Implement regular Cost vs. Budget reports, train managers to use, and establish
accountability for performance

34

X

Review benefits of a dedicated buyer position and implement consistent with
review

35

X

Develop and implement a systematic approach for setting of requirements for new
projects, processes, and technologies
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Desirable

Necessary

Critical

Number
36

ACTION
Develop process for internal stakeholder engagement throughout project planning,
design & implementation. Make adjustments to project based on the review.

X

37

X

Develop formal program for implementation of new infraMAP system to all levels

38

X

Analyze productivity of C&D field crews; make improvements as identified by
analysis

39

X

Formalize security programs for all divisions

40

X

Formalize emergency plan for all divisions

41

X

Develop systems to improve responsiveness of fleet management department

42

X

Restructure / expand role of water quality lab at WTP to provide meaningful data
and direction to operations for process optimization

43

X

Develop succession plan for aging staff

44

X

Provide training to remove obstacles to effective coordination between field staff
and procurement

45

X

Develop model to optimize WTP operation (i.e., selection of treatment trains)

46

X

Develop cost effectiveness actions and control systems for energy & chemical usage
(e.g., lighting, VFDs, usage of interruptible rates)

47

X

Develop and implement full SCADA control capability for water plant; revise staffing
accordingly

48

X

Proactively engage AFSCME in organizational activities / imperatives

49

X

Train field crews in customer interactions; use messaging techniques for all
employees

50

X

Revamp NMB Water website / upgrade

51

X

Establish a Communications Plan with messaging and media approaches specified

52

X

Develop PE capability in the Engineering function

53

X

Expedite hiring process to streamline and reduce delays

54

X

Improve field crew access to electronic docs (GIS, CAD, etc.)

55

X

Evaluate merits / benefits of implementing vehicle tracking technology

56

X

Consider usage of biometric timekeeping system

57

X

Collaboratively with Customer Service, evaluate AMI technology once installed;
evaluate meter reading efficiencies

58

X

Formalize an “Outreach Plan” for NMB Water: media training, reinstitute plant
tours, formalize a school outreach program, redesign customer bills to convey value
proposition
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9.0

EVALUATION OF SERVICE
DELIVERY OPTIONS

What Must be Addressed and Summary Conclusions
The Assessment Review of the current operations of NMB Water used four different assessment
tools as discussed in Chapters 5, 6 & 7 of this Report. Overall, the four assessments provide a
consistent message: “NMB Water must immediately improve its operation & maintenance of the
utility.” The Action List Summary is provided as Table 9-1 (below) and contains 15 Critical Action
Items, 22 Necessary Action Items, and 21 Desirable Action Items. These assessments and
analytical approaches leverage the nearly 150 years of combined utility experience of the EGI
evaluation team. The assessment approach and the results obtained help ensure that the
conclusions drawn reflect an accurate view of the utility. Based upon this analysis, EGI is confident
in the following recommended NMB Water improvement opportunities:

In short, NMB Water currently lacks efficient/effective utility management systems.
Identified improvement opportunities can be categorized into four broad areas:
1. Utility Administration – NMB Water’s financial management systems are not easily accessible
and do not provide managers with regular feedback on cost versus budget or “dashboards”
that track utility or division performance. Metrics are not typically measured and tracked. As a
result, managers have few tools to identify and manage performance. Managers rely on their
experience with the system to maintain service levels. Providing such tools will improve utility
performance.
NMB Water’s human resources systems largely depend on antiquated paper systems that
could better support employee development, performance assessment and training.
Accessing personnel records is labor intensive (in general, record keeping at NMB Water can
be significantly improved). Training systems for developing technical staff, managers and
supervisors needs significant improvement.
NMB Water is in the process of implementing a new customer information system and EGI
understands that that function has recently been reorganized under the utility. This is a
positive reorganization and will draw the customer service function closer to the utility
management team to better ensure utility responsiveness.
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2. Integrated Planning and Engineering Systems – “Best in class” water and wastewater
utilities are typified by having close integration of planning, engineering and operational
functions. Planning reports are comprehensive and regularly updated incorporating the input
from all operating groups. These groups coordinate regularly to ensure that capital and
operating assets are efficiently planned and constructed and, ultimately, effectively operated.
NMB can improve this coordination. One example is the inadequate presence of engineering
involvement in the Water Treatment Plant capital planning and operations. Current capital
planning appears to be done largely by operations through engineering consultants and
without significant engagement of internal engineering resources (partly because current
internal engineering resources with water treatment plant experience is minimal). This needs
to be corrected. Other examples include the absence of energy management and coordinated
technology planning. Energy use is one of the largest operating expenses of the utility and can
be lowered through development of a comprehensive energy management strategy. Exciting
technology initiatives are underway but are at risk of not delivering their promise without a
rigorous integration plan/strategy and clear requirement setting processes. A final example is
the absence of a clear strategy/plan for provision of water to consumers in the event of a loss
of the Norwood Water Treatment Plant. While there apparently is a Miami Dade water pipeline
traversing the service area that could provide emergency water to the residents in the event of
an outage, there are no institutional agreements in place with Miami-Dade to define the
requirements of such deliveries.

3. Asset Management Systems (AMS) and Maintenance Management System (MMS) –
NMB Water currently lacks a comprehensive and systematic asset management system with
linkages to a maintenance management system (MMS). A proper AMS would define all key
assets, establish the condition of those assets, establish “criticality” of those assets, set
maintenance frequencies and consistently schedule and report preventative maintenance of
all assets (through linkage to a MMS). Managers would receive regular status reports on
maintenance and be able to make better-informed and more accountable decisions about
maintenance resource deployment. This is a fundamental improvement need.
The utility also utilizes a “run to failure” maintenance approach rather than a comprehensive
preventive maintenance approach using industry standards for maintenance work to be
performed in a scheduled / planned manner. The current system, fundamentally paper based
with limited systems / computer retrieval capability, relies heavily on the historical knowledge
of the key maintenance staff and represents a significant vulnerability for the utility that is,
ultimately, reflected in higher than necessary costs for maintenance of the water and
wastewater systems, inefficient deployment of maintenance staff and premature failure of
facilities and equipment. A good example of the lack of prioritization is the current availability
of only one operating lime slaker at the Norwood WTP. This vulnerability is significant.
Emergency procurement undertaken by The Executive Director since the assessment phase of
this project now have replacement equipment on order. This risk reduction is essential for NMB
Water. Also, conversion to a computer based MMS and preventive maintenance practices
have reduced maintenance costs (staff, supplies, parts and rehab costs) by 10–20% as
documented by other utilities.
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4. Operations Systems – NMB Water has several deficiencies in this area. Improvements to the
control systems at the Norwood WTP will help reduce current heavy staffing needs. The
current water quality function in the plant is primarily focused on generating laboratory results
in compliance with regulations. Expanding that role/perspective to become a treatment
process “resource” of expertise to aid operators in plant performance optimization represents
an opportunity. In tandem, implementing a water treatment process engineer function in the
plant to interface with operations and engineering will better improve plant planning and
operations.
As discussed above, developing stronger linkages with the customer service function of the
utility will occur as this function is integrated into NMB Water (with the recent reorganization).
Actively managing customer complaints and maintaining better customer logs of activities will
assist the NMB Water employees in responding/resolving customer issues as well as tracking
and identifying historical trends.
Standard operating procedures (SOPs) are generally available for the Norwood Water
Treatment Plant but often absent in other divisions. Documentation of SOPs needs to be
institutionalized through the organization and embedded in employee training and easily
available to all employees. Improved systems for moving information throughout the utility are
needed.
The AMS and MMS systems needed for implementation of asset management and
maintenance management were discussed in item 3 above.
Listed below are the 56 Action Items identified by the EGI consulting team for utility operation
and maintenance improvement. These items were initially presented in Chapter 8 and
summarized as Table 8–1. They are repeated here as Table 9-1 for ease of reference. Several
of the critical items are already being addressed by the utility.
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Critical

Desirable

Number

Necessary

Table 9-1: Recommended Action Items

1

X

Immediately make Water Plant improvements and upgrades: lime slakers and feed
system; acid pumps on RO side; chlorine backup; coagulant feed pumps; ammonia
feed system; tankage

2

X

Conduct facility safety audit to identify hazards (including WTP site), safety
equipment availability and use

3

X

Expand Water Quality function to include a process engineer overseeing all water
quality functions to include: water plant, process technologies, operating targets for
process, process engineering, planner/scheduler, and provide link to customer
service

4

X

Establish rudimentary management report system with dashboard metrics

5

X

Train managers and supervisors to establish delegated responsibility and to hold
staff accountable

6

X

Implement comprehensive supervisor training programs at all levels; instill
delegated responsibility and accountability

7

X

Implement creation of a utility strategic plan, including completion of coordinated
master plans for all systems.

8

X

Implement formalized planning and system to address CIP tracking & management

9

X

Address lack of systems and implement upgrades for SCADA system for water plant
(lime & nanofilters)

10

X

Address lack of systems and implement upgrades for CMMS (goal of 80% scheduled
maintenance)

11

X

Address lack of systems and implement upgrades for technology plan

12

X

Address lack of systems and implement upgrades for personnel records

13

X

Address lack of systems and implement upgrades for accounting system & usage

14

X

Add staff with technical capabilities, systems experience and usage capabilities

15

X

Address water line flushing, valve exercising, air release valve functionality, and
hydrant testing in a comprehensive / systematic program with documented results
& records

ACTION

16

X

Develop comprehensive training programs for all levels: revamp job descriptions,
tailor training, encourage conference participation & career development, reward
training achievements. Consider need for Training Manager position.

17

X

Complete a formal compensation survey, develop program to remain competitive

18

X

Coordinate performance reviews with compensation so as to provide performance
based compensation incentives
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Desirable

Necessary

Critical

Number

ACTION

19

X

Conduct formal energy audits, with priorities for water treatment plant and then
C&D systems

20

X

Improve capabilities of middle management/supervisors to provide meaningful
documents and performance reports to upper management

21

X

Create and update SOPs for important policy actions / processes throughout the
utility

22

X

Develop tracking system for safety issues and injuries

23

X

Develop formal Asset Management program for all utilities. Incorporate condition
assessments, hydraulic model, water line breaks, etc.

24

X

Reduce / eliminate organizational silos: institute communications programs to build
liaisons across divisions; initiate multi-function meetings & interactions, proactive
information sharing and communications (e.g., engage all affected divisions in
establishing CIP priorities, key consultant selections, project designs)

25

X

Establish training on use of internal systems (purchasing, accounting, HR, safety,
performance reviews, maintenance, equipment records)

26

X

Establish management dashboard items for each division (including administration)

27

X

Reevaluate / re-engineer historical practices (e.g., discontinue unnecessary
activities, e.g., Guardian Blue)

28

X

Overhaul customer service system including records keeping and communications
protocols with the utility. Consolidate points of contact. Develop record keeping to
allow query & tracking. Link work orders with customer complaints in one system
accessible by all departments.

29

X

Develop / implement corrosion control strategy and programs for equipment and
facilities

30

X

Implement regular, scheduled PM on fleet / heavy equipment, include this
equipment in Asset Management system and plans

31

X

Conduct a staffing assessment (skills needed, duties & outputs, criticality, number of
positions)

32

X

Review engineering department for alignment of staff skills, capabilities,
experiences with “go forward” needs and priorities. Include CIP activities and
Contractor / Permitting activities in the review.

33

X

Implement regular Cost vs. Budget reports, train managers to use, and establish
accountability for performance

34

X

Review benefits of a dedicated buyer position and implement consistent with
review

35

X

Develop and implement a systematic approach for setting of requirements for new
projects, processes, and technologies
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Desirable

Necessary

Critical

Number
36

ACTION
Develop process for internal stakeholder engagement throughout project planning,
design & implementation. Make adjustments to project based on the review.

X

37

X

Develop formal program for implementation of new infraMAP system to all levels

38

X

Analyze productivity of C&D field crews; make improvements as identified by
analysis

39

X

Formalize security programs for all divisions

40

X

Formalize emergency plan for all divisions

41

X

Develop systems to improve responsiveness of fleet management department

42

X

Restructure / expand role of water quality lab at WTP to provide meaningful data
and direction to operations for process optimization

43

X

Develop succession plan for aging staff

44

X

Provide training to remove obstacles to effective coordination between field staff
and procurement

45

X

Develop model to optimize WTP operation (i.e., selection of treatment trains)

46

X

Develop cost effectiveness actions and control systems for energy & chemical usage
(e.g., lighting, VFDs, usage of interruptible rates)

47

X

Develop and implement full SCADA control capability for water plant; revise staffing
accordingly

48

X

Proactively engage AFSCME in organizational activities / imperatives

49

X

Train field crews in customer interactions; use messaging techniques for all
employees

50

X

Revamp NMB Water website / upgrade

51

X

Establish a Communications Plan with messaging and media approaches specified

52

X

Develop PE capability in the Engineering function

53

X

Expedite hiring process to streamline and reduce delays

54

X

Improve field crew access to electronic docs (GIS, CAD, etc.)

55

X

Evaluate merits / benefits of implementing vehicle tracking technology

56

X

Consider usage of biometric timekeeping system

57

X

Collaboratively with Customer Service, evaluate AMI technology once installed;
evaluate meter reading efficiencies

58

X

Formalize an “Outreach Plan” for NMB Water: media training, reinstitute plant
tours, formalize a school outreach program, redesign customer bills to convey value
proposition
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Risks:

Failure to move forward in an integrated, prioritized set of actions and programs to
address the Critical Items list will expose the Utility to significant risks (water quality, water
production capability, safety, and cost impacts). At the same time, the identified and needed
systems for accomplishment of many of the Actions are new or currently not used by the overall
Utility or key subsets of the Utility. As a generalization, “on-board” knowledge of the systems,
procedures, and utilization of the requirements and capabilities does not currently reside amongst
the NMB Water staff. With very limited turnover, the NMB Water staff’s experiences are primarily
“how NMB Water has done it to date,” with little knowledge or experience from other utilities, “best
practices”, or systems for process control, maintenance or asset management, or NMB Water staff
involvement in engineering projects for the water plant, as examples.
In short, accomplishment of the needed Actions requires significant new/outside expertise,
assistance, and establishment of staff with upgraded/new skills. Actions are also necessary so as
to train and eliminate the current “silos” which inhibit inter division awareness, cooperation,
inputs, and comprehensive solutions and implementation.

Benefits:

Achievement of the identified Critical Action Items provides significant benefits and
risk reductions. Key amongst them are:
1) Upgraded equipment & facility maintenance, record keeping systems, and improved
planned vs. reactive maintenance. EGI is aware of several similar sized utilities that
report a 15+% reduction in maintenance costs with these Action Items and Asset
Management Systems implemented throughout their utility.
2) WTP physical improvements for reliability and usage of SCADA capabilities for improved
water quality control, cost effective treatment, and staffing reductions
3) Upgraded technical capabilities for operations, engineering, and maintenance
4) Establishment of a formal water quality function to oversee water production
5) Development of a utility strategy plan that aligns with the City’s strategy plan and master
plans for accomplishment. Gets all staff consistently aligned.
6) Formalized maintenance requirements and record keeping for C&D functions to include
line flushing and valve exercising along with increased planned maintenance
7) Supervisors and management staff with appropriate training and capabilities for their
position
8) Upgraded and implemented Operations Tools (CMMS, Technology Plan, upgraded
accounting system) and Systems Management Tools (safety/audit plan, Management
Dashboard performance metrics, formalized CIP management with operational
participation throughout the project identification, prioritization, design, construction, and
startup)
9) Upgraded equipment and facility maintenance, record keeping systems, and greatly
improved planned vs. reactive maintenance. EGI is aware of several similar sized utilities
that report a 15+% reduction in maintenance costs with these Action Items and Asset
Management implemented throughout their utility
10) Water treatment plant physical improvements for reliability and usage of SCADA
capabilities for improved water quality control, cost effective treatment, and staffing
reductions
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11) Upgraded technical capabilities for operations, engineering, and maintenance
12) Establishment of a formal water quality function to oversee water production
Development of a utility strategy plan that aligns with the City’s strategy plan and master
plans for accomplishment. Gets all staff consistently aligned.
13) Formalized maintenance requirements and record keeping for C&D functions to include
line flushing and valve exercising along with increased planned maintenance
14) Supervisors and management staff with appropriate training and capabilities for their
position
15) Upgraded and implemented Operations Tools (CMMS, Technology Plan, upgraded
accounting system) and Systems Management Tools (safety/audit plan, Management
Dashboard performance metrics, formalized CIP management with operational
participation throughout the project identification, prioritization, design, construction,
and startup
16) Upgraded equipment & facility maintenance, record keeping systems, and improved
planned vs. reactive maintenance. EGI is aware of several similar sized utilities that
report a 15+% reduction in maintenance costs with these Action Items and Asset
Management Systems implemented throughout their utility.
17) WTP physical improvements for reliability and usage of SCADA capabilities for improved
water quality control, cost effective treatment, and staffing reductions
18) Upgraded technical capabilities for operations, engineering, and maintenance
19) Establishment of a formal water quality function to oversee water production
20) Development of a utility strategy plan that aligns with the City’s strategy plan and master
plans for accomplishment. Gets all staff consistently aligned.
21) Formalized maintenance requirements and record keeping for C&D functions to include
line flushing and valve exercising along with increased planned maintenance
22) Supervisors and management staff with appropriate training and capabilities for their
position
23) Upgraded and implemented Operations Tools (CMMS, Technology Plan, upgraded
accounting system) and Systems Management Tools (safety/audit plan, Management
Dashboard performance metrics, formalized CIP management with operational
participation throughout the project identification, prioritization, design, construction,
and startup)
Overall, as discussed above, the improvements must address the following:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Human resource & safety function
Staff / supervisor training & skills upgrades
Administrative staff (integration, performance metrics and info.)
Establishment of a “Business Manager” position to handle all Admin. and
Customer Service interfaces
Use of Consultants
Engineering and treatment processes skills and certification registration
Need for upgraded facilities and risk reduction
Water plant operations
Collection, Distribution, Customer Service operations
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– Engineering staff involvement in treatment processes, facility design, and treatment
plant consultant management
– Management dashboard development for performance reporting and management
While risk reduction, service improvements, and systems upgrades are and should be the primary
objective for NMB Water, the potential does exist, as summarized in Table 9-2 below, to achieve
cost savings from the current NMB Water budget when the identified improvements are
implemented over the next 12–14 months. These preliminary estimates were developed by EGI
consultants using on-site observations and “best practice” industry standards. An overview
explanation of each potential savings area is provided following Table 9-2.
Table 9-2: Potential Savings from Improvements

POTENTIAL OPERATIONAL COST SAVINGS FROM UPGRADES
Area of Savings
1) On-going maintenance costs
3) Norwood staffing with automation
4) Multi-skilled workforce
5) Electric power usage reductions
6) Chemicals usage reductions
Subtotal

Potential Annual Savings $ 000
$ 700
$ 500
$ 350 - $600
$ 200
$ 250
$ 2,000 - $2,250 / year

POTENTIAL SAVINGS USING ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Facility & Asset Life Extension of 10 – 15 %

Water Plant = $ 200 M Capital
Collection & Distribution = $ 500 M Capital
Potential Annual $ Impact

10% = $ 20 Million
10% = $ 50 Million
$ 2,000 - $ 2,500 / year

Development of Potential Cost Savings Estimate
The potential cost savings information was derived using the NMB Water budgets and relevant /
actual experiences & results known to the EGI team. For example, the 10% reduction in
maintenance costs is a conservative number (the actual experiences are 15–20% cost reduction
when a comprehensive maintenance management system is implemented as demonstrated by
several utilities). The savings were therefore obtained by taking the total costs for “maintenance”
are the collection and distribution budgets for staffing, parts & supplies and rehabs along with the
water plant maintenance costs as reported in the NMB Water budget and reducing the total by
10%. The electric power cost savings are 10% of the current budget; EGI Consultants Jim Bewley &
Ed Means saw ample opportunities to achieve such during the site assessment visits. Similarly for
chemical costs (another 10% reduction).
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The Norwood staffing savings is a result of SCADA systems that allow unattended operations and
thus eliminates the need for 2 staff on 2 shifts 7 days per week. The indicated savings are the
employment costs for 5–6 staff positions.
The savings for the Multi-Skilled workforce are aligned with the savings demonstrated at other
utilities and represents a 5–10% increase in staff productivity and hence position / staff number
reduction using the NMB Water budget for costs per employee.

Development of Potential Asset Management System Cost Savings
Research projects conducted by the American Water Works Association (AWWA) and Water
Environment Research Foundation (WERF) in conjunction with leading Australian utilities who
pioneered the Asset Management Systems development (Sydney and Melbourne) established a
conservative 10–15% improvement in asset life and assured performance through implementation
of the comprehensive asset management program specified in this Report.
As such, EGI took conservative replacement cost estimates for the water treatment plant ($200
million) and the pump stations and buried collection & distribution system facilities ($500 million)
and calculated the impact for a 10% improvement in asset life. The annual dollar impact was then
estimated by taking the specified amount ($20 million for the water plant) and calculating the
annual bond costs for 20 years of financing for such an amount. While this approach provides a
high level estimate, actual experiences may result in higher or lower savings.

Potential Options and Costs for How to Implement and
Achieve the Identified Improvements
EGI initially reviewed a broad spectrum of alternatives that included the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

NMB staff alone
NMB staff augmented with consultants
Partnership program (i.e., contract operations)
Concession
Sale of utility

NMB staff alone was quickly set aside for the numerous reasons and challenges identified in this
report. Similarly, usage of a 30-year concession format involved significant loss of control over
decisions, transfer of capital authorization and rates to the Concession organization. Sale of the
utility also required transfer of rate setting, control, capital decisions and financing to the new
owner. The price for the sale of the utility is typically limited to the debt balance on the books of
the utility by the Public Utility Commission (PUC) and all rates are determined by the owner and the
PUC without City participation. For these summarized reasons, working sessions with NMB Water
Executive Director and the City Manager and Staff, set these options aside (EGI concurs) and
focused the options on NMB staff augmented with consultants (Option I in this report) and
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Partnership program with a private sector firm under continued NMB Water ownership, rate
setting, capital responsibility, permitting, and overall management of the utility (Option II).

Option I: NMB Water staff augmented with consultants. Implementing these improvements will
require significant resource expenditures for the utility staff to proceed forward. EGI has identified
the need to expend approximately $6,000,000 over two years to implement the improvement
opportunities.
Table 9-3: High Level Summary of Costs to Implement Option I

Increased Costs for Next 2 Years

1) Consultants – 6 for 2 years
– Systems
– Process
– Operations
– CMMS

– Finance/Bus Mangt.
– Safety training
– Technology & Automation
– Asset Mangt Sys (AMS)
– Supervisor Training

Cost
($000)
$3,400

– Staff Training
– Strategic & Master Plans
– CIP/Engineering Skills
– LIMS

Consultant Expertise Areas and Full Time Equivalent Staff (FTEs)
– Asset Management Program – 1 FTE (planner/scheduler)
– Maintenance Management Program – 1 FTE
– Personnel/HR systems – ½ to 1 FTE
– Training program – ½ FTE
– Performance evaluation program – ½ FTE
– SCADA Upgrades – 1 FTE
– Technology Master Plan – $100,000
– Program management training – ¼ FTE
– Process Engineering – plant operations – 1 FTE
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Acquisition costs for systems software & data
Human Resource staffing (2–3 positions)
New/upgraded key positions in NMB Water (3)
Compensation – competitive with marketplace (+ 10%)
SCADA equipment replacements/upgrades

Preliminary High-Level Estimate

500
400
600
900
200
$6,000

These expenditures involve the deployment of six high-level subject matter consulting experts on a
full-time basis (~$3,400,000 over two years) to realize the improvement opportunities in the
following areas:
• Develop and implement the finance/business management systems
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• Conduct staff and supervisor training
• Implement comprehensive safety training and implement safety improvements at the
Norwood WTP
• Implement a comprehensive human resources information system including performance
assessment, training and employee development systems
• Implement an Asset Management System
• Implement a Maintenance Management System
• Develop a NMB Strategic Plan, Technology Plan and Energy Management Plan
• Implement a formal and division-inclusive capital improvement process
• Implement a laboratory information management system (LIMS) and process engineering
focus in the Norwood WTP water quality function
The cost estimates in Table 9-3 for items 1–6 are based upon current hourly rates for experienced
senior consultants (item 1), typical costs for software licensing and installation of the identified
systems (item 2), additionally staff (HR Director assessment) needed for training, employee
systems, and related actions (item 3), the filling of the identified positions specified earlier in the
assessment report for a Business Manager, engineering staff with registration and process
expertise, and the maintenance manager position (item 4), compensation adjustment costs are
based upon the recently completed survey of southeast Florida utility compensation and the
minimum increases necessary to set NMB Water compensation at market place rates (item 5),
experience of other utilities for costs to upgrade and expanded SCADA equipment, software, and
capabilities to provide unattended water plant operation and improved process and operational
control at the plant and at pump and lift stations (item 6).
In addition, specific work efforts (~$1.3M over two years) are required in the following areas and
will require consultant support:
• Energy optimization assessment – $100,000
• NMB Water Technology Master Plan – $100,000
This approach consists of hiring and managing the required consultants (as described above) and
staff positions, acquiring the required software systems and implementing the improvement
opportunities with internal resource, augmented by temporary consultant help. This approach has
risks associated with it including:
• Retains City control over the utility
• Current staff do not have the breadth of experience to manage these intensive efforts
efficiently or effectively
• Must engage current staff (who are busy) to help manage the implementation
• Requires modification of human resources elements (e.g., job descriptions to embed crosstraining and skill upgrades) and may encounter union opposition
• Accountabilities for performance are not clear beyond the consultant/vendor contracts
• Costs are not guaranteed
• The speed of implementation is slower related to time delays for staffing, systems
procurement, training, and expertise development.
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Option I Recruitment Challenges
NMB Water faces significant recruitment challenges to acquire the necessary staff and consultant
skills to accomplish the recommended improvements. The challenges lie in the following
categories:
• General limitations – Based upon interviews with the Director of Human Resources, current
recruitment is a relatively slow and cumbersome process due to inadequate HR staffing
availability. An additional dedicated recruiter position is required (one focused on
management positions and one on line-level positions). In addition, funding is limited to be
creative in sourcing jobs (e.g., conducting regional or national recruiting campaigns). Civil
service rules require written tests/lists below the supervisor level and job descriptions are
often general to accommodate citywide needs rather than water or wastewater utility
specific skill needs. Any changes to job descriptions require civil service commission
approval (thus creating complexity in implementing multi-skilled job strategies).

•

Compensation/marketplace limitations – Based upon a limited 60-position compensation
survey (e.g., “Evergreen study”), NMB Water is below market compensation in several job
categories. Some manager/supervisory positions have experienced salary where some
supervisors receive lower compensation than some of their employees. Attracting the
necessary skills without compensation flexibility is difficult (especially if NMB Water
competes with Miami-Dade for staff).

•

Candidate and consulting firm availability – Many of the recommended improvements are in
the “cutting edge” category of technology and utility systems (e.g., AMS, MMS multi-skilled
workforce training, LIMS, etc.) and the individuals in the industry with that expertise to drive
implementation are relatively scarce. The larger national consulting firms maintain
expertise in these areas; they would need to be engaged to staff these areas “internally.”
Some of these firms have Florida presence. Coordination among multiple consultants
across information technology systems is critical and managing those efforts requires
specific program management skills that do not appear to be available within NMB Water.

As summarized in Table 9-5 (below), EGI believes this approach has modest chances of success
and does not provide cost or operational improvement guarantees.

Option II - Partnership Program
Competitively procure a qualified and experienced contract operations firm in a Partnership
Program to operate the utility under the direction of a small NMB Water staff in adherence to
formal and strict performance requirements. The contract operator would use their resources to
implement the required improvements.
This approach consists of hiring a qualified and experienced contract operations firm to operate
the utility under the direction of a small NMB Water management team and in adherence to formal
and strict performance requirements. The contract operator would use their resources and
expertise to implement the required improvements. This approach has the following features:
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• Retains City control over the utility but forgoes direct service provision in favor of strict
contract performance requirements. Ownership of facilities, rate setting, service area
decisions, capital expenditure decisions and implementation, permits, all remain with the
City.
• Provides experienced “on-site” staff specialists and experts to augment on-site staff
(contract operator brings in regional and national experts/expertise)
• Provides budget certainty and performance guarantees
• Requires ongoing contract performance oversight
• Provides system acquisition and implementation benefits (multi-site licenses, usage of
software, and already established data bases, quality control programs, reviews and audit
processes)
• The Partnership can be structured (NMB Water decision) so that all hourly staff are assured
of employment offers at the same hourly rates or greater provided they pass a drug test and
routine physical. Non – unionized staff may be interviewed or assured of employment under
the same conditions as the unionized staff.
• There are multiple qualified and capable national firms that provide this service (e.g.,
American Water Services, Severn Trent, Veolia Water, CH2M, United Water, etc.) to ensure
competitive bids
• These firms have demonstrated track records of successful projects and cost savings
Based on experiences from other utilities, the approach of a Partnership Program with a private
sector firm working for NMB Water will attract a number of highly qualified, experienced firms with
the requisite experiences, staff expertise, systems, and financial strength to successfully perform
the contract specified workscope and deliver the outlined results. It is also anticipated that the
contract operations will achieve cost reductions (chemicals and energy) as well as staffing
reductions from systems productivity and improved management (maintenance being a previously
cited example). As such, NMB Water should anticipate sharing in such cost savings starting in
about the third year of contract operations.
Based upon procurement costs (RFP development, proposal evaluations, contract) of other
utilities, NMB Water should anticipate an expenditure of $200–300,000 for these RFP activities,
proposal evaluations, reports, and negotiated contract. The cost estimate for implementation of
Option II is summarized in Table 9-4 below.
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Table 9-4: Option II – Partnership Program Cost Estimate

Cost
($000)
Activity
Procurement Costs
System Costs (hardware & software)
Specialists on-site costs
Training & Upgrades

$200
$250
$200
$200

High Level Cost Estimate
Cost Offsets
Operations Improvements Implemented 1st year
On-going Operations Improvements (shared)
Guaranteed regulatory compliance and results
Guaranteed Operations & Maintenance Costs annually after 1st yr.
Guaranteed performance and upgrades

$850
$500
$1,000
$???
$500
$???

Net Cost Impact Over 2 Years – Costs are Reduced Not Increased

Appendix 8 provides a list of questions and answers that are typical considerations in the
assessment of “fit” and usage of contract operations by utilities.
As summarized in Table 9-5 below, it is EGI’s view that this approach has a high probability of
success.
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Timelines for Accomplishment
– Option I - City Staff with Consultants
– Option II - Contract Operations Partnership Program
Equally significant and important for NMB Water is the likely timeframe and sequencing that the
two Organizational Alternatives (City Staff with Consultant Augmentation and Contract Operations)
will require. The timelines on the following pages provide a comparison of these two Organizational
Alternatives and their likely speed of accomplishment of the identified Key Tasks and Actions.
Based on our experiences, significant differences in the time for systems development,
implementation, and training will occur under the two alternatives with Contract Operations
providing the shortest timeline and the most likely pathway for successful implementation and
usage of the systems.
Also significant is the timeline for long term cost reductions (staffing, chemical & energy usage).
As displayed on the charts of the next two pages, the likely timeline for accomplishment under the
Contract Operations alternative is approximately 6–12 months sooner than the City Staff with
Consultants Alternative. Equally important, the accomplishment is a contractual requirement for
the Contract Operator and subject to performance guarantees and guaranteed costs.
The ability to meet the NMB Staff w/ Consultants alternative presumes successful and timely
action on the following:
1)

Recruitment of consultant staff and expertise

2)

Integration of consultants and staff to eliminate silos and compartmentalization

3)

Ready availability of identified systems and materials

4)

Recruitment of City HR staff to augment for systems and recruitment of NMB Water
staff

5)

Union cooperation in reorganizations and “re-slotting” of personnel

6)

Increases to NMB Water compensation (+10% on average as a minimum) and
establishment of new positions

7)

Continued usage of systems, procedures, etc., once consultants no longer present
(24–30 months out)

8)

Recruitment of consultant staff and expertise

9)

Integration of consultants and staff to eliminate silos and compartmentalization

10) Ready availability of identified systems and materials
11) Recruitment of City HR staff to augment for systems and recruitment of NMB Water
staff
12) Union cooperation in reorganizations and “re-slotting” of personnel
13) Increases to NMB Water compensation (+10% on average as a minimum) and
establishment of new positions
14) Continued usage of systems, procedures, etc., once consultants no longer present
(24–30 months out)
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In Tables 9-6 and 9-7 on the following pages, these abbreviations are used:
PMS – Planned Maintenance System
LIMS – Laboratory Information System
CMMS – Computerized Maintenance Management System
KPI – Key Performance Indicator
SOP – Standard Operating Procedure
AMS – Asset Management System
CIP – Capital Improvement Plan
The tables display the timelines for Option I (Table 9-6) and Option II (Table 9-7) and show the
faster delivery of improvements by Option II with guaranteed results, budget and performance as
compared to the “best efforts” basis of Option I.
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Table 9-6: Option I Timelines
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Table 9-7: Option II Timelines
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Likelihood of Success
1) Option I - NMB Staff with Consultants provides a modest probability for success provided
outside, experienced consultant resources and expertise can be engaged and consistently
provided over a multi-year horizon to augment existing staff. For this option to be
successful, the Consultants must direct and implement accomplishment of Key
Tasks/Critical Actions and train existing staff members. Simultaneously, the City must
recruit and hire key, new staff at senior and specialist positions for transition from the
consultants and long-term viability of improvements. However, this alternatively is
negatively impacted by the timeline in which the Key Tasks and Critical Actions need to be
accomplished. As a result, our overall assessment for this alternative’s successful
accomplishment, even with the expenditure of the outlined $ 6 million over the two years,
is assessed as Medium. While firms are available for the consulting assignments, no
discussions have occurred as to the availability of the firm or the firm’s consulting staff.
Since immediate action (within the next 6 months) is recommended to initiate work on the
higher priority Critical Actions, such a timeline could result in additional premium costs due
to the schedule and/or lack of qualified consultant availability.

2) Option II - Contract Operator alternative provides a high probability for success and the
greatest risk transfer and guarantees for NMB. The Contract Options is also anticipated to
deliver a guaranteed budgetary savings as compared to the NMB staff costs for the next
two years and to deliver longer-term savings (shared between the contract operator and
NMB). Contract operators have demonstrated the ability to deliver 10+ % savings. It
should be anticipated that the procurement of the contract operator would be a 6-month
process and require NMB Water Management and City Management participation. This
option also requires immediate action. One additional advantage of this option is that
some of the tasks could be started in preparation for the Contract Operator mobilization to
ensure a successful and timely transition.
No matter which alternative is selected, NMB should also immediately initiate work on a number of
the Key Tasks/Critical Action areas, particularly relating to safety issues, so as to take advantage
of the next 4–5 month time period while the selected alternative is put into place.

Summary of Alternatives for How to Proceed
(Option I and Option II)
The recommendation on how to proceed started with addressing the water plant operations and
improvements. Integral to producing and delivering high quality water is the distribution system
and its cooperative teamwork with the water plant. Because the wastewater collection system
function shares resources and expertise with distribution, these two activities should not be placed
in separate, organizational silos. Similarly, all other functional areas of the utility have
commonality and the need for integration, sharing of skills, and cooperative interactions. These
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considerations led EGI to address Contract Operations Partnership Program of the Utility (not just
the water plant) and to compare this alternative to continued operation using existing staff and
organizations augmented with consultants.

Option I NMB Staff with Consultants – This approach consists of hiring and managing the
required consultants (as described above) and staff positions, acquiring the required software
systems and implementing the improvement opportunities with internal resource, augmented by
temporary consultant help. This approach has risks associated with it including:
• Current staff do not have the breadth of experience to manage these intensive efforts
efficiently or effectively
• Must engage current staff (who are busy) to help manage the implementation
• Requires modification of human resources elements (e.g., job descriptions to embed crosstraining and skill upgrades) and may encounter union opposition
• Accountabilities for performance are not clear beyond the consultant/vendor contracts
• Costs are not guaranteed
• The speed of implementation is slower related to time delays for staffing, systems
procurement, training, and expertise development.
As previously stated, EGI believes this approach has modest chances of success.

Option II Partnership Program – This approach consists of hiring a qualified and experienced
contract operations firm to operate the utility under the direction of a small NMB Water
management team and in adherence to formal and strict performance requirements. The contract
operator would use their resources to implement the required improvements. This approach has
the following features:
• Retains City control over the utility but forgoes direct service provision in favor of strict
contract performance requirements. As such, NMB Water retains asset ownership,
permitting, rate setting, service area determination, and decisions and financing for capital
expenditures.
• Provides experienced “on-site” staff specialists and experts to augment on-site staff
(contract operator brings in regional and national experts/expertise)
• Provides budget certainty and performance guarantees
• Requires ongoing contract performance oversight
• Provides system acquisition and implementation benefits (multi-site licenses, usage of
software, and already established data bases, quality control programs, reviews and audit
processes)
• There are multiple qualified and capable national firms that provide this service (e.g.,
American Water Services, Severn Trent, Veolia Water, CH2M-Hill, United Water, etc.) to
ensure competitive bids
• These firms have demonstrated track records of successful projects and cost savings.
As previously stated, it is EGI’s view that this approach has a high probability of success.
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Recommendation
In short, the Option II – Partnership Program will result in immediate cost savings as compared to
the NMB Staff with Consultant options, will move ahead more quickly (as illustrated in the
comparison of Tables 9-6 (Option I) and 9-7 (Option II)) and result in a higher likelihood of success
with guaranteed results, systems performance, and costs as summarized in Table 9-4 and the
related Appendices of this Report.
Option II – Partnership Program provides NMB Water with significantly higher probability of
success, greater risk transfer and significant additional benefits/advantages summarized below:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Guaranteed budgetary savings anticipated (near & long term)
Staffing & expertise from contract operator existing staff & systems
Systems experience & usage; ready development & implementation
Long term cost reductions (incentive sharing of savings)
Performance & regulatory guarantees
Financial cost guarantees
Success requires NMB shift to contract/program management emphasis
Can be implemented within approximately 4 - 6 months w/ some earlier mobilization
Control & ownership retained by NMB Water

Immediately proceed with Option II – Partnership Program
Based upon this multi-faceted assessment of NMB Water, EGI recommends that the utility
consider immediately proceed with the Option II – Partnership Program alternative to implement
the recommended improvements and to provide cost-effective and reliable water and wastewater
collection services to the community.

Proposed Realignment / Expansion of Roles and
Responsibilities
This section provides an outline of our suggestions, which should be used as a starting point and a
guide to restructuring over the next year and beyond. This section is written in the context of
implementation of a contract operations program, as recommended in this report.

Finance and Administration
Summary: Continue overall guidance and management of the overall department.
New or Expanded Roles
• Staff by City employees
• Management of operations contract alternative
• Provide needed financial performance metrics, tracking, and forecasts
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Customer Service
Summary: A comprehensive, one-stop connection with customer base and with utility operations
and status. Provide assistance on connections, billings, and product quality.
New or Expanded Roles
• Staff trained in all aspects of operations
• Common database with all departments
Links to Other Divisions
• Water quality
• Collection
• Distribution

Engineering
Summary: Maintain current functions while expanding scope and capabilities to provide technical
service and expertise to all divisions and to provide certified, registered reviews.
New or Expanded Roles
• Provide “ownership” of water treatment and distribution facilities, to include planning,
process expertise, and management of design and construction contracts
• System upgrades and implementation
• Geographic information system (GIS) management
• Utility-wide capital improvements planning and management of project implementation
• Project delivery management for entire utility
• Administration of utility-wide asset management program

Water Treatment Plant Operations
Summary: Provide technically sophisticated operation to maximize product quality and minimize
overall costs
New or Expanded Roles
• Improved coordination with customer service and distribution group to maintain excellent
water quality delivery
• Continuous improvement program to provide operational efficiency and excellent product
quality
• Implementation and support of asset management, CMMS, and CIP
• Implementation and maintenance of modern laboratory information management systems
• Implementation of strategic SCADA functions to enable reduction in staffing levels
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Collection and Distribution
Summary: Provide cost-effective delivery of construction and maintenance upgrade projects.
New or Expanded Roles
• Active support and implementation of CMMS and asset management programs, including
line maintenance programs
• Cross-training between groups to improve flexibility
• Upgraded training in administration, safety, work procedures

Fleet Management
Summary: Provide timely and cost-effective service for equipment.
New or Expanded Roles
• Provide improved responsiveness to achieve high efficiency for department crews
• Integrate with utility-wide asset management program

Human Resources
Summary: Fulfill need for qualified staff in a timely manner; provide management of essential
employee records.
New or Expanded Roles
• Maintain complete employee records, including safety and training classes, certifications,
lost time accidents and severity
• Assure adequacy of compensation packages

Safety Program
Summary: Immediate conduct of a utility wide safety audit/review so as to identify issues,
prioritize, and set action plans in place to eliminate identified issues and exposures. Audit/review
should apply to facilities, equipment, staff training, and actions.

Public Information
Summary: Augmentation of current excellent outreach programs so as to obtain customer
satisfaction polls and updates for use by the utility.
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List of Appendices

The following Appendices are included with the Report:
Appendix #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Subject / Title
Location
Professional Profiles ..................................................................... Page 138
Benchmark Calculations ................................................... Separate Folder
Listing of On-Site Meetings and Topics .............................. Separate Folder
Assessment Checklist .......................................................... Separate Folder
Webex I – Discussion of Assessments, February 2016 .... Separate Folder
Webex II – Benchmarks, Staffing Review,
Improvement Alternatives, Risk & Cost Impacts ............... Separate Folder
City Manager Workshop, March 2016 ............................... Separate Folder
Key Questions & Answers for Option II –
Partnership Program ........................................................... Separate Folder
Council Briefing Sessions, March 2016 ............................ Separate Folder
Council Public Workshop, April 2016 ................................. Separate Folder
Listing of EGI Site Visits and Workshops ........................... Separate Folder
Customer Service Assessment Report ........................... Separate Folder
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Appendix 1 – Professional Profiles
Eisenhardt Group provides management and financial consulting. The firm specializes in the
assessment, development, and implementation of innovative approaches for procuring and
receiving municipal services for water, wastewater, electric power, and solid waste. The firm has
extensive experience in addressing the short-term and long-term needs of clients for provision of
these critical services including the assessment of the cost of service, rate impacts and financing /
procurement alternatives.
The hallmark of Eisenhardt Group consulting services is the recognition that the provision of
municipal services has entered an era of rapid and dramatic change. Cities and counties are
requesting and implementing new and expanded programs and services that reach out for
expertise and risk sharing approaches that extend beyond tradition capabilities. Eisenhardt Group
has recognized the need for developing new approaches and at the same time providing careful
review and timely adjustment of the process. In doing so, Eisenhardt Group works with public
agencies in five key areas:
1) Strategic consulting – identifying opportunities and challenges, and developing strategic
visions for the identified area.
2) Specific opportunity assessment – building upon the strategic visions of the public agency,
alternatives for implementing and accomplishing the vision are developed and evaluated
using policy guidelines.
3) Assistance with the development of specific project procurements and governance
structures
4) Management of RFQ/RFP processes – including contract and franchise negotiations.
5) Competitive assessments, cost of service assessments, benchmarking, rate studies, and
financing alternatives.
Eisenhardt Group provides high-level policy and strategic analysis and alternatives identification for
opportunity areas. When opportunity areas have been identified, Eisenhardt Group works with the
leadership of the organization to develop preferred options and to identify the agency’s next steps.
The firm has accomplished:
• Over $1.5 billion of partnership programs
• First asset sale under E.O. 12803
• DBO contracts over $500 million
• Effective usage of incentive programs
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Paul Eisenhardt, Principal
Mr. Eisenhardt’s work focuses on strategic consulting to utilities, developing partnerships (public
agency and private firm), and competitive assessments and technical improvement programs for
provision of environmental services. He is a recognized leader in the development of competitive
assessments and improvement programs for the management of municipal utilities. Recent
strategy work includes utility consolidations, utility growth strategies, assessment of municipal
concessions, utility restructuring, and water policy issues. Since 1996, he has managed
outsourcing procurements (Contract Operations, DB and DBO) for municipal clients with a total
contract value exceeding $ 1.5 billion and developed utility improvement programs with six (6)
utilities servicing over 2 million customers. His work experience encompasses the managerial,
technical, and financial disciplines necessary to assess and implement effective utility systems
and operations.

Detailed Experience
Strategic Assessment/Projects
Transfer of BuRec Project: Working for four urban water agencies, the project addressed the
governance, technical and financial issues and feasibility of transferring the California Central
Valley Project from federal to local control and ownership.
Water Utility Consolidation: Working for three water utilities, the project formulated the
alternative approaches and resolved technical, operational and financial issues for the
consolidation of the utilities into a regional water supply authority.
Concession Operator: Working for a public utility and a private utility, the projects assessed the
strategic and operational fits of pursuing contract concession opportunities.
Water Utility Restructuring: Working for the World Bank and USAID, the project formulated the
strategic alternatives for governance, structure, management and operational performance of
irrigated water system (dams, pump stations, and application systems) for Romania.
Governance & Strategy Study: Working for the staff & board of DCWASA, the project is assisting
the study of the strategic alternatives for the future organizational structure, governance, service
delivery to include outsourcing & wholesale service provision, and the implications for the cost
effectiveness of the water & wastewater utility.
Business Plan / Marketplace Assessment: The project developed a plan for revenue growth and
economic viability for a landfill in the competitive marketplace.
SKF Wastewater District: Working for the staff and board, the project assessed the governance
structure, organizational effectiveness, and technical issues (cost effectiveness, expansion
capabilities, ability to serve new customers) for this multi-member agency. Recommendations
were provided for implementation by staff and the board.
Marin County Wastewater Assessment: Working for LAFCO, the project assessed the wastewater
service provision of 11 agencies, opportunities for cost effectiveness and service improvements
and implications of new collection system regulations. Cost effectiveness and service
improvement recommendations were provided along with alternative governance structures and
potential usage of JPA’s by the 11 agencies.
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Public-Private Partnership Services
Developed the evaluation techniques that typify the approaches used today by private sector
service providers. These techniques were utilized to conduct over 75 plant evaluations and cost
of service assessments of facilities ranging from 5 mgd to over 100 mgd. These evaluations addressed technical & regulatory requirements, operational performance, costs and budgets, risks,
employees skills and training needs, systems needs (operational and management), and
improvement opportunities. Situations included new plant startups, noncompliance improvement
programs, assumption of existing municipal employees, development of performance incentives
and performance monitoring criteria, and union negotiations.
Examples of Procurement Consulting
Novato Sanitary District: The project assessed the alternative structures for startup and
operation of the District’s new wastewater treatment facility. Alternatives assessed included
District staffing, consultant augmentation of the District, and usage of contract operations.
Subsequently, the project developed and implemented the contract operations alternative for a
public-private partnership.
West Basin Municipal Water District: The project identified and qualified contract operation firms
for the provision of contract O&M services for the West Basin water reclamation facilities. Project
workscope included development of RFQ and RFP documents, development of evaluation /
selection criteria, and evaluation of proposals received.
Jurupa Community Services District (JCSD): The project developed the contract operations
proposal for JCSD provision of services for operation & maintenance of the Chino Basin Desalter
(water) facilities. Workscope included development of staffing plans and overall proposal
submittals for scope of services, governance interfaces, and liability provisions.
Atwater, CA: Procurement management for the Design/Build and Contract Operations for
alternative delivery and operation of a new 6 MGD tertiary wastewater treatment plant.
Responsibilities include coordination and integration of EIR, permitting, design engineering,
construction management, and startup on behalf of the City.
Renewable Energy (Hydro), Woonsocket, RI: As the City’s procurement manager the project is
reactivating the hydroelectric generation facility consistent with “run of the river” regulatory
requirements and FERC license requirements. Project workscope include development of private
sector proposal solicitations using a DBOO format, proposal evaluations, contract negotiations,
and assistance during construction and startup.
Gresham, OR: Working for this community, the project assessed the wastewater utilities, current
performance, identified improvement areas, and then identified and assessed alternative
structures for the future management and operation of the utility and its 25 mgd regional
treatment plant. The selected approach, a contract operations public-private partnership,
provides significant new capabilities including a comprehensive asset management system and
software and gained significant performance guarantees, risk assumption, and performance
incentives from the partnership.
Franklin, OH: Working for this community, the projects developed the successful wastewater
asset sale to the private sector and the design, build, own, and operate development of a new
water treatment plant. The workscope included the development of technical requirements and
the evaluation of alternative technical approaches.
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New Bedford, MA: Working for the community, the project developed the partnership
arrangements (technical, managerial and financial) for wastewater services and then managed
the RFQ/RFP process and proposal evaluations for a 20-year contract operations service
agreement between the City and the private sector. The development of the technical
specifications and performance requirements were part of the RFQ/RFO development, proposal
assessments, and contract negotiations.
Woonsocket, RI: The project strategized alternatives for partnering with the private sector for
wastewater services to achieve regulatory compliance and development of new facilities. After
determining technical & regulatory requirements, the project managed the RFQ/RFP process,
service agreement development, and contract negotiations for a DBO procurement. The City’s
existing privatization contract for sludge dewatering and incineration was also reviewed and
improvement areas identified for implementation by the City.
Pawtucket, RI: The project assessed the strategic alternatives for upgrading the existing utility
infrastructure and watershed management. New water treatment facilities are being provided
using the Design, Build, Operate (DBO) partnership format with the private sector. Water quality
standards and technologies required to address current, 2004 and 2010 treatment standards.
Green Bay, WI: The workscope involved the assessment (technical, operational, regulatory, and
financial) of a private sector partnership with Wisconsin Electric for the treatment and disposal of
biosolids.
Birmingham, AL: The workscope provided the overall strategic guidance and technical quality
control for the development of the RFQ/RFP process for privatization of the water utility system.
Avalon, CA: The project determined the technical requirements and needs for a new wastewater
treatment facility and utility system and then developed the process for partnering with the
private sector for provision of the needed facilities and utility operations.
Washington Suburban (WSSC): The project assessed the strategic alternatives for provision of
utility services (water & wastewater). Included were alternative procurement structures (contract
operations, DB, DBO) and an initial assessment of the technical and managerial issues
associated with the alternatives.
Richmond, CA: The project has assessed the current and future technical and operational needs
for this wastewater utility. Based on these assessments, the project developed and evaluated
alternative structures for satisfying the identified requirements. Approaches included partnering
with the private sector, partnering with a near-by public utility, or continuing to provide services
as an independent utility. A DBO partnership was selected and the project managed the
procurement and implementation with the private sector.
Improvement Programs
Electric Power Procurement: Competitive procurement of electric power for municipal entities
utilizing the open market capabilities of de-regulation and competitive private sector proposals
solicited through formal RFP’s. Procurements have resulted in long-term supply contracts with
savings of 10–20%.
Austin, TX: The project benchmarked the water and wastewater utility and identified technical
and management improvement areas and benefits.
San Diego, CA: Working with water utility, the project assessed improvement opportunities for
the water distribution function—management, systems, employees and technology areas were
included.
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Cincinnati (OH) Water Works: Working with utility staff, the project profiled the implications
(strategic and operational) of electric power deregulation for the utility. An action plan for future
directions was developed to address technical, water quality, operational & financial areas.
Green Bay Metro Wastewater District: The project assessed the cost effectiveness of District
operations, identified improvement areas, and worked with Executive Management to develop
and implement a plan for reducing District staff by 25% while improving the effectiveness of
District operations.
WERF Project/AWWA Book & Project
Toolkit of Effective Practices: Under a research grant from the Water Environment Research
Foundation (WERF), the project catalogued efficient and effective practices at over 75 utilities for
plant operations and maintenance. Focus areas are: organizational, operations and
maintenance, process and technology, and energy management. An interactive website-based
capability was developed to access the research findings. 1997–1999.
The Changing Water Utility: Published by AWWA, the book provides a comprehensive discussion
of creative approaches for achieving utility efficiency and effectiveness. Mr. Eisenhardt authored
five chapters of the book. 1999.
Best Practices for Capital Programs: This AWWARF funded research project is evaluated and
catalogued best practices for the development and management of capital programs and
implementation. 2005–2006.

Publications/Presentations
Eisenhardt, Paul “Alternative Procurement Methods for Design, Construction, and Operations”,
Rhode Island Water Works Association, Conference, June 2010.
Eisenhardt, Paul “Evolution of Contract Operations for Water Utilities” Water Environment
Federation (WEF) Annual Conference, San Diego, CA, October 2007.
Eisenhardt, Paul “Successful Deal Structures for Public-Private Partnerships”.
Finance and Investment Summit, New York, NY, November 2006.
Eisenhardt, Paul and Graham, Guy, P.E.
“Upgrading Utility Contract Ops. Program for Best Practices and Best Value”. WERF-AWWA Joint
Conference, February 2006.
Eisenhardt, Paul and Nestel, Glen.
“Planning and Financing Water and Wastewater Infrastructure Replacement – Are You
Prepared”, Infrastructure Management Magazine, September 2005.
Eisenhardt, Paul and Rich McCoy, P.E. “Successful Partnering with the Private Sector for Utility
Programs”, Urban Water Institute, Los Angeles, CA January 2004.
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Eisenhardt, Paul “Competitive Procurements and Public-Private Partnerships – Lessons
Learned”, Urban Water Institute, San Francisco, CA July 2003.
Eisenhardt, Paul “Effective Utility Management”, WERF Subscriber Conference, San Francisco,
CA, June 2000.
Eisenhardt, Paul. “Effective Practices for Utility Management”, Hawaii WEA Conference, May
2000.
Eisenhardt, Paul, “Utility Assessments and Best Practices”, CA Water Environment Federation,
Monterey, CA, Sept 1999.
Eisenhardt, Paul, “Usage of Effective Practices Toolkit for Improved Utility Operations”, Joint
AWWA and WEF Conference, San Antonio, TX, March 1999.
Eisenhardt, Paul. “Risk Assessment and Contracting for Partnerships with the Private Sector”,
Water and Wastewater Summit Conference, Washington, DC, January 1999.
Eisenhardt, P., Waltrip, D., “Plant O&M—Re-engineering and Re-design”, WEFTEC 98, Orlando, FL,
October 1998.
Eisenhardt, P., “Electric Utility Deregulation & Economic Development”, Council for Economic
Development Conference, San Diego, CA, September 1998.
Eisenhardt, P., Waltrip, D., “Effective Practices Toolkit for Plant Operation and Maintenance Cost
Reduction”, Water Environment Research Foundation, June 1998.
Eisenhardt, P., “Implementing Forward-Looking Utility Strategies”, Texas AWWA Water 98,
Galveston, April 1998.
Eisenhardt, P., Hornig, C., “Evaluating & Managing Privatization of MSW”.
Management Services” Training Course, SWANA, Santa Fe, NM, April 1998.
Eisenhardt, P., “Strategic Alternatives for Cost Effective Improvement of Water & Wastewater
Eisenhardt, P., Westerhoff, G., Chapters 6, 15, 16, 17 and 19 of “The Changing Water Utility”,
American Water Works Assn, January 1998.
Eisenhardt, P., “Outsourcing: Answering Privatization Questions Public Officials Need to Address”,
National Council for Public-Private Partnerships Conference, St. Louis, MO, October 1997.
Eisenhardt, P., “Ensuring a Level Playing Field”, 21st Century Government Conference, St. Louis,
MO, February 1997.
Eisenhardt, P., “3P’s as an Economic Re-development Vehicle”, US Conference of Mayors, Tulsa,
OK, February 1997.
Eisenhardt, P., “Contract O & M Marketplace Approaches--1000 Contract Programs”, Public
Works Financing, January 1997.
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Eisenhardt, P., “Successful Structuring of Contract Service Agreements” and “The Seattle
Process for the Tolt River Water Facility Using the Private Sector for DBO”, Center for Business
Intelligence Conference, Washington, D.C., January 1997.
Eisenhardt, P., “Financial Considerations, Financing & Asset Sales of Public-Private Partnerships”, International Business Communications Conference, San Diego, July 1996, and Chicago,
August 1996.
Eisenhardt, P., “Making Managed Competitions Fair”, Public Works Financing, June 1996.
Preconference Workshop “Nuts & Bolts of Drafting Effective Privatization Contracts”.
Eisenhardt, P., “Structuring an RFP for Private Involvement”, Center for Business Intelligence
Conference, Washington, D.C. January 1996.
Eisenhardt, P., “Achieving Compromise”, Global Business Research Privatization Conference,
New York City, NY December 1994.

Personal Data
Education
• BS Mechanical Engineering, Brown University
• MBA, Harvard University
Societies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Council Public-Private Partnerships
American Water Works Association
Water Environment Federation
Association of California Water Agencies
California Water Environment Association
Design Build Institute America (DBIA)
Harvard Business School Association (Seattle)
Washington State Association of Water Agencies

Ed Means, Principal
Mr. Means brings over 30 years of experience with water utilities and utility management
including over 18 years of experiences with the Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California, including positions of Director of Water Quality, Director of Resources, Chief of
Operations, Deputy General Manager/Chief Operating Officer and Acting General Manager. For
the most recent 15 years he has consulted to water utilities. He has a deep understanding of
western water resource and water quality issues. His particular areas of expertise include: water
utility management, water operations, water resources planning, strategic planning, water rate
development, drinking water regulatory development and compliance implementation, as well as
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water quality studies and investigations in source waters, treatment plants and distribution
systems Between 1992 and 1997, he represented the National Water Resources Association
(NWRA), and then the American Water Works Association (AWWA), on the Federal Advisory
Committee negotiating the Disinfectants/Disinfection By-Products Rule. He has received several
awards for his contributions to the drinking water industry, including the AWWA George Warren
Fuller Award, the Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies (AMWA) President’s Award, and the
NWRA President’s Award.

Detailed Experience
Strategic Assessment/Projects
Provided strategic planning services to:
• Central Arizona Project
• Marin Municipal Water District
• Rancho California Water District
• Municipal Water District of Orange County
• West Basin Municipal Water District
• City of Chandler Arizona
• City of San Diego
• City of Madison WS
• Columbus OH Wastewater Authority
• Water Environment Research Association
• American Water Works Association
• East Bay Municipal Utility District
• City of Seattle Public Utilities
• City of Calgary
• Palm Beach County Water Utilities Department
• Central Elmore Water & Sewer Authority
Desalination Project Experiences
Mr. Means has participated on desalination project teams on the following plants:
• Rosarito Beach, MX – San Diego County Water Authority and three other municipal
partners
• Coquina Coast, FL – Coquina Coast Partners
• Dana Point, CA – Municipal Water District of Southern California
• Carlsbad, CA – Poseidon Resources
• Huntington Beach, CA – Poseidon Resources
• El Segundo, CA – West Basin Municipal Water District
• Camp Pendleton, CA – San Diego County Water Authority
• Metropolitan Water District of Southern California – International survey of desalination
integration lessons learned
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Additional Experiences
Regional Water Treatment Solutions for the Tri-Districts and City of Fort Collins. Facilitated
multiple workshops to discuss of regional collaboration opportunities for three water districts in
Colorado (2013).
City of San Diego Public Utilities Department. Trusted advisor to the Director of the utilities
department on indirect potable reuse implementation (2013–14).
California Urban Water Agencies (CUWA). Principal in Charge for contract management of
California Urban Water Agencies (2001–2005).
South Metro Water Authority regional collaboration facilitation. Facilitated multiple workshops
engaging 9 utilities in Colorado to establish a regional water authority (2005).
Evaluation of water banking investment opportunity for Goldman Sachs (~2005).
Santa Clara Valley Water District Water Treatment Expert Panel Member.
Los Angeles Integrated Regional Water Management Plan / Los Angeles County CA. Mr. Means
led two of 5 consultant teams examining opportunities to meld stormwater management, water
supply development, habitat restoration, and recreational value creation in a bold vision for
future LA County water management.
Water Research Foundation: Update of a Strategic Assessment of the Future of Water Utilities /
Denver CO. Principal Investigator for AwwaRF 2604, “A Strategic Assessment of the Future of
Water Utilities”. Published book entitled “Watercourse: Charting Your Utility’s Future”.
Project Team member “Managerial Assessment of Water Quality and System Reliability”. Water
Research Foundation / American Water Works Association, 1997.
San Diego County Water Authority Drought Management Plan / San Diego CA.
Water Research Foundation, Principal Investigator: “Evaluating Effects of Climate Change on
Water Utility Planning Criteria and Design Standards”.
Water Research Foundation: Water Quality Implications of Large-Scale Application of Seawater
Desalination / Denver CO. Project Manager for AwwaRF Tailored Collaboration Project Water
Quality Implications of Large-Scale Application of Seawater Desalination¨.
Water Research Foundation: Water Quality Management: How to Structure it in a Utility / Denver
CA. Principal Investigator for AwwaRF 2816, “Water Quality Management: How to Structure it in a
Utility”.
Water Research Foundation / California Energy Commission: Energy Research Needs Roadmap /
Sacramento CA. Project Manager / Facilitator for AwwaRF / California Energy Commission
workshop to develop an Energy Research Needs Roadmap to support an anticipated joint
research funding program.
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. Project Team member for scenario planning
regarding future State Project water quality and implications for water treatment.
CH2M-Hill: Characterizing Salinity Contributions in Sewer Collection and Reclaimed Water
Distribution Systems to Develop Salinity Management Strategies / Denver CA. Project Team
member on Water Research Foundation Characterizing Salinity Contributions in Sewer Collection
and Reclaimed Water Distribution Systems to Develop Salinity Management Strategies.
California Avocado Commission: Water Resources Consultant / CA. Represent the California
Avocado Commission and Southern California growers in strategic agricultural water supply and
water rate issues in Southern California.
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Carollo Engineers: Delta Water Quality Study / Costa Mesa CA. Project Manager under
subcontract to Carollo Engineers for the Delta Water Quality and Treatment study under an Water
Research Foundation Tailored Collaboration with Contra Costa Water District.
City of San Diego: San Diego Water Reuse Study / San Diego CA. Project Manager for Science
and Technology Assessment/American Assembly tasks associated with re-visit of the City of San
Diego’s North City Water Reclamation Plant indirect reuse project (2005)
Contra Costa Water District: Contra Costa Water District Regulatory Compliance Audit / Contra
Costa CA. Conducted water quality regulation compliance audit for Contra Costa Water District in
California.
Water Research Foundation: “Impacts of Climate Change on Infrastructure Planning and Design”.
Principal Investigator for this project on adaptation planning. The project won “best paper” for
the AWWA water resources division in 2011.
Pawtucket, RI Utility Contract Services Contract Evaluation. Participated on a team with The
Eisenhardt Group to evaluate bids for private utility contract operations.

Publications/Presentations
Selected Publications and Presentations Related to Strategic Planning
and Water Resources
J. Lie and E. G. Means, Recycled Water - An Important Component of Metropolitan's Current and
Future Water Supply. Presented at the Water Reuse Association of California Annual Symposium,
San Diego, California, October 13–15, 1993.
J. Lie and E. G. Means, “Alternative Funding Programs for Water Reuse Projects – The Key to
Southern California's Success.” The Water Reuse Symposium, American Water Works
Association, Dallas, Texas, February 27, March 2, 1994.
E. G. Means III, T. Brueck; A. Manning; L. Dixon; J. Miles; and R. Patrick. “The Coming Crisis:
Water Institutions and Infrastructure”. Manager to Manager Series, JAWWA 94:1 pp. 34–38,
Feb. 2002.
R. Patrick, L. Dixon; T. Brueck, E. Means. “Alternative Service Delivery Models”, Manager to
Manager Series, JAWWA 94:4, pp. 44–48. April, 2002.
T. Hartley, M. Austin, J. Birkhoff, C. Chess, J. Conklin, M. F. McDaniel, E. Means, M. McGuire and
C. J. Wiant. “Framework for Public Perception and Participation in Non-Potable and Potable
Water Reuse Initiatives: Guidance on Establishing and Maintaining Public Confidence”,
WateReuse, WERF and AwwaRF, July 2002.
US Technical Review Team. 2002. A technical review of the Spanish National Hydrological Plan
(Ebro River out of basin diversion). For the Environmental Minister of Spain. 100p.
S. Davis, M. Pearthree and E.G. Means III. “Tucson’s Successful Re-Introduction of a Renewable
Supply”, Proceedings of the AWWA ACE in New Orleans, LA, June 16–20, 2002.
E. Means and J. Strayer. Applying the American Assembly Process to Water Reuse. California
WateReuse 2005 Conference, February 27–March 1, 2005, San Diego, California.
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E. Means, R. Patrick, L. Ospina, and N. West. “Scenario Planning: A Tool to Manage Future Water
Utility Uncertainty”. JAWWA, In Press, 2005.
J. Loveland, S. Diamond, B. Alspach and E. Means. “Pursuing Sustainable Local Supplies in
Southern California: Issues in Treatment of Marginal Supplies”, AWWA Sources Conference,
Albuquerque, NM, February 2006.
N. Jazmadarian, J. Leserman, E. Means, M. Garrod, and D. Bostad, “Cost of ‘Free’ Water”, AWWA
Sources Conference, Albuquerque, NM, February 2006.
N. Jazmadarian, E. Means, D. Dickerson, T. Bombardier, D. Friehauf, K Weinberg and J.
Stephensen, San Diego County Water Authority's Facilitative Process to Develop a Drought
Management Plan”, AWWA Sources Conference, Albuquerque, NM, February 2006.
Steirer, M. A., Means, E. G. III, and L. S. Robin. “Supporting Public Outreach with a Stakeholder
Group” National WateReuse Conference, Hollywood, CA, September 11–14, 2006.
Friehauf, D., Bombardier, T., Stephenson, J., Means, E., Jazmadarian, N. and J. Malinowski “San
Diego County Water Authority Drought Management Plan”, Geographical Society of America,
“Managing Drought and Water Scarcity in Vulnerable Environments” conference, Longmont, CO,
September 18–20, 2006.
Steirer, M. A. Means, E. G. III, and L. S. Robin. “Stakeholders, Speakers, Supporters and More!
Keys to Public Outreach Success”, Proceedings of the AWWA-WEF Joint Management
Conference, Portland, OR, Feb. 25–28, 2007.
Means, E. and N. Fleming. “Sustainable Water Development: Consensus by Crisis or Design?”
AWWA Water Sources Conference and Exhibition, Reno, Nevada, February 2008.
Deeb, R., Hawley, E., and E. Means. “Building a National Utility Network to Address EC/PPCP
Issues”, AWWA Annual Conference and Exposition, Washington, D.C., June 14, 2011.
Alspach, B., Means, E.G. III, Burch, R., and C. Hill, “The Role of Desalination in a Diversified Water
Resources Portfolio: Lessons Learned”, Proceedings of the IWA World Water Congress, Montreal,
CA, September 19–24, 2010.
Means, E.G., Laugier, M., Daw, J., and D. Owen, “Impacts of Climate Change on Infrastructure
Planning and Design”, JAWWA 102:6, pp. 1–14, June, 2010.
Yep, R., Wallis, M., Brown, J., Briggs, D., Means, E., and S. Cline. “Findings of a Regional
Collaboration Study in the San Francisco Bay Area”, Proceedings of the AWWA ACE, Chicago, IL,
June 20–24, 2010.
Yep, R., and E. Means. “Bay Area Water Utilities Operations Collaborative: Model for InterRegional Utility Cooperation”, Proceedings of the AWWA/WEF Utility Management Conference,
San Francisco, CA, February 21–24, 2010.
Cline, S. and E. Means. “Industry Trends and Benefits of Regional Collaboration”, Proceedings of
the AWWA/WEF Utility Management Conference, San Francisco, CA, February 21–24, 2010.
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Presentations
Participated in Sunday Seminar “Working With Your Customers: Strategies for Addressing
Conflicts With the Public”, AWWA Annual Conference and Exposition, Denver, Colorado, June 11,
2000.
Invited Panel Member on “Strategies for the Future”, Environmental Financial Advisory Board’s
Cost-Effective Environmental Management Workgroup meeting, March 5, 2001, Washington,
D.C.
Speaker on “The Growing Cost of Water Quality” Three Valleys Municipal Water Districts Spring
2003 Leadership Breakfast, May 16, 2003, Pomona, CA.
Distinguished Lecturer, University of Alberta Centre for Applied Business Research in Energy and
the Environment, School of Business, on global water issues. October 2, 2003.
Participant in AwwaRF-sponsored “Workshop on climate change and water utilities”, National
Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder CO, March 15 & 16, 2004.
Jazmadarian, N. and E. Means, “Cost of Free water”, Proceedings of AWWA Sources Conference,
Albuquerque, NM, February 5–8, 2006.
Loveland, J., Means, E., Diamond, S., and B. Alspach. “Pursuing Sustainable Local Supplies in
Southern California: Issues in Treatment of Marginal Supplies”, Proceedings of AWWA Sources
Conference, Albuquerque, NM, February 5–8, 2006.
Moderator International Session: “Alternatives Water Resources”, 2006 AWWA ACE, San Antonio,
TX, June 14, 2006.
Speaker, “Communicating the Value of Water”, Malcolm Pirnie breakfast workshop, Joint
Management Conference, Portland, OR, February 27, 2007.

Keynote Addresses
Keynote Address, “Water Quality – 21sth Century Goals”, North American Lake Management
Society Annual Meeting, Reno, Nevada, December 2, 1999.
Keynote Address, “A Strategic Assessment of the Future of Water Utilities” at the 2001
Australian Water Association meeting in Canberra, Australia, April 2, 2001.
Keynote Address, “A Strategic Assessment of the Future of Water Utilities” at WWEMA annual
meeting in La Quinta, CA, November 15, 2002.
Keynote Address, “The 21st Century Water Utility: Trends and Strategies”; New York Section
AWWA Meeting, September 29–October 1, 2003, Verona, New York.
Keynote Address, Alaska Section AWWA Spring Meeting April 13, 2004, Anchorage, Alaska.
Keynote Address, “Water Resources in the 21st Century: Challenges and Opportunities”. AWWA
Sources Conference, Albuquerque, NM, February 5–9, 2006.
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Keynote Address, “Future Trends”, CA/NV Section AWWA Fall Conference, Long Beach, CA,
October 3, 2006.
Keynote Address, “Water Trends”. Water and Wastewater Equipment Manufacturers Association
Annual Conference, San Diego, CA, November 10–11, 2006.
Keynote Address, “A Strategic Assessment of the Future of Water Utilities”, Florida Section AWWA
Conference, Orlando, FL April 15–17, 2007.
Keynote Address, “Future Trends: Strategic Implications for Our Customers”, Basin Water Annual
Corporate Meeting, Rancho Cucamonga, CA, March 26, 2007.
Keynote Address, “Future Trends: Strategic Implications for Our Customers”, Aqua Aerobic
Systems, Inc. Corporate Meeting. Rockford, IL, April 24, 2007.
Keynote Speaker on Future Trends, AWPCA Annual Conference, Mesa, AZ, April 30–May 3, 2007.

Books
“Watercourse: Navigating Your Utilities Future”, published by Water Research Foundation,
December 2001.
“Excellence in Action: Water Utility Management in the 21st Century”. Contributing Author.
Chapter 28, “How to Best Position Your Utility for the Future”, AWWA 2001.
“A Strategic Assessment of the Future of Water Utilities”, Water Research Foundation, 2006.
“The Business of Water”, Contributing Author. Published by the American Water Works
Association (AWWA), 2008.
“Climate Change and Water”, Contributing Author, published by IWA/AWWA, 2009.
“Water 2050: Attributes of Sustainable Water Supply Development”, Contributing Author, in
press, published by Environmental & Water Resources Institute, 2010.

Personal Data
Education
• BS Social Ecology (UC Irvine)
• MA Social Ecology (UC Irvine)
• Cert. of Management (USC)
Societies
• American Water Works Association
• Urban Water Institute
• Association of California Water Agencies
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Brian Hemphill, PE Principal
Mr. Hemphill has more than 35 years of experience as a consultant in the wastewater and water
treatment industry. He has been involved in facilities planning, process design, detailed design,
and management review and analysis. His expertise extends to all phases of wastewater and
water management with particular emphasis on residuals management and processing
evaluations and design. Brian’s knowledge of water and wastewater treatment processes,
design, operation and maintenance considerations provides an excellent basis for technical
assessments, benchmarking, operational assessments, and for the technical assessment of
alternatives for facility operations. He is a registered professional engineer in the State of
Oregon.

Detailed Experience
Wastewater operations assessment, technical and regulatory compliance assessment, contract
operation alternatives, and development of RFP for contract operations, City of Vancouver, WA,
2014.
Maintenance Management Plan, Columbia Boulevard Wastewater Treatment Plant, Portland, OR.
Project manager for study of maintenance management program at Columbia Boulevard WTP
and system-wide pump station system for City of Portland, OR.
Water Reclamation Facilities Plan, City of Bend, OR. Project manager for facilities plan for
upgrade and expansion of the City’s treatment facility to meet projected 11.9 mgd maximum
month flow for year 2030.
Staffing Study, Durham Facility, OR. Project manager for staffing study, analyzing needs for
expansion of operations and maintenance staff for expanded and upgraded 37.5-mgd Durham
Facility for Unified Sewerage Agency of Washington County, OR.
Wastewater Facilities Plan Update, Unified Sewerage Agency, OR. Task manager for facilities plan
update for Unified Sewerage Agency (now Clean Water Services) of Washington County, OR.
Comprehensive Solids System Upgrade, Westside WWTP, Vancouver, WA. Project Manager.
Included predesign and final design of improvements and repairs to multiple hearth incinerator,
new solids storage facility, and odor containment system.
Wastewater Facilities Plan Update, City of Lynnwood, WA. Task engineer for analysis and review
of liquids and solids processes at 7.4 mgd plant that includes activated sludge, centrifuge
dewatering, and fluidized bed sludge incineration.
Process Design, Edmonds, WA. Included primary clarification, activated sludge with deep
aeration tanks, belt press sludge dewatering, and fluidized bed incineration.
Owner’s Representative, Spokane County Regional Water Reclamation Facility Design Build, WA.
Provided quality assurance for the design-build contract of a new 8.0 MGD, expandable to 24
MGD, regional water reclamation facility.
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Solids Processing Systems Analysis, Meridian, ID. Developed and analyzed numerous
alternatives for solids processing and management as part of overall plant facilities plan.
Alternatives evaluated included continued Class B anaerobic digestion, Class A anaerobic
digestion with multiple modes, composting, drying, and incineration.

Selected Publications/Presentations
“Innovative Materials Handling System at Biosolids Cake Storage Facility.” Hemphill, Shanley,
and Mikowski. 16th Annual Residuals and Biosolids Management Conference, Austin, TX.
“Sludge Incinerators – They Don’t Bite.” Paper presented at the Pacific Northwest Pollution
Control Association Conference.
“Fluid Bed Technology for Sludge Destruction,” Water Engineering and Management.
“A Wastewater Agency Looks to the Future: Biosolids Management Planning for Clackamas
Water Environment Services”. Hemphill, Moen, LaPierre, Killingbeck. Pacific Northwest Clean
Water Association Conference.

Personal Data
Education
B.S. Civil Engineering – Oregon State University
M.S. Environmental Engineering – Oregon State University
Completed graduate level Hazardous Waste Management course, Oregon State University
Courses in contracts, project management, and negotiation
Certifications
Professional Engineer, WA and OR

Societies & Affiliations
Water Environment Federation, Residuals and Biosolids Committee Member, 2008–Present
Pacific Northwest Clean Water Association Residuals and Biosolids Committee Chair, 2009–
Present
American Public Works Association
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Employment History
HDR Engineering, 2007–2012; 1985–1994
Carollo Engineers, 1997–2007
Lambier Professional Group, 1994–1997
Neptune Microfloc, 1975–1984

Jim Bewley, Principal
Mr. Bewley has over 40 years of experience in the wastewater treatment and recycled water, and
water utilities, has served in positions from operator, chemist, superintendent, and Executive
Director / Utility System Manager. He has direct experience with the planning, design and
implementation of a 29 MGD wastewater facility and has worked extensively with multijurisdictional Boards and authorities. His areas of expertise include treatment operations,
construction, and utility management. He is a certified wastewater treatment operator (CA –
Grade V).
Jim provides operations, managerial, and regulatory expertise for utility management and
procurement assignments. A summary of these experiences and expertise are provided below.

Detailed Experience
Contract O&M procurement consulting for Novato Sanitary District, Novato, CA 2009
New Facility O&M Assessment and Preparation for Startup, Novato Sanitary District, Novato, CA
2008
Utility Management Assessment and Improvement Recommendations, SKF Utility District,
Kingsburg, CA 2007
Southern Marin (LAFCO) Efficiency and Effectiveness Assessment and Strategic Improvement
Options for eight (8) wastewater collection and treatment Districts, San Rafael, CA 2005
Design Build Operation Proposal Evaluation and program implementation systems and
monitoring, City of Richmond (CA), 2001–2003
Apache Junction community Services District (AZ) v. M&E Operating Services, Bond default
Litigation, Allen & Price, 2000
Project Subcommittee, Assessment of Technologies for Screening, Floatable Control and
Screenings Handling, Water Environment Research Foundation, 1999
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Value Engineering Team Member, DSRSD Stage 4 Expansion, Camp Dresser McKee, 1999
CalSPA v. City of Auburn (CA), Clean Water Act Third Party Citizens Suit, Decuir & Somach, 1998
City of Bremerton (WA) v. Metcalf & Eddy, O&M Contractor Responsibility For Odor Complaint
Liability, Perkins Coie, 1997–1998
Master Plan Review, Dublin/San Ramon Services District, Dodson & Young

Publications/Presentations
Controlling Air Emissions from POTWs: A Guidance Document for Evaluating Technology,
Witherspoon, Bewley, et al, Water Environment Federation, 1994
Air Regulations: A New Fact of Life for POTWs, Griffes, Bewley & Witherspoon, CWPCA Bulletin,
Spring, 1991
CAA Title V Compliance Seminar, CH2M Hill, Diamond Bar, CA, June 1996
Clean Air Act Compliance Strategies, CH2M Hill, Richmond, VA, March 1994, Philadelphia, PA
1995
Association of Metropolitan Sewerage Agencies:
Development, December 1993
California Water Environment Federation:
Regulatory Issues

Clean Air Act Control Technologies

Operator Training, Industrial Source Control,

California Association of Sanitation Agencies: Construction Claims, Air Toxics Programs, Clean Air
Act Implementation

Personal Data
Education
Certificate – Air Quality Management, UC Davis, 1996
B.A. Chemistry – San Francisco State University, 1970
Air Quality Management: 24 course units, UC Davis Extension, 1991–1996
Nature & Structure of Collective Bargaining, UC Berkeley Extension, 1985
Water Pollution Construction Claims, University of Baltimore, 1981
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Certification
California State Water Resources Control Board – Grade V Operator (V-1058)
Cooperative Programs
Bay Area Regional Water Recycling Prog., Exec. Mgmt. Board, 1998–1999
California EPA, Regulatory Reform Task Force, 1994
Pooled Emissions Estimating Program, Jt. Powers Authority Chair, 1989–1991
Bay Area Air Toxics Group, Founding Chair, 1989
California Sanitation Risk Management authority (Insurance JPA), Organizing Committee and
Founding Executive Board, 1987–1990
Societies & Affiliations
California Association of Sanitation Agencies
President 1989–1999
Director at Large 1995–1997
Chair – Air Subcommittee 1993–1995
TriTAC, 1985–present
Chair 1991–1993
California Water Environment Association
Association of Metropolitan Sewerage Agencies
Water Environment Federation

Employment History
Director of Operations – Oakwood Lake Water District (Manteca CA) 2012–Present
Authority Manager – San Ramon Valley Recycled Water Program, 2006–Present
Manager – South Bayside System Authority, 1982–2006
Superintendent – South Bayside System Authority, 1977–1982
Superintendent – City of San Carlos, 1974–1977
Chemist – City of Sunnyvale, 1972–1974
Operator – City of Richmond, 1971–1972
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Appendix 2 – Benchmark Calculations
Metrics List
Metric
#
Water
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Metric Description

NMB Water

O&M cost per account
Million gallons delivered per day per employee
Customer accounts per employee
Service affordability (average residential monthly water bill x 12) / (Real median annual household income)
% Planned Maintenance (vs reactive maintenance)
Regulatory compliance rate (# of standard and/or monitoring violations)
Water loss
Employee turnover
Overtime $’s as a % of FTE direct costs (w/o benefits)

AWWA
Data
Performance Readily
Indicator
Available
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Anecdotal
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Wastewater
Customer accounts per employee
10
11
Service affordability (average residential monthly wastewater bill x 12) / (Real median annual household income)
12
Sewer system overflow (overflow events/100 miles of pipe)
13
% Planned Maintenance (vs reactive maintenance)
14
Employee turnover
15
Overtime $’s as a % of FTE direct costs (w/o benefits)
16
O&M cost per account (include Miami Dade charge)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Anecdotal
Yes
Yes
Yes

Overall Utility
17
Bond rating

Yes

Yes

Selected Benchmarks rejected due to inadequate or not easily accessible NMB records
1
Regulatory compliance rate (# of standard and/or monitoring violations)
2
Cash reserves (days)
3
Water main breaks per 100 miles of pipe
4
Customer technical service complaints per thousand accounts, water
Training (hours per employee), water
5
6
Collection system integrity (failures per 100 miles of pipe), wastewater
Customer technical service complaints per 1000 accounts, wastewater
7
8
Training (hours per employee), wastewater
9
Safety – lost time accident frequency and severity index
10
Emergency Response Readiness training (hours per employee)
# of grievances
11
12
# of grievances
13
Flushing/TVing

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
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O&M Costs for Water Services
Total O&M Cost of Potable
Water Services ($/account)

Total O&M Cost

=

Number of residential accounts + Number of nonresidential accounts

Table X: O&M Cost per Account, Water 1
NMB Water
Value

Top Quartile

665

1
2
3

243

Bottom
Quartile

Median

361

542

Assumptions

Total Accounts3

Accounts
2015 w/in
City3

32,047

9,115

w/o GF transfer

Accounts
O&M Cost for
2015 Outside
FY 2016
City3
Water 2
22,932

535

$ 21,314,000

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 75
Source: NMB Water FY2016 Budget
Source: budget document; Femi Ogunmola email of 2/4/2016

2015 Budget
Water 1
Wastewater2

$21,314,000
$ 4,981,500

Total FY2016 O&M

$26,295,500

Source FY 2016 Adopted Budget P. 91
Source FY 2016 Adopted Budget P. 94

Water
Sewer
City
Non-City
City
Non-City
Single Family
7,259
19,822
402
6,203
Multi Family
621
570
10
109
Commercial
924
1,764
244
549
Sprinklers
213
384
Firelines
98
392
21
102
Sub-total
9,115
22,932
677
6,963
Total
32,047
7,640
Source: budget document; Femi Ogunmola email of 2/4/2016
Accounts

Revenues
($000)
Water
Charge for
Service
$ 30,463,000
Other
$
676,000
revenue
Prior Year
$
1,700,000
Balances
Total Budget Revenues
$ 32,839,000

Wastewater
$ 6,786,000
$

63,000

$ 6,848,000

Wastewater
$ 898,000

Adjusted FY
2016 O&M
Expenditures
Personnel

$

7,403,000

$

898,000

$ 3,169,000

Operating Costs

$

9,739,000

$

3,169,000

$ 1,193,000

W/W transfers to
General Fund

$

914,500

$ 1,588,000

Water transfers to
General Fund

$

4,981,500

Expenditures
Water
7,403,000

Personnel
$
Operating
$
9,739,000
Costs
Capital
$
5,472,000
Outlays
Nonoperating
$ 10,223,000
Costs
Total Budget Costs
$ 32,839,000
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$ 6,848,000

Water

$

4,172,000

Total O&M $

21,314,000

Wastewater
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2/1/16 Email Exchange between Paul Eisenhardt and Femi Omungola
1) It is my understanding (I would like to confirm) that the Charge for Service includes the "rate surcharge” placed on
bills for utility users located outside of the City limits. If incorrect, please clarify. In any case, please provide the
approximate $ amount generated by such surcharge.
Femi Answer - Yes. You are correct. Amount is $5.5M for water and $1.4M for wastewater. These amount are
charged directly to the general fund.
2) The CIP section of the overall budget document lists Water Fund capital spending of $ 12,239,000 as planned for
FY 15-16 and Wastewater Fund capital spending as $ 2,448,000. Please clarify what the “Capital Outlays” listed
above (water $ 5,472,000 and wastewater $ 1,588,000 are for). Also, the bonded debt summary shows that the water
utility and wastewater utility have outstanding bond debt of $ 81.6 million and $ 12.4 million, respectively with annual
repayment costs of $ 6.4 million and $ 0.75 million. Where are these costs reflected in the water & wastewater
budgets ?
Femi Answer - The CIP section of the budget include projects that are going to be funded from impact fees collection
and carry forwards. The capital outlays you see are just the projects that are related to water funds directly excluding
the system development charges( I.e. impact fees). The debt service cost are reflected in the non-operating cost
section of the budget for both water and wastewater.
3) The non-operating costs include, I believe, Interfund Transfers to the City General Fund. What is the makeup of the
“Non-Operating Costs” displayed above for the 2015 - 2016 budget and how much of the Non-Op costs are transfers
to the City’s General fund.
Femi Answer - See below:

Wastewater Non-Operating Expenses
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
ORIGINAL APPROP
INTEREST ON CUSTOMER DEPOSITS
TRF TO SEWER SRF LOAN FUNDS
TRF TO FND 010 GENERAL FUND
TRF TO LIAB SELF-INSUR FUND
CAPITAL LEASE INTEREST
CAPITAL LEASE PRINCIPAL

$
$
$
$
$
$

500
377,570
914,500include in O&M budget
106,000
9,165
181,180

Water - Non-operating Expenses
CAPITAL LEASE INTEREST
CAPITAL LEASE PRINCIPAL
CAPITAL LEASE INTEREST
CAPITAL LEASE PRINCIPAL
CAPITAL LEASE INTEREST
CAPITAL LEASE PRINCIPAL
CAPITAL LEASE INTEREST
CAPITAL LEASE PRINCIPAL
CONTINGENCY
INTEREST ON CUSTOMER DEPOSITS
TRF TO FND 010 GENERAL FUND
TRF TO WTR SRF LOANS
TRF TO LIAB SELF-INSUR FUND
CAPITAL LEASE INTEREST
BOND INTEREST PAYMENTS
CAPITAL LEASE PRINCIPAL
BOND PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS

$
270
$
6,210
$
2,815
$
65,470
$
1,025
$
23,810
$
560
$
12,900
$
228,860
$
4,500
$ 4,172,000include in O&M budget
$
602,414
$
402,000
$
8,167
$ 2,364,995
$
138,314
$ 2,189,328

4) Where are the charges for the Liability Self Ins fund ( $ 402,000 - water and $ 106,000 - wastewater reflected in the
Expenditure budget summarized above ? Same question for the Workers Comp Fund ( $ 197,000 water and $ 17,000
wastewater) and the Customer Service fund ( $ 1,755,000 water, $ 386,000 wastewater) ?
Femi Answer - Liability and self-insurance fund is located in Non-operating – See above. Workers compensation is in
the Salary & related cost for water and waste water. Customer service cost are in the operating cost section for the
two plants.
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MGD
MGD of
ofWater
Water Produced
ProducedPer
PerEmployee
Employee
MGD of Water
Produced per
Employee

Average daily demand
=

Total number of FTEs

Table X: Million Gallons Water Produced per Day per Employee
NMB Water Value

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

0.19

0.32

0.24

0.16

Assumptions
FT Employees* (2016)
106.4

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015, p. 79)
*2015 NMB UtilitiesStaffing Summary and city support services allocation by Jeff Thompson

Functional Area
Water1
Wastewater 1
City Procurement 2
City Legal2
City Human Resources 2
City Customer Service2
City Finance3
Total

FTEs*
92
14
2

Water (.8)*
92
1.6

14
0.4

1

0.8

0.2

1
12
2
124

0.8
9.6
1.6
106.4

0.2
2.4
0.4
17.6

W/W (0.2)

1

Source: Water and wastewater FTE count from FY2016 City Staffing Summary
Assumed city support services allocation is based on Jeff Thompson input
and ~80:20 proportion of water budget to wastewater budget

2

3

Source: Femi Ogunmola

Current Water Demand, mgd
2014 Norwood
2014 Norwood
Average Daily
Average Daily
Norwood 2014
Production
Production (MGD)
Annual Production
7,500,000,000
20,547,945
20.5
Source: 2014 Public Utilities Accomplishments Memo
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Customer
PerPer
Employee
– Water
CustomerAccounts
Accounts
Employee
- Water

Customer Accounts per
Employee

=

Number of active residential accounts + Number
of active nonresidential accounts
Total number of FTEs

Table X: Customer Accounts per Employee - Water 1
NMB Water
Top Quartile
Value
301

659

Median

Bottom
Quartile

497

366

Assumptions
FTE Employees 2 (FY2016)
106.4

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 28

2

Source: Water and wastewater FTE count from FY2016 City Staffing Summary; Assumed
city support services allocation is based on Jeff Thompson input and ~80:20 proportion of
water budget to wastewater budget

Accounts1
Single Family
Multi Family
Commercial
Sprinklers
Firelines
Sub-total
1

Water
City
Non-City
7,259
19,822
621
570
924
1,764
213
384
98
392
9,115
22,932
32,047

City
402
10
244
21
677

Sewer
Non-City
6,203
109
549
102
6,963
7,640

Source: budget document; Femi Ogunmola email of 2/4/2016

7640
32047
39687 0.19250636
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Service Affordability – Water
Service Affordability: This indicator provides a measure of the affordability of water services as a
percentage of local median household income (MHI). For a given reporting period, it is calculated as
follows:
Water Services Affordability (% of MHI)

=

Average residential monthly water bill x 12
Real median annual household income

Table 1: Service Affordability, Water (bottom quartile is poorest affordability) 1
NMB Value

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom Quartile

1.11%

0.50%

0.64%

0.81%

1.40%

0.50%

0.64%

0.81%

In City
Outside City
1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 70
Average In City annual residential water bill is $ 413.64 (per 2/04/16 email from Femi
Ogunmola)
** Median Household Income (2013) is $39,976, Source: http//www.city-data.com/city/NorthMiami-Beach-Florida.html#ixzz3uarfLwbo
2

7500
7000

Normalized to 7,500 gallons (1.071 adjustment
factor)

Based on 7000 gals consumed
Average Monthly
Residential Water Bill
Inside City
$
34.47

Outside
City
$
43.61

Average Annual Residential
Water Bill

Average Monthly Residential
Water Bill

Average Annual Residential
Water Bill

Inside City
$
413.64

Inside City
$
36.92

Inside
City
$ 443.01

Outside City
$
523.32

Average Monthly
Average Annual Residential
Residential Wastewater Bill
Wastewater Bill
Inside City
Outside City
Inside City
Outside City
$
35.23 $
43.39 $
422.76 $
520.68
Source: email Femi Ogunmola 2/04/16
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1.071

Outside City
$
46.71

$

Outside City
560.48

Average Monthly Residential Average Annual Residential
Wastewater Bill
Wastewater Bill
Inside City
Outside City
Inside City
Outside City
$
37.73 $
46.47 $ 452.78 $
557.65
Source: email Femi Ogunmola 2/04/16
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NMB Rates and Affordability – Water
NMB Household Income Stats
In 2000, the median income for a household in the city was $31,377, and the median
income for a family was $35,047. Males had a median income of $26,278 versus $22,110
A)
for females. The per capita income for the city was $14,699. About 18.4% of families and
20.5% of the population were below the poverty line, including 25.1% of those under age
18 and 18.2% of those age 65 or over.
B)
North
FL:

Estimated median household income in 2013: $39,976 (it was $31,377 in 2000)
$39,976
$46,036
Estimated per capita income in 2013: $18,924 (it was $14,699 in 2000)
Source: http://www.city-data.com/city/North-Miami-Beach-Florida.html#ixzz3uarfLwbo

2014 survey by Raftelis pasted below. Based upon a quick look, the median monthly bill for 7,480 gallons of residential water use is $31.93.
Femi included a bill at 7,000 gallons at a monthly rate of ~$33 (1/3 of the quarterly bill).
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Maintenance – Water

Planned Maintenance Ratio (% of total
maintenance time)

=

Total time for planned maintenance
Time for planned maintenance + Time for corrective
maintenance

Table X: % Planned Maintenance (% of Total Maintenance
Time), Water 1
NMB Water
Value 2

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

32%

75%

52%

27%

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 81

2

Anecdotal information based upon staff interviews

Division
Distribution
Treatment
Collection
1

Planned
Maintenance1
20%
0%
75%

Average
32%

Anecdotal estimates from managers

Regulatory Compliance Rate – Water
Regulatory Compliance - Water
(% days in compliance)

=

Number of days that the utility was in full compliance with all applicable regulations
365 days

Table X: Regulatory Compliance Rate (% days
in compliance), Water 1
NMB Water
Value 2

Top
Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

100%

100%

100%

100%

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published
in 2015), P. 74

2

Observed deficiencies in water quality function
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Distribution System Real Water Lost

Real Water Loss

Total volume of water lost due to leakage
on transmission and distribution mains,
leakage and overflows at utility storage
tanks, and leakage on service connection up
to the point of customer metering

=

Average daily production x 365 days
Table X: Distribution System Real Water Loss1
NMB Water
Value 2

Top
Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

5.57%*

2.5%

5.0%

13.8%

1

Source: AWWA 2012 Benchmarking Study (published in 2014),
P.60 (this was not benchmarked in the 2015 Study)

2

Source: Water Volume Pumped and Usage Report, 2014

2014 Water Volume Pumped
and Usage Report
Total Volume supplied
Total volume sold
Volume of unmetered use
Firefighting and training
Water main flushing
Main Breaks
Bulk use5s and Plant usage
Total volume of accounted for
water
Total volume of unaccounted
for water
Percent of unaccounted for

Million
gallons

Million
gallons
7062.36
6218.397
450.5

0.9
22.7
417.6
9.3
6668.9
393.46
5.57%

Employee Turnover – Water
Employee
turnover (%
of total

=

Number of regular employee
departures during the reporting period
Total number of FTEs

Table X: % Annual Employee Turnover - Water 1

1
2

Years

NMB Water
Value

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

2014-15

~1%*

4.0%

6.6%

10.5%

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 29

Source:Human Resources Norma Alicea email 2/12/16
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Overtime as a Percent of Payroll – Water
Table X: Overtime as a Percent of Payroll - Water

Water

2014
Division
ADMIN
Water Quality
Water Production
Security
Construction
Utility control
Engineering
Warehouse

Row Labels
410900
410901
410904
410906
410908
410909
410912
410915
Grand Total

Regular payroll Over time $
Grand Total
% of Reg payroll & O/T
758,171.81
1,841.54
760,013.35
0%
180,343.91
5,000.24
185,344.15
3%
988,418.24
121,152.76
1,109,571.00
11%
46,693.53
46,693.53
0%
950,312.06
63,960.53 1,014,272.59
6%
190,814.28
8,269.79
199,084.07
4%
595,874.25
12,366.84
608,241.09
2%
129,916.04
1,232.21
131,148.25
1%
3,840,544.12
213,823.91
4,054,368.03
5%

2013
ADMIN

Row Labels
410900

Water Quality

% of Reg payroll & O/T
Regular payroll Over time $
Grand Total
831,447.05
1,229.01
832,676.06
0%

Table X: OT % of Reg payroll

410901

169,894.99

3,994.80

173,889.79

2%

Water Production 410904

1,018,019.48

128,902.55

1,146,922.03

11%

Division

2014

Conservation
Security
Meters
Construction
Utility control
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Warehouse

38,754.55
31,826.11
294,374.20
663,821.05
180,233.28
154,967.91
90,508.64
328,159.25
127,215.28
3,929,221.79

1,150.26

39,904.81
31,826.11
315,842.94
696,382.32
190,248.67
154,967.91
93,650.48
335,354.78
128,744.50
4,140,410.40

3%
0%
7%
5%
5%
0%
3%
2%
1%
5%

Admin
Water Quality
Water Production
Conservation
Meters
Security
Construction
Utility control
Engineering (410912)
Engineering (410913)

0%
3%
11%

410905
410906
410907
410908
410909
410912
410913
410914
410915
Grand Total

21,468.74
32,561.27
10,015.39
3,141.84
7,195.53
1,529.22
211,188.61

2013

0%
6%
4%
2%

0%
2%
7%
0%
0%
4%
4%
3%
0%
3%

2%

2%

1%

0%
1%

Engineering (410914)

2012
Row Labels
ADMIN

410900

Water Quality
Water Production
Conservation
Security
Meters
Construction
Utility control
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Warehouse
Customer Service

410901
410904
410905
410906
410907
410908
410909
410912
410913
410914
410915
410916
Grand Total
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Regular payroll Over time $

Grand Total

% of Reg payroll & O/T

742,108.18

419.24

742,527.42

0%

187,993.14
1,134,693.53
32,346.64
59,962.25
302,448.82
634,351.50
230,702.89
154,143.28
110,991.06
400,530.43
131,636.12
836,448.27
4,958,356.11

3,208.62
90,978.43
138.96

191,201.76
1,225,671.96
32,485.60
59,962.25
315,449.84
663,929.19
237,188.45
154,143.28
114,435.16
406,874.73
132,004.13
846,787.20
5,122,660.97

2%
7%
0%
0%
4%
4%
3%
0%
3%
2%
0%
1%
3%

13,001.02
29,577.69
6,485.56
3,444.10
6,344.30
368.01
10,338.93
164,304.86

Warehouse
Customer Service

Total

1%

5%

5%
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0%
2%
11%
3%
7%
0%
5%
5%
0%
3%

3%
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Customer Accounts Per Employee – Wastewater

Customer Accounts per Employee

Number of active residential accounts +
Number of active nonresidential accounts
Total number of FTEs

=

Table X: Customer Accounts per Employee, Wastewater 1
NMB Water
Top Quartile
Value

434

682

Median

505

Bottom
Quartile

356

Assumptions
FTE
Employees 2
(FY2016)
17.6

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 28

2

Source: Water and wastewater FTE count from FY2016 City Staffing
Summary; Assumed city support services allocation is based on Jeff Thompson
input and ~80:20 proportion of water budget to wastewater budget

Accounts1
Single Family
Multi Family
Commercial
Sprinklers
Firelines
Sub-total
1

City
7,259
621
924
213
98
9,115

Water
Non-City
19,822
570
1,764
384
392
22,932
32,047

Sewer
City
Non-City
402
6,203
10
109
244
549
21
102
677
6,963
7,640

Source: budget document; Femi Ogunmola email of 2/4/2016
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Service Affordability – Wastewater
Water Services Affordability (% of MHI)

=

Average residential monthly water bill x 12
Real median annual household income

Table X: Service Affordability, Wastewater 1
NMB Water
Top
Value
Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

In City

1.13%

0.54%

0.76%

1.05%

Outside City

1.39%

0.54%

0.76%

1.05%

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 70
* Average In City annual residential water bill is $ 413.64
(per 2/04/16 email from Femi Ogunmola)
** Median Household Income (2013) is $39,976
**Source: http//www.city-data.com/city/North-Miami-BeachFlorida.html#ixzz3uarfLwbo

NMB 2013 Median

$39,976

Based on 7000 gals consumed
Average Monthly
Outside
City
Inside City
$

34.47

$

43.61

Normalized to 7,500 gallons (1.071

Average Annual
Inside
Outside
City
City
$ 413.64

$ 523.32

Average Monthly
Average Annual
Inside City Outside City Inside CityOutside City
$
35.23 $
43.39 $ 422.76 $ 520.68

Average Monthly
Outside
City
Inside City
$

36.92

$

46.71

Average Annual
Outside
City
Inside City
$

443.01

$

560.48

Average Monthly
Average Annual
Inside City Outside City Inside City Outside City
$ 37.73 $ 46.47 $
452.78 $ 557.65

Source: email Femi Ogunmola 2/04/16

Source: email Femi Ogunmola 2/04/16
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Sewer Overflow
Sewer Overflow (Overflow Events/100 miles of pipe

=

Total number of sewer overflows during reporting period x 100
Total miles of collection system

Table X: Collection System Integrity, Wastewater
(Overflow events per 100 miles of pipe)1
NMB Water
Value

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

2.4

1.2

2.5

6.9

Events per year x 100
2
miles of
pipe

100

= 2.4

83.6

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015),
p.93

Number of
Sanitary
System
Overflows (Last
2 yrs)

Feet of
Collection
441,408

4

Miles of
100 Mile
collection
Increments
mains1
83.6

0.84

1

Source:verbal communication with Pedro Melo 1/21/16

1

Source: AECOM 2014 Wastewater Annual Report

Maintenance – Wastewater
Planned Maintenance (% of total maintenance time)

=

Total time for planned maintenance
Time for planned maintenance + Time for corrective maintenance

Table X: % Planned Maintenance (% of Total Maintenance
Time), Wastewater 1
NMB Water
Value 2

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

75%

81%

65%

47%

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 95

2

Anecdotal estimate from Pedro Melo

Planned
Maintenance* Average
Division
Distribution
20%
10%
Treatment
0%
Collection
75%
75%
*Anecdotal estimates from managers
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Employee Turnover – Wastewater
Employee turnover (% of
total employees)

Number of regular employee
departures during the reporting period
Total number of FTEs

=

Table X: % Annual Employee Turnover - Wastewater1

1
2

Years

NMB Water
Value 2

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom Quartile

2014-15

~1%

4.1%

7.1%

10.3%

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 29
Source: Director of Human Resources

Overtime as a Percent of Payroll – Wastewater
Table X: Overtime as a Percent of Payroll - Wastewater

WasteWater

Table X: OT % of Reg payroll

2014
Regular payroll Over time $

Grand Total

% of Reg payroll & O/T

Division

Row Labels

Waste Water
Waste Water
Waste Water

450910
450940
450941

156,517.73
113,679.51
183,157.39

0.00
5,845.86
11,575.15

156,517.73
119,525.37
194,732.54

0%
5%
6%

Grand Total

453,354.63

17,421.01

470,775.64

4%

% of Reg payroll & O/T
0%
4%
6%
3%

Division
Wastewater (450910)
Wastewater (450940)
Wastewater (450941)

Total

2014

2013

0%
5%
6%

4%

2012
0%
4%
6%

3%

0%
4%
5%

3%

2013
Division
Waste Water
Waste Water
Waste Water

Row Labels
450910
450940
450941
Grand Total

Regular payroll Over time $
Grand Total
147,806.11
10.05
147,816.16
113,647.50
5,246.54
118,894.04
183,210.39
10,718.57
193,928.96
444,664.00
15,975.16
460,639.16

Division
Waste Water
Waste Water
Waste Water

Row Labels
450910
450940
450941
Grand Total

Regular payroll Over time $
Grand Total
% of Reg payroll & O/T
148,174.90
20.10
148,195.00
0%
113,275.93
4,377.75
117,653.68
4%
182,482.08
9,541.12
192,023.20
5%
443,932.91
13,938.97
457,871.88
3%

2012
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O&M Costs for Wastewater Services
Total O&M Cost of Wastewater
Services ($/account)

Total O&M Cost

=

Number of residential accounts + Number of nonresidential accounts

Table X: O&M Cost per Account, Wastewater1
NMB
Bottom
Wastewater
Top Quartile
Median
Quartile
Value

652

243

361

542

Assumptions
w/o GF transfer

Total
Accounts 3
7,640

1
2
3

Accounts
O&M Cost for
Accounts 2015
2015 Outside
FY 2016
w/in City 3
3
City
Wastewater2
677
6,963
$ 4,981,500

532

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 75
Source: NMB Water FY2016 Budget
Source: budget document; Femi Ogunmola email of 2/4/2016

Water
Sewer
City
Non-City
City
Non-City
7,259
19,822
402
6,203
621
570
10
109
924
1,764
244
549
213
384
98
392
21
102
9,115
22,932
677
6,963
32,047
7,640
1
Source: budget document; Femi Ogunmola email of 2/4/2016
Accounts1

Single Family
Multi Family
Commercial
Sprinklers
Firelines
Sub-total

Revenues
($000)
Water
Charge for
Service
$ 30,463,000
Other revenue $
676,000
Prior Year
$ 1,700,000
Balances
Total Budget Revenues
$ 32,839,000

Wastewater
$ 6,786,000
$
63,000

$ 6,848,000

Expenditures
Personnel

$

Water

Wastewater

7,403,000

$

898,000

Operating
Costs

$

9,739,000

$ 3,169,000

Capital
Outlays

$

5,472,000

$ 1,193,000

Non-operating $ 10,223,000
Total Budget Costs32,839,000
$

$ 1,588,000
$ 6,848,000

Adjusted FY
2016 O&M
Expenditures
Personnel

Water
$

Operating
$
Costs
W/W transfers
to General
Fund
Water transfers $
Total O&M $

Wastewater

7,403,000

$

898,000

9,739,000

$

3,169,000

$

914,500

$

4,981,500

4,172,000
21,314,000

2/1/16 Email Exchange between Paul Eisenhardt and Femi Omungola
1) It is my understanding (I would like to confirm) that the Charge for Service includes the "rate surcharge”
placed on bills for utility users located outside of the City limits. If incorrect, please clarify. In any case, please
provide the approximate $ amount generated by such surcharge.
Femi Answer - Yes. You are correct. Amount is $5.5M for water and $1.4M for wastewater. These amount are
charged directly to the general fund.
2) The CIP section of the overall budget document lists Water Fund capital spending of $ 12,239,000 as planned
for FY 15-16 and Wastewater Fund capital spending as $ 2,448,000. Please clarify what the “Capital Outlays”
listed above (water $ 5,472,000 and wastewater $ 1,588,000 are for). Also, the bonded debt summary shows
that the water utility and wastewater utility have outstanding bond debt of $ 81.6 million and $ 12.4 million,
respectively with annual repayment costs of $ 6.4 million and $ 0.75 million. Where are these costs reflected in
Femi Answer - The CIP section of the budget include projects that are going to be funded from impact fees
collection and carry forwards. The capital outlays you see are just the projects that are related to water funds
directly excluding the system development charges( I.e. impact fees). The debt service cost are reflected in the
non-operating cost section of the budget for both water and wastewater.
3) The non-operating costs include, I believe, Interfund Transfers to the City General Fund. What is the makeup
of the “Non-Operating Costs” displayed above for the 2015 - 2016 budget and how much of the Non-Op costs
Final
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are transfers
to the City’s General fund.
May
2016- See below:
Femi27,
Answer

that the water utility and wastewater utility have outstanding bond debt of $ 81.6 million and $ 12.4 million,
respectively with annual repayment costs of $ 6.4 million and $ 0.75 million. Where are these costs reflected in
Femi Answer - The CIP section of the budget include projects that are going to be funded from impact fees
collection and carry forwards. The capital outlays you see are just the projects that are related to water funds
directly excluding the system development charges( I.e. impact fees). The debt service cost are reflected in the
non-operating cost section of the budget for both water and wastewater.
3) The non-operating costs include, I believe, Interfund Transfers to the City General Fund. What is the makeup
of the “Non-Operating Costs” displayed above for the 2015 - 2016 budget and how much of the Non-Op costs
are transfers to the City’s General fund.
Femi Answer - See below:

Wastewater Non-Operating Expenses
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
ORIGINAL APPROP
INTEREST ON CUSTOMER DEPOSITS
TRF TO SEWER SRF LOAN FUNDS
TRF TO FND 010 GENERAL FUND
TRF TO LIAB SELF-INSUR FUND
CAPITAL LEASE INTEREST
CAPITAL LEASE PRINCIPAL

$
$
$
$
$
$

500
377,570
914,500
106,000
9,165
181,180

include in O&M budget

Water - Non-operating Expenses
CAPITAL LEASE INTEREST
CAPITAL LEASE PRINCIPAL
CAPITAL LEASE INTEREST
CAPITAL LEASE PRINCIPAL
CAPITAL LEASE INTEREST
CAPITAL LEASE PRINCIPAL
CAPITAL LEASE INTEREST
CAPITAL LEASE PRINCIPAL
CONTINGENCY
INTEREST ON CUSTOMER DEPOSITS
TRF TO FND 010 GENERAL FUND
TRF TO WTR SRF LOANS
TRF TO LIAB SELF-INSUR FUND
CAPITAL LEASE INTEREST
BOND INTEREST PAYMENTS
CAPITAL LEASE PRINCIPAL
BOND PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS

$
270
$
6,210
$
2,815
$
65,470
$
1,025
$
23,810
$
560
$
12,900
$
228,860
$
4,500
$ 4,172,000
$
602,414
$
402,000
$
8,167
$ 2,364,995
$
138,314
$ 2,189,328

include in O&M budget

4) Where are the charges for the Liability Self Ins fund ( $ 402,000 - water and $ 106,000 - wastewater reflected in the
Expenditure budget summarized above ? Same question for the Workers Comp Fund ( $ 197,000 water and $ 17,000
wastewater) and the Customer Service fund ( $ 1,755,000 water, $ 386,000 wastewater) ?
Femi Answer - Liability and self-insurance fund is located in Non-operating – See above. Workers compensation is in the
Salary & related cost for water and waste water. Customer service cost are in the operating cost section for the two plants.
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Bond Rating
Table X: Aggregate data for the bond rating
indicator (as number of utilities)) - Water 1
NMB Water
Triple A
Double A
A
Value 2
A+
22
32
11
1
Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published
in 2015), P. 39
2
Source: $58 million utilities system revenue bonds,
series 2012, http://www.reuters.com/article/ny-fitchratings-idUSnBw186639a+100+BSW20141118
Investment grade
AAA : the best quality companies, reliable and stable
AA : quality companies, a bit higher risk than AAA
A : economic situation can affect finance
BBB : medium class companies, which are satisfactory at the moment

Regulatory Compliance – Wastewater
Regulatory Compliance - Wastewater (% days in compliance)

=

Number of days that the utility was in full compliance
with all applicable regulations
365 days

Table X: Regulatory Compliance Rate 1
Year

NMB Water
Value

2013

XXX%*

2014

XXX%

2015

XXX%

Top Quartile

Bottom
Quartile

Median

This is not applicable as it refers to treatment facilities
100%

100%

99.2%

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 88

Main Flushing and CCTV Activity
Table X: Miles of Pipe Flushed / CCTV'd per year
- Water and Wastewater
NMB Water Value
Miles of mains flushed
per year
Just restarted

99.7% TV inspected 2002-2014 per AECOM 2014 Report on NMB WW System

Miles of CCTVof W/W per
year
?
Not benchmarked by AWWA
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Number of Grievances Per Year – Water
NMB Water
Value

This is not benchmarked by AWWA
Data not available to EGI

Source: Director of Human Resources

Delete

Cash Reserves
Cash Reserve (days)

=

Undesignated cash reserve
Total annual operations and maintenance costs/365 days
Information not provided

Table X: Aggregate data for the cash reserve
indicator (days) - Combined1
NMB Water
Bottom
Top Quartile Median
Value 2
Quartile
408
259
116
1
Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study
(published in 2015), P. 36
2
Source: Femi Omungula

Number of Grievances Per Year – Wastewater
Table X: Customer Accounts per
Employee, Water
NMB Water Value

This is not benchmarked by AWWA
Data not available to EGI

Source: Director of Human Resources
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EUM Results

Attribute
Product Quality (PQ)
Customer Satisfaction (CS)
Employee and Leadership
Development (ED)
Operational Optimization (OO)
Financial Viability (FV)
Infrastructure Stability (IS)
Operational Resiliency (OR)
Community Sustainability (SU)
Water Resource Adequacy
(WA)
Stakeholder Understanding
and Support (SS)

Final Draft Report
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5. (No
(Constantly (Mostly (Moderately (Occasionally system to
Total
achieve
achieve
achieve
achieve
achieve Responses
goals)
goals)
goals)
goals)
goals)
23
11
15
2
0
51
17
24
9
1
0
51
7

9

19

10

5

50

3
4
3
6
15

16
14
20
25
23

23
13
14
13
9

7
4
6
5
1

0
0
1
1
0

49
35
44
50
48

18

14

10

1

3

46

4

18

12

2

0

36
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Source 2016 Water Budget Document
900 position

Water Administration

1
0
1
0
0.3
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.1
0.5
901 Quality Control

1
1
1
1
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904 Water Production

1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
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906 Plant System/Security
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908 Construction

1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

909 Utility Control Systems

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
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912 Engineering and Administration
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

915 Materials Control and Equipment

0
1
1
1
0
1

94.9
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Appendix 3 – Listing of On-Site Meetings and Topics

12/8/15 – 12/10/15 NMB Interviews and Assessments
Tour Assessments:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Water plant
Laboratory
Distribution Ops Center
Distribution system
Collection system
Engineering offices

Personnel Meetings / Discussions
1) John Pollard
2) Donald Blalock
3) Gary Garofalo
4) Pedro Melo
5) Carlos Carrazana
6) Barbara Trinka
7) Mark Perkins
8) Jeff Thompson
9) Chris Catlin
10) Mac Serda
11) Karim Rossy
12) Nadine Lewis-Sevilla
13) Audrea Hinds
13) Brian O’Connor
14) Kevin Butts
15) Gregory Williams
16) Kiersy Pena-Bratucu
17) Pedro Melo
18) Dave Gillis
19)
20) Femi Ogunmola
21) Jeff An

Final Draft Report
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Inspection Manager
GIS Coordinator
Ops. Mgr II – Maintenance Mgr
WW Division Mgr
Chief Water Plant Operator
Director of Finance
PIO
Director of Public Utilities
Water Production Mgr
Deputy City Manager
Chief Engineer
Dir. Human Resources
Assist. Dir. Human Resources
Chief Procurement Officer
Safety Officer
Neighborhood Coordinator
Laboratory Mgr / Water Quality
Wastewater Division Mgr
Operations Mgr II
Materials Control Mgr.
Financial Manager
Utility Technology Director

Engineering
GIS Dept.
Water Treatment
Wastewater
Water Treatment
Finance
Public Utilities Dept.
Public Utilities Dept.
Water (Ch2M Hill)
City Management
Engineering
Human Resources
Human Resources
Procurement
Safety
Water Quality
Wastewater
Distribution
Water ???
Utility Finance
Technology
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22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)

Jeff Huren An
Gary Garofalo
John Pollard
Ashanti Honer
Marlo Longsworth
Deya Manzanares

Deputy Director
Operations Manager II
Inspection Manager
Construction Mgr
WW Supervisor
Administrative

Public Utilities Dept
Water Treatment
Engineering

Meetings
Day I

Morning & Afternoon
Water Plant & Well Field Tours

Jeff Thompson, Chris Catlin

Day 2

Utility SWOT analysis
See Organ. Chart for participants
Engineering SWOT
Finance SWOT
Distribution & Collections SWOT
GIS/Neighborhood Outreach/GIS SWOT
Department Finance
Ops Center & Warehouse Tours
GIS Demonstrations

Day 3

Final Draft Report
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Utilities Director
Chris Catlin
Mac Serda
Collection System Ops Center Tour
Human Resources
2pm
Purchasing
3pm
Collections
3pm
Purchasing
3pm
Engineering
3:30 pm
Customer Service
4pm
Finance
4:30 pm
Utilities Director
5pm
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Appendix 5 – Webex I – Discussion of Assessments,
February 2016

Assessment Checklist Summary
• 28 Topics Addressed and Assessed by EGI

– On-site discussions, demos, observa4ons, tours
– Review of informa4on requests and records
– Best prac4ces library, EGI experiences

• Key Findings Include
1) Overall, NMB ranks “Needs to Improve”
2) Regulatory compliance & Collec4on Sys. are strong points
3) Systems and usage a major improvement opportunity
4) Energy management has no plan or eﬀec4ve ac4ons
5) Water plant has major exposures
6) Staﬀ training, management skills a major opportunity
7) Maintenance is reac4ve not planned (cost & reliability)
2
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Assessment Checklist Summary
Scoring Summary – Average Score (28 Items) = 2.0
Ra$ng

Number of Topics

5
4
3
2
1

---2
3
18
6

(Best Prac$ce)
(Above Average)
(Sa$sfactory)
(Improvement)
(Requires Upgrade)

3

4
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5

6
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7

Assessment Checklist
Addi/onal Summary Comments
1) Revisit the Key Findings
2) Systems for O&M a major opportunity & challenge
3) Engineering staﬀ needs involvement with capital projects
and experEse to do so
4) Division silos negaEvely impacEng communicaEon & acEons
5) Training of staﬀ, supervisory training a must
6) SOPs & PM Sys. needed (cost, reliability, consistency)
7) Need for formalized training, access to “best pracEces”
8) Personnel management tools & Performance Dashboards needed
9) Safety training and compliance not occurring uniformly or well
10) Need for strategic plan at uElity level (align with City plan)
11) ImplementaEon of CIP with operaEons parEcipaEon
12) Staﬀ accountability and performance reviews very inconsistent
13) Staﬀ is commiZed to NMB and its success
14) Staﬀ experience and culture all NMB experiences (creates issues)
8
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Assessment Checklist

Discussion
Ques2on & Answer
Wrap-Up
9

Survey Results

10
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Survey Results
10 A/ributes of Eﬀec7vely Managed Water U7li7es
• Product Quality
• Customer Sa7sfac7on
• Employee and Leadership
Development
• Opera7onal Op7miza7on
• Financial Viability
• Infrastructure Stability
• Opera7onal Resiliency
• Community Sustainability
• Water Resource Adequacy
• Stakeholder Understanding
and Support
11

Which division are you currently working in?
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Management
(including Public Works
Director, GIS
Coordinator, Safety)
Water Production
Division
Wastewater Division
Distribution Division
Technology (including
engineering)
Finance (including
materials control)
Total

13

24%

10

18%

3
11
15

5%
20%
27%

3

5%

55

100%

2
3
5
7
8

12
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How long have you been working at
North Miami Beach Water?
#
1
2
3
4
5

Answer
Less than 1 year
Between 1 and 5 years
Between 5 and 10 years
Between 10 and 20 years
More than 20 years
Total

Response
4
10
3
28
13
58

%
7%
17%
5%
48%
22%
100%

13

EUM Average Results
• Product Quality / Customer Sa3sfac3on ranked
number 1 and number 2
• Water Resource Adequacy and Stakeholder
Understanding and Support ranked 9 and 10

14
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EUM Survey Results Summary

Attribute
Product Quality (PQ)
Customer Satisfaction (CS)
Employee and Leadership
Development (ED)
Operational Optimization
(OO)
Financial Viability (FV)
Infrastructure Stability (IS)
Operational Resiliency (OR)
Community Sustainability
(SU)
Water Resource Adequacy
(WA)
Stakeholder Understanding
and Support (SS)

2.
3.
5. (No
1.
4.
(Mostly (Moderately
system to
Total
(Constantly
(Occasionally
achieve
achieve
achieve Responses
achieve goals)
achieve goals)
goals)
goals)
goals)
23
11
15
2
0
51
17
24
9
1
0
51
7

9

19

10

5

50

3

16

23

7

0

49

4
3
6

14
20
25

13
14
13

4
6
5

0
1
1

35
44
50

15

23

9

1

0

48

18

14

10

1

3

46

4

18

12

2

0

36

15

EUM Survey Results Summary – 10 A5ributes
A5ribute

Ra8ng from Survey
Some view as not
always met

Link to Slide 35

Product Quality

Link to Slide 37

Customer Sa=sfac=on

2/3 say met constantly
or mostly

Link to Slide 38

Employee/Leadership Development

General dissatisfaction

Link to Slide 36

Opera=onal Op=miza=on

Link to Slide 39

Financial Viability

Only 3 say met “constantly”
Concept not uniformly
understood
16
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Survey Results – Summary – 10 A2ributes
A2ribute

Ra5ng from Survey

Link to Slide 40

Infrastructure Stability

1/2 say met moderately or occasionally

Link to Slide 41

Opera=onal Resiliency

18 say met moderately or occasionally

Link to Slide 42

Community Sustainability

38 say met constantly or mostly

Link to Slide 44

Water Resource Adequacy

11 say met moderately or occasionally

Link to Slide 43

Stakeholder Understanding & Support

Concept not uniformly
understood

17

EUM Results Summary
• Employees generally believe that Product Quality and Customer
Service are most important – u6lity mostly achieves success
• Perceived inconsistent performance in:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Infrastructure Stability,
Financial Viability,
Employee and Leadership Development,
OperaAonal OpAmizaAon,
OperaAonal Resiliency, and
Stakeholder Understanding and Support.

• The “lowest” perceived achievement aAribute was Employee
and Leadership Development

18
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Work Environment Survey – Posi3ves
Link to Slide 45 & 46

Strong agreement with:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Belief u3lity provides excellent service to the community
Acceptability of work condi3ons
Adequacy of supplies/equipment
Sa3sfac3on with work schedule
Pride in being a member of the u3li3es department
Sa3sfac3on with career

19

Work Environment Survey – Improvement Areas
Link to Slide 47-51

• Many have issues with adequacy of vehicles & maintenance
• Morale issues apparent possibly related to wage freezes and
lack of rigorous performance evalua<ons and rela<onships
with some supervisors
• Communica<ons w/in Dept and between Dept and City Hall
• Management/supervisors listening to improvement ideas
• Performance evalua<on adequacy
• U<li<es training programs
• Professional development
• Supervisor leadership training
20
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Ac#on Item List

21

Ac#on Item List
1) Developed by EGI Team (4)
2) Extensive review of City documents and on-site Bme
3) City staﬀ very cooperaBve
4) Organized into CriBcal, Necessary, Desirable AcBons
a) — Cri#cal Items
b) — Necessary Ac#ons
c) — Desirable Ac#ons

22
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23

24
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Grouped Recommenda.ons
Cri.cal
1)
2)
3)
4)

WTP physical improvements for reliability & SCADA
Management/supervisor training
Upgrade staﬀ technical capabiliFes
Formal water quality funcFon to oversee water
producFon
5) Complete uFlity strategy plan & master plans
6) Formalized system maintenance (ﬂushing, etc.)
Con$nued …..
25

Grouped Recommenda.ons
Cri.cal, con$nued:
7) Opera)ons Tools:
• CMMS
• Technology plan
• Accoun)ng system upgrade
8) System Management Tools:
• Safety audit/plan
• Management dashboard
• Formalized CIP management
• Personnel records
26
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Grouped Recommenda.ons
Necessary:
1) Formal asset mgmt. system, with ﬂeet
2) Upgrade project mgmt. procedures, processes
3) Personnel management/training:
• Complete staﬃng assessment
• CompensaDon survey; Ded to performance
• Formal training; technical, internal, reporDng
4) Engineering dept. roles/skills assessment; w/ CIP mgmt.
Con$nued …..

27

Grouped Recommenda.ons
Necessary, con$nued:
5) Inter-division coordina1on – CIP; consultant selec1on,
project designs, etc.
6) Corrosion control plan & energy audits
7) Implement SOPs throughout
8) Safety mgmt. – formal tracking for training, injuries
9) Formalize & integrate customer service func1on
10) Management tools: dashboards; regular budget reports
11) Consider dedicated buyer posi1on
28
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Grouped Recommenda.ons
Desirable:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Formal emergency plans & security plans for all divisions
WTP ops: SCADA; lab integraCon; full operaCng model
HR: Succession planning; streamlined hiring
Consider biometric Cmekeeping system
Field staﬀ training – customer interacCon, procurement
Develop PE capability in engineering
Evaluate vehicle tracking technologies
Formal implementaCon infraMAP to all levels

Con$nued …..
29

Grouped Recommenda.ons
Desirable, con$nued:
9) Analyze ﬁeld crew produc3vity; make adjustments
10) Improve ﬂeet management responsiveness
11) Proac3vely engage AFSCME
12) Communica3ons:
• Revamp/upgrade NMB Water web site
• Coordinated messaging and media approaches
• Outreach plan – media training, public tours, etc.
13) Review & maximize use of AMI data
14) Implement ﬁeld crew access to electronic docs; GIS, etc.
30
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Next Steps for Project
Topic

Target Date

1) Feedback from Webex I (op4onal)

Feb 16th

2) Webex II

Feb. 18th

3) Feedback from Webex II

Feb. 25th

4) Organiza4onal Op4ons, Costs
& Issues for Improvement Success

early March

5) DraN Report

mid-March

6) DraN Report Presenta4on (Powerpoint) early April
7) Final Report SubmiUal

mid-April
31

Comments
&
Ques,ons?

Thank You!
32
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Hyper Link Slides

Start of Addi+onal Slides for Hyper Links

33

Product Quality (PQ)
Produces potable water, treated eﬄuent, and process residuals:
» Full compliance with regulatory and reliability requirements
» Consistent with customer, public health, and ecological needs

• Ranked highest in terms of importance
•

~1/3 view achievement of that a9ribute as either occurring
“moderately” or “occasionally”

• ~2/3 believe the a9ribute is met either “constantly” or
“mostly.” 9 believe the a9ribute goal is met “moderately”

34
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Opera&onal Op&miza&on (OO)
• Ensures ongoing, ,mely, cost-eﬀec,ve, reliable, and sustainable
performance improvements in all facets of its opera,ons
• Minimizes resource use, loss, and impacts from day-to-day
opera,ons
• Maintains awareness of informa,on and opera,onal technology
developments to an,cipate and support ,mely adop,on of
improvements
• Only 3 respondents believe it’s met “constantly”
• 30 believe it’s met “moderately” or “occasionally”

35

Customer Sa,sfac,on (CS)
• Provides reliable, responsive, and aﬀordable services in line
with explicit, customer-accepted service levels
• Receives :mely customer feedback to maintain
responsiveness to customer needs and emergencies
• 2/3 believe it’s met either “constantly” or “mostly”
• 9 believe it’s met “moderately”
• One believes it’s met “occasionally”
• Include customer service module in all employee training
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Employee and Leadership Development (ED)
• Recruits and retains a workforce that is competent,
mo5vated, adap5ve, and safe working
• Establishes a par5cipatory, collabora5ve organiza5on
dedicated to con5nual learning and improvement
• Ensures employee ins5tu5onal knowledge is retained and
improved on over 5me
• Provides a focus on and emphasizes opportuni5es for
professional and leadership development and strives to create
an integrated and well-coordinated senior team
• The respondents indicate general dissa1sfac1on on Employee
and Leadership Development
37

Financial Viability (FV)
• Understands the full life-cycle cost of the u3lity
• Establishes and maintains eﬀec3ve balance between long-term
debt, asset values, opera3ons and maintenance expenditures, and
opera3ng revenues
• Establishes predictable rates, consistent w/ community expecta3ons
and acceptability, adequate to recover costs, provide for reserves,
maintain support from bond ra3ng agencies
• Plans and invests for future needs
• 18 respondents believe it’s met “constantly” or “mostly”
• 17 believe it’s met “mostly” or “occasionally”
• Received most “non-responses” of any—employees may not
understand ﬁnances of the u?lity enough to make an
informed opinion
38
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Infrastructure Stability (IS)
• Understands condi-ons of and costs associated with cri-cal
infrastructure assets
• Maintains and enhances assets over the long-term at the lowest
life-cycle cost and acceptable risk consistent with customer,
community, and regulator-supported service levels, and consistent
w/ an-cipated growth/system reliability goals
• Assures asset repair, rehabilita-on, and replacement eﬀorts are
coordinated within the community to minimize disrup-ons and
other nega-ve consequences

• 23 believe its met “moderately” or “occasionally”
• One believes there is no system in place to
measure/assess this a:ribute
39

Opera&onal Resiliency (OR)
• Ensures u(lity leadership and staﬀ work together to an(cipate
and avoid problems
• Proac(vely iden(ﬁes, assesses, establishes tolerance levels for,
and eﬀec(vely manages a full range of business risks in a
proac(ve way consistent with industry trends and system
reliability goals
» Risks are: legal, regulatory, ﬁnancial, environmental, safety security,
and natural disaster-related

• 31 respondents believe it’s met “constantly” or “mostly”
• 18 respondents believe it’s met “moderately” or “occasionally”
• One respondent believes there is “no system to
achieve goals”
40
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Community Sustainability (SU)
• Explicitly cognizant of and a1en3ve to the impacts its decisions
have on current and long-term future community and watershed
health and welfare
• Manages opera3ons, infrastructure, and investments to protect,
restore, and enhance the natural environment
• Eﬃciently uses water and energy resources
• Promotes economic vitality and engenders overall community
improvement
• Explicitly considers a variety of pollu3on preven3on, watershed, and
source water protec3on approaches as part of an overall strategy
to maintain and enhance ecological and community sustainability
• 38 believe it’s met “constantly” or “mostly”
• 10 believe it’s met “moderately” or “occasionally”
41

Stakeholder Understanding and Support (SS)
• Engenders understanding and support from oversight bodies,
community and watershed interests, and regulatory bodies for
service levels, rate structures, opera9ng budgets, capital
improvement programs, and risk management decisions
• Ac9vely involves stakeholders in the decisions that will aﬀect
them
• 22 believe it’s met “constantly” or “mostly”
• 14 believe it’s met “moderately” or “occasionally”
• Numerous employees not able to respond (only 36 responses)
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Water Resource Adequacy (WR)
• Ensures water availability consistent with current and future
customer needs through long-term resource supply and
demand analysis, conserva:on, and public educa:on
• Explicitly considers its role in water availability and manages
opera:ons to provide for long-term aquifer and surface water
sustainability and replenishment
• 32 believe it’s met “constantly” or “mostly”
• 11 believe it’s met “moderately” or “occasionally”
• 3 believe that there are “no systems to achieve goal”

43

Ques%ons – Posi%ve Observa%ons
• 47 “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement
“I believe the Public U/li/es Department provides an
excellent service to the community” (Q1)
• 47 “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement
“My work condi/ons are acceptable” (Q2)
• 42 “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement
“The technology we employ in general is eﬀec/ve” (Q4)
• 46 “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement
“I have adequate supplies/equipment necessary to do
my job” (Q5)
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Ques%ons – Posi%ve Observa%ons
• 49 “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement
“I am sa&sﬁed with my work schedule” (Q7)
• 49 “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement
“I am proud to be a member of the Public U&li&es Dept” (Q8)
• 46 “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the statement
“In general, I am sa&sﬁed with my career” (Q9)

45

Ques%ons – Areas for Improvement
• 10 “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the statement
“The vehicles we use are acceptable for their use” (Q3)
• 19 either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statement “Morale is high in the division in which I
work” (Q10)
— salary compression, inadequate a?en@on to performance
evalua@ons, supervisor training warranted

• 12 either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statement “Whenever I have a concern at work I can always
have my concerns resolved” (Q12)
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Ques%ons – Areas for Improvement
Ques&ons related to communica&ons (Q20–26)
• Management does a good job communica1ng their
decisions to everyone in the Department
• In general, I believe there is good communica1on between
the Department and City Hall
• Management listens to my ideas about improving the
Department
• My immediate supervisor listens to my ideas about
improving the Department
• In general, the communica1on process in the Department is
excellent
• I wish there was a be?er way for my ideas to be heard
47

Ques%ons – Areas for Improvement
• ~11–16 respondents either “somewhat disagree” of
“disagree” with the above posi9ve statements rela9ng to
communica9on
— Area is in apparent need of improvement
• 15 either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statement “I receive (mely feedback that my work
contributes to the overall success of the Department”
— Performance evalua9on processes should be assessed,
revised and consistently implemented
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Ques%ons – Areas for Improvement
• Many are dissa+sﬁed with training programs
– 21 respondents either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree”
with the statement “I receive necessary training to
maintain/improve my skill and competency levels” (Q28)
– 20 either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statement “Training opportuni7es are readily available in
the Department” (Q30)
– 25 either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statement “Training opportuni7es are fairly
distributed” (Q31)
• Training programs need to be targeted and revitalized
49

Ques%ons – Areas of Improvement
ObservaIons for areas for improvement include:
• 12 either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statement “I receive (mely feedback that my work contributes
to the overall success of the Department” (Q32)
— Performance appraisal processes is an area ripe for
improvement
• 8–11 either “somewhat disagree” or “disagree” with the
statements:
– My supervisor supports my professional development
(Q35)
– My supervisor is an eﬀec(ve leader (Q36)
• Supervisory training should be targeted and revitalized
50
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Appendix 6 – Webex II – Benchmarks, Staffing Review,
Improvement Alternatives, Risk & Cost Impacts

Agenda
Overview Discussion of:
• Benchmark Metrics
• Hi-Level Staﬃng Review
• Improvement Alterna=ves
• Risk Assignment & Cost Impacts
• Next Steps
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Benchmark Metrics

3

Benchmark Metrics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

O&M cost per account
Million gallons delivered per day per employee
Customer accounts per employee
Service aﬀordability (avg. residenBal monthly water
bill x 12) / (Real median annual household income)
% Planned Maintenance (vs reacBve maintenance)
Regulatory compliance rate (# of standard and/or
monitoring violaBons)
Water loss
Employee turnover
OverBme $’s as a % of FTE direct costs (w/o beneﬁts)

W

WW

X
X
X

X
---X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
---X
X

Addi2onal Metrics not completed due to informa2on not available
4
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Benchmark Metrics – Summary for Water
Benchmark Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Quartile Performance
Top 3rd 2nd Bottom

Total O&M cost per account, water

X

Million gallons delivered per day per
employee, water
Customer accounts per employee,
water

Water
• 2 - top quar,le
• 3 – 2nd quar,le
• 3 - bo4om quar,le

X
X

Service affordability, water

X

% Planned maintenance, water

X

Regulatory compliance rate, water

X

Water loss, water

X

Employee turnover, water

X

Overtime as a % of payroll, water

Acceptable

5

Benchmark Metrics – Summary for Wastewater
Quartile Performance
Benchmark Description

1
3
4
5
6
8
9

Top 3rd 2nd Bottom

O&M cost per account, wastewater

X

Customer accounts per employee,
wastewater

X

Service affordability, wastewater

X

% planned maintenance, wastewater

X

Regulatory: Sewer system overflow s

X

Employee turnover, wastewater

•
•
•
•

Wastewater
1 - top quar,le
2 – 3rd quar,le
1 – 2nd quar,le
2 - bo5om quar,le

X

Overtime $ as a % of payroll,
wastewater

Acceptable

6
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Benchmark Water - O&M cost per account
Total O&M Cost
of Potable Water
Services ($/
account) 1

NMB
Water
Value

Top
Quartile

665

243

Total O&M Cost
Number of residential accounts + Number of
nonresidential accounts

=

Median

Bottom
Quartile

Total
Accounts3

Accounts
2015 w/in
City3

Accounts
2015
Outside
City3

O&M Cost for FY
2016 Water2

361

542

32,047

9,115

22,932

$21,314,000

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 75

2Source:
3Source:

NMB Water FY2016 Budget
budget document; Femi Ogunmola email of 2/4/2016

7

Benchmark Water – MGD Delivered per employee
MGD of Water
Produced per
Employee1

Average daily demand

=

Total number of FTEs

NMB Water
Value

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

Assumptions

0.19

0.32

0.24

0.16

FT Employees*
(2016)
106.4

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015, p. 79)
*2015 NMB Utilities Staffing Summary and city support services allocation by Jeff Thompson
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Benchmark Water – Customer accounts per
employee
Customer Accounts
per Employee1

1

=

Number of active residential accounts +
Number of active nonresidential accounts
Total number of FTEs

NMB
Water
Value

Top
Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

Assumptions

301

659

497

366

FTE Employees2 (FY2016)
106.4

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 28

2

Source: Water and wastewater FTE count from FY2016 City Staffing Summary; Assumed city support services
allocation is based on Jeff Thompson input and ~80:20 proportion of water budget to wastewater budget

9

Benchmark Water – Service aﬀordability
Water Services Affordability
(% of MHI) 1
= Average residential monthly water bill x 12
Real median annual household income

In City
1
2

Outside City

NMB Value

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom
Quartile

1.11%

0.50%

0.64%

0.81%

1.40%

0.50%

0.64%

0.81%

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 70
Average In City annual residential water bill is $ 413.64 (per 2/04/16 email from Femi Ogunmola)

** Median Household Income (2013) is $39,976, Source: http//www.city-data.com/city/North-Miami-BeachFlorida.html#ixzz3uarfLwbo
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Benchmark Water – % Planned Maintenance

Planned Maintenance Ratio
(% of total maintenance time) 1

=

Total time for planned
maintenance
Time for planned maintenance +
Time for corrective maintenance

NMB Water Value2

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom Quartile

32%

75%

52%

27%

1Source: AWWA 2013
2Anecdotal

Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 81
information based upon staff interviews

11

Benchmark Water – Regulatory compliance
rate
Regulatory
Compliance - Water
(% days in
compliance) 1

=

Number of days that the utility was in full
compliance with all applicable regulations
365 days

NMB Water Value2

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom Quartile

100%

100%

100%

100%

1Source: AWWA 2013
2Observed

Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 74
deficiencies in water quality function
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Benchmark Water – Water Loss

Real Water Loss1

Total volume of water lost due to leakage on
transmission and distribution mains, leakage
and overflows at utility storage tanks, and
leakage on service connection up to the
point of customer metering
Average daily production x 365 days

=

NMB Water Value2

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom Quartile

5.57%*

2.5%

5.0%

13.8%

1Source: AWWA 2012
2Source:

Benchmarking Study (published in 2014), P.60 (this was not benchmarked in the 2015 Study)
Water Volume Pumped and Usage Report, 2014

13

Benchmark Water – Employee Turnover
Employee turnover (%
of total employees) 1

=

Number of regular employee
departures during the reporting period
Total number of FTEs

NMB Water
Top Quartile
Value2

Years
2014-15

~1%

4.0%

Median

Bottom
Quartile

6.6%

10.5%

1Source: AWWA 2013
2Source:Human

Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 29
Resources Norma Alicea email 2/12/16
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Benchmark Water – 2014 Over4me $’s as a %
of FTE direct costs
Division
Admin
Water Quality
Water Produc9on
Conserva9on
Meters
Security
Construc9on
U9lity control
Engineering (410912)
Engineering (410913)
Engineering (410914)
Warehouse
Customer Service
Total

2014
0%
3%
11%

1%

2013
0%
2%
11%
3%
7%
0%
5%
5%
0%
3%
2%
1%

5%

5%

0%
6%
4%
2%

2012
0%
2%
7%
0%
0%
4%
4%
3%
0%
3%
2%
0%
1%
3%
15

Benchmark Wastewater – O&M cost per
account
Total O&M Cost of
W/W Services ($/
account) 1
Top
NMB W/W
Value
Quartile

652
1

238

=

Median

344

Total O&M Cost
Number of residential accounts + Number of
nonresidential accounts
Bottom
Quartile

476

Assumptions
Total
Accounts3

7,640

Accounts
Accounts O&M Cost
2015 w/in
2015
for FY 2016
City3
Outside City3 Wastewater2

677

6,963

$5.0M

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 75
2Source: NMB Water FY2016 Budget (includes disposal costs of $ 1.7 million / yr)
3Source: budget document; Femi Ogunmola email of 2/4/2016
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Benchmark Wastewater – Customer accounts
per employee
Customer Accounts per
Employee1

Number of active residential accounts +
= Number of active nonresidential accounts
Total number of FTEs

NMB Water
Top Quartile
Value
434

Median

682

505

Bottom
Quartile

Assumptions

356

FTE
Employees2
(FY2016)
17.6

1

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 28

2

Source: Water and wastewater FTE count from FY2016 City Staffing Summary; Assumed city support services
allocation is based on Jeff Thompson input and ~80:20 proportion of water budget to wastewater budget

17

Benchmark Wastewater – Service aﬀordability
Water Services Affordability
(% of MHI) 1

In City
Outside City
1

NMB Water
Value
1.13%
1.39%

=

Average residential monthly water
bill x 12
Real median annual household
income

Top Quartile
0.54%
0.54%

Median
0.76%
0.76%

Bottom
Quartile
1.05%
1.05%

Source: AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p. 70

* Average In City annual residential water bill is $ 413.64 (per 2/04/16 email from Femi Ogunmola)
** Median Household Income (2013) is $39,976
**Source: http//www.city-data.com/city/North-Miami-Beach-Florida.html#ixzz3uarfLwbo
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Benchmark Wastewater – % Planned
Maintenance
Planned Maintenance (% of
=
total maintenance time) 1

Total time for planned maintenance
Time for planned maintenance + Time
for corrective maintenance

NMB Water Value2

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom Quartile

75%

81%

65%

47%

1Source:

AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 95
estimate from Pedro Melo

2Anecdotal

19

Benchmark Wastewater – Sewer system
overﬂow
Sewer Overflow (Overflow
Events/100 miles of pipe1

=

Total number of sewer overflows
during reporting period x 100
Total miles of collection system

NMB Water Value

Top Quartile

Median

Bottom Quartile

2.4

1.2

2.5

6.9

1Source: AWWA 2013

Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), p.93
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Benchmark Wastewater – Employee turnover

Employee turnover (%
of total employees) 1

Years
2014-15
1Source: AWWA 2013
2Source:

=

Number of regular employee
departures during the reporting period
Total number of FTEs

NMB Water
Top Quartile
Value2
~1%

4.1%

Median

Bottom
Quartile

7.1%

10.3%

Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 29

Director of Human Resources

21

Benchmark Wastewater – Over2me $’s as a %
of payroll

Overtime as a % of regular payroll
Division
Wastewater (450910)
Wastewater (450940)
Wastewater (450941)
Total

2014
0%
5%
6%
4%

2013
0%
4%
6%
3%

2012
0%
4%
5%
3%

22
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Benchmark Overall U/lity – Bond Ra/ng

Aggregate data for the bond rating indicator (as
number of utilities) - Water1
NMB Water
Value2
A+
1Source: AWWA 2013

Triple A

Double A

A

22

32

11

Benchmarking Study (published in 2015), P. 39

2Source:

$58 million utilities system revenue bonds, series 2012, http://www.reuters.com/article/ny-fitchratings-idUSnBw186639a+100+BSW20141118

23

Benchmark Metrics – Summary Comments
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Regulatory compliance strong point (water) and OK (wastewater)
Very low employee turnover
Staﬀ numbers above median
Staﬀ producAvity below median
Service aﬀordability impacted by:
- O&M costs per account are high (rank in boIom quarAle)
- Customer accounts per employee is low
- Median household income is low

5) Planned vs reacAve maintenance is improvement opportunity
6) OverAme as % of payroll is acceptable (staﬃng opportunity?)

24
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Hi-Level Staﬃng Overview

25

Hi-Level Staﬃng Overview

• Signiﬁcant Improvement Needs & Opportuni=es
- Systems (what ?, selec=on, implementa=on, training, usage)
- Staﬀ skills, training, advancement, accountability
- Improved and consistent performance evalua=ons & accountability
- Opera=onal procedures & prac=ces
- Maintenance & asset management
- Integrated planning
- Performance dashboards
- Integra=on of opera=ons into CIP program
- Comprehensive engineering involvement & skills; PE registra=ons
- Interface with Customer Service
- Energy management / cost reduc=on ac=ons
- Process management
- C & D upgrades for reliability & performance
- Safety training & procedures
- SOP’s and operator usage for consistency
- Internal staﬀ / capability growth & advancement
- Supervisory skills, training, accountability
- Awareness & usage of “best prac=ces”
- Elimina=on of communica=on silos
26
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Hi-Level Staﬃng Overview
• Staﬃng complement reﬂects lack of eﬃcient / eﬀec<ve u<lity management
and systems
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Water treatment plant operators ( 4 per shiD ??)
C & D staﬃng: lack of programmed, MMS work prac<ces
Maintenance – reac<ve mode takes more staﬃng & costs
Lack of systems & usage to leverage staﬀ roles & exper<se
Silos nega<vely impact (internal & customer rela<ons)
Support staﬀs & u<lity staﬀ not well integrated (human resources, customer service,
ﬁnance / procurement examples)
U<lity departments work in silos – miss integra<ve opportuni<es & resources
Customer service and u<lity departments need common systems & status info.
Budgeted staﬃng numbers more than adequate
Streamlining of Admin posi<ons and responsibili<es should occur
Revised staﬃng & skills matrix needed and achievable with Webex I Ac<ons
Future opera<ng costs will require resources for improvements and then gain cost
eﬀec<veness and poten<al cost reduc<ons (maintenance costs, CIP impacts, staﬀ
produc<vity, energy & chemicals management)

27

Improvements Must Address the Following Areas
Water plant contract ops
C&D contract ops
Systems development, implementa7on & training
Engineering staﬀ & upgrades
Management Dashboard development
HR & safety func7ons
Staﬀ / supervisor training & skills upgrades
Administra7ve staﬀ (integra7on, performance metrics & info)
Establish a “Business Mgr” posi7on to handle all Admin &
Customer Service interface,
– Use of Consultants
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

28
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Improvement Area - U/lity Support Services
Need for the following support service improvements:
– Finance performance metrics, tracking, and forecasts
– Human resource systems: employee records, accessibility,
compensa9on adequacy, safety & training classes,
cer9ﬁca9ons, lost 9me accidents & severity
– Safety program, inspec9ons, accountability
– Integrated planning to include the CIP & Ops.
– Customer service and u9lity depts. Use one system,
eliminate silos, achieve “one voice” to customers
– Consultants for systems, implementa9on, training, opera9ons,
automa9on, dashboard development

29

Example of Steps in an Improvement Process

30
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Approaches for Achieving Improvements
A) City Staﬀ
1) Fill Key Posi-ons with City Staﬀ with Needed Exper-se & Creden-als
OR
2) Add Addi-onal Staﬀ & Consultants for Two to Three Year Transi-on

B) Contract Opera:ons of En:re U:lity

C) Combina:on of City Staﬀ and Contract Ops.

D) Outright Sale / Transfer of U:lity to Public or Private Sector –
rejected for loss of control, ownership, and customer impacts
31

U"lity Func"ons
Execu)ve Director
Administra)on
Public Informa)on

Opera)ons
Water Treatment
Water Distribu)on & Sewer
Sewer Collec)on

Support Services

Engineering
Geographic Informa)on Systems
Human Resources
Finance & Accoun)ng
Customer Service
32
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Contract Opera,ons
All - None - Or Somewhere Between
Execu(ve Director

City Retains Overall U(lity
Management Responsibility

Opera(ons

Contract

Administra(on
Public Informa(on

WTP & Distribu(on need close coordina(on
Distribu(on & Collec(on similar skill sets &
equipment – opportuni(es for cross training
and crew ﬂexibility

Water Treatment
Water Distribu(on
Sewer Collec(on

Support Func(ons

Engineering
Graphic Informa(on Systems
Human Resources
Finance & Accoun(ng
Customer Service

Contract

Contract operator brings corporate-wide technical
support and exper(se, established systems and
procedures

33

Engineering Func+ons
Current
Design water & sewer projects
Manage consultants
Inspec9on/u9lity locates
CIP for water & sewer lines
Inspect dona9on projects
Records management

Expanded (Comprehensive)
WTP process exper9se
WTP engineering projects
System upgrades & implementa9on
U9lity-wide formal CIP process
Project delivery for en9re u9lity
Asset management
34
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U"lity Improvements - City Program
High Level Cost Implica"ons – Next Two Years
1) Consultants – 6 for 2 years
- Systems
- Process
- OperaIons
- CMMS
- LIMS

- Finance / Bus Mangt.
- Safety training
- Technology & AutomaIon
- Asset Mangt Sys (AMS)
- Supervisor Training

($ 000 )
$ 3, 400

- Staﬀ Training
- Strategic & Master Plans
- CIP / Engineering Skills
- Strategic & Master Plans

2) AcquisiIon costs for systems soSware & data
3) Human Resource staﬃng ( 2 – 3 posiIons)
4) New / upgraded key posiIons in NMB Water (3)
5) CompensaIon – compeIIve with marketplace (+ 10%)
6) SCADA equipment replacements / upgrades
Preliminary Hi-Level EsImate

500
400
600
900
200
$ 6,000

35

Risks & Issues for City Staﬀ Improvement Op8on
• Development of mul8-skill workforce: civil service & job descrip0on
issues and challenges. Poten0al 5 -10 % improvement in labor costs
if and when implemented
• SOP’s: require exper0se and systems not present. No data library.
• Budget repor8ng & accountability: current approach is rudimentary,
“data dumps” and silos; need for integrated system & training
• Union: poten0al for resis0ve ac0ons (drug issue, cross training, skill
upgrades)
• Staﬀ recruitment: resources, candidate availability, compensa0on
• Consultants: availability, hiring ability, 0ming, accountability, silos
• Systems & automa8on: staﬀ implica0ons – number & skills
• Timeline for implementa8on: overcoming risks add to 0meline
• Likelihood of success: modest overall
36
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Risks & Issues for City Staﬀ Improvement Op8on
con$nued …........
* Hiring Consultants to implement following improvements:
- Asset Mangt Program – 1 FTE (planner / scheduler)
- Maintenance Management Program – 1 FTE
- Personnel / HR systems – ½ - 1 FTE
- Training program – ½ FTE
- Performance evaluaEon program – ½ FTE
- SCADA & AMS Upgrades – 1 FTE
- Technology Master Plan - $ 100,000
- Program management training – ¼ FTE
- Process Engineering – plant operaEons – 1 FTE
- Energy opEmizaEon - $ 100,000
- CompeEEve compensaEon (survey shows 5% below market)
- Time delays for staﬀ, systems, training, experEse, implementaEon
37

Contract Services Alterna0ves
Key Issues for Considera0on by NMB Water
OUTSIDE
PROCUREMENTS
1)
2)
3)
4)

Procurement Statutes
Local Ordinances
Regulatory Acceptance
Industry Expertise and
Availability
5) Market Availability
6) Guarantees Required
7) Financial Lenders

INTERNAL ISSUES
1) Control Desired
2) Labor Policies
3) Schedule
4) Cost Considerations
5) Treatment Experiences
6) Staff Capabilities & Acceptance
7) Recruitment & Staff Retention
8) Management Capabilities

38
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Contract Services Alterna0ves

Key Ques0ons for Considera0on by NMB Water
1) Employees – can they be transi0oned to a private sector contract opera0ons ﬁrm ?
Yes – rou)nely done. Spectrum of op)ons for how structured
- Years of service recognized
- Oﬀers can only be denied for failing a drug test , no denial for pre-exis)ng condi)ons
Alterna)vely, can be structured so employees are interviewed but not guaranteed employment.

2) How is sa0sfactory performance by contract services ﬁrm established and managed?
- Selec)on criteria (RFP) require sa)sfactory / excellent demonstrated performance at other
contract loca)ons for similar services
- Contract / service agreement establishes a set of “performance metrics” that must be met. If
not met, the contract services ﬁrm is responsible for failure to perform.
- Performance bonds and insurance coverages are required.
Example: Water quality viola)on: contract services ﬁrm is responsible for all regulatory viola)ons,
ﬁnes, etc. and carries insurance coverages to protect the City from water user lawsuits and direct
damages.
Contracts also contain (if well draQed) performance standards, disputes resolu)on, and the ability
of the City to gain replacement of key personnel, impose $ ﬁnes on the contractor for failures to
perform or remedy the iden)ﬁed issue.

39

Contract Services Alterna0ves

Key Ques0ons for Considera0on by NMB Water - con$nued
3) Can these contract services ﬁrm be cost eﬀec0ve ?
Yes. NMB will beneﬁt from the “economies of scale” provided by these ﬁrms. For
example, one soBware system / package used at mulGple locaGons for SCADA,
CMMS, AMS allows cost eﬀecGve delivery and support to CMS from centralized
experGse and support staﬀ. Improvements create long term cost reducGons (shared
w/ incenGves)
4) Is there evidence of this cost eﬀec0ve / reliable service delivery ?
Yes. As documented by Public Works Finance and Design Build InsGtute, savings of
10+% are generally provided.
5) How does NMB assure that future years, when we have no staﬀ, will not have
“huge” contract cost increases?
- Provisions are speciﬁed “upfront” and addressed in the contract for cost increases
from signiﬁcant increases in volume of ﬁnished water produced and/or new faciliGes
added to the system or increased numbers and hours of engineering projects.
- The annual cost increase is restricted to the % change in a published indices – such as
the CPI-U. Electric power usage is “capped” at a maximum KwH usage and the service
ﬁrm pays if this “cap” volume is exceeded.
- Similar provisions are established for a long term reducGon in ﬁnished water volume,
faciliGes taken out of service, decreased engineering project workloads, etc.
40
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Contract Services Alterna0ves

Key Ques0ons for Considera0on by NMB Water - con$nued
6) How long (years) is the contract ?
Typical contracts are 7 – 10 years with established contract provisions for extension.
7) Can the contract be terminated ?
Yes for either failure to perform against contract established requirements or using a
“convenience terminaAon” provision. The convenience terminaAon provision typically
requires a signiﬁcant $ payment from the City to the services ﬁrm as the condiAon
that must be saAsﬁed to “convenience terminate”.
8) Will the contract services ﬁrm assist with transi0on of systems, opera0ons,
records, etc. ?
Yes, such provisions should be, and are, established contract provisions and all have
contract performance guarantees (including bonding) as protecAons.

41

Poten&al Beneﬁts / Advantages for U&lity Contract Ops.
1) Risk Assump&on:
- budget max $’s
- u3lity usage (max. quan33es)
- staﬃng items (#’s, skills, performance, safety, grievances, workers comp, etc.)
- proper & documented maintenance
- regulatory compliance & penal3es
2) Systems and Experienced Staﬀ for Implementa&on
- CMMS
- SCADA and unaLended opera3ons
- AMS
- LIMS
- GIS
- C&D: TVing, ﬂushing, repor3ng
- Dashboard Performance Repor3ng
- Regulatory repor3ng and compliance
- Safety training & assessments
- Employee reviews & records
- Union contract nego3a3ons
- CIP development, priori3za3on, management
- Process management and training
42
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Poten&al Beneﬁts / Advantages for U&lity Contract Ops.
con$nued

3) Experienced “oﬀ-site” staﬀ specialists and experts to augment on-site
(regional and na7onal specialists and exper7se)
4) System acquisi&on and implementa&on beneﬁts (mul7-site licenses, usage of
so<ware, and established data bases)
5) Established quality control programs, reviews, and audits
6) Capable, established, na&onal ﬁrms including: Alliance Water, American Water,
CH2MHill, Severn Trent, Veolia Water, United Water,
7) Demonstrated track record of successful projects and cost savings

43

Risk Assignment / Responsibility Proﬁle for Alterna7ves
Risk Assignment / NMB Staﬀ
Responsibility
Budget Uncertainty
Budget Overruns
Regulatory Compliance
Fine Coverage – standards
Warranty protec>on
Maintenance / Equipment
Failure
Hire Qualiﬁed Staﬀ
Staﬀ Training & Certs
Systems implementa>on
Guaranteed O&M Budget
Guarantee – Long Term
Maintenance & Condi>on
Augmenta>on Staﬀ &
Exper>se
Guaranteed Facilty Perf.
Performance Bond for O&M
Workers Comp & Issues

NMB Staﬀ
w/ Consultants

Contract
Opera>on

NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB

NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB

Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor

NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB

NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB
NMB

Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor

NMB

NMB

Contractor

No
No
NMB

No
No
NMB

Yes
Yes
Contractor
44
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Likelihood of Success
Criteria
________________
Ability to Hire Staﬀ
System Implementa=on
Timely Schedule
Systems Development
Usage of Systems
Budget Performance
Overall

NMB Staﬀ
___________
Medium/Low
Low
Low
Low
Low/ Medium
Medium / Low
Low

NMB Staﬀ
w/ Consultants
High
High
Medium
High
Medium / Low
Medium / High
Medium

Contract
Opera=ons
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
High

Addi=onal Non-Economic Factors to Consider
Addi=onal Factors
NMB Staﬀ
_____
- Program Complexity
Higher
Implica=ons for NMB
- Public Percep=on &
Low
Improvements
- Labor Issues to Implement
Some
- Impact on Mang’t Workload
* Overall
Higher
* Short Term
Higher
- Access to New Technology
Limited
(Con=nuous Improvement)
- Rate Stability
Annual Resets
- Employee Career Opportunity Limited

NMB Staﬀ
w/ Consultants
Medium

Contract
Opera=ons
Lower

Low

High

Some

Some

Medium
Medium
Available

Lower
Lower
Strong Point

NA
NA

Speciﬁed Escala=on
System Wide
45

Addi$onal Considera$ons
1) City ability to recruit & retain needed exper5se and upgraded staﬀ
2) Successful systems development, implementa5on and usage a
major challenge ( lack of such experiences / exper5se on staﬀ)
3) Time frame for accomplishment extended under City op5on
4) Signiﬁcant risks need to be addressed;
status quo is not a viable op5on
5) Contract op5on has poten5al for
considerable $ savings and performance
guarantees
6) Current NMB Water culture has posi5ves
but also lacks experiences beyond NMB
(need to gain broader input base)
7) Supervisory training a major need to gain improvements, eliminate
silos, and establish consistent accountability and performance
46
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Conclusions of the EGI Team
1) NMB Staﬀ Alone – low success probability, not recommended
- Accomplishment of Key Tasks & Cri>cal Ac>on = Challenging
- Timeline requirements, delays, abandonment risks
- Staﬀ exper>se & recruitment challenges
2) NMB Staﬀ w/Consultants – reasonable probability of success
- Consultant recruitment & 2 year availability issues & exposures
- City staﬀ recruitment must s>ll occur (longer >me horizon)
- Accomplishment of Key Tasks & Cri>cal Ac>ons s>ll a challenge
- Con>nued “silo nega>ves” s>ll likely with mul>ple ﬁrms & scopes
- Cost es>mate for next 2 years is + $ 5 million for consultants
- No assurance of long term success

47

Conclusions of the EGI Team
3) Contract Opera9ons – high probability of success, greatest risk transfer
- Guaranteed budgetary savings an:cipated (near & long term)
- Staﬃng & exper:se from contract operator exis:ng staﬀ & systems
- Systems experience & usage; ready development & implementa:on
- Long term cost reduc:ons (incen:ve sharing of savings)
- Performance & regulatory guarantees
- Financial cost guarantees
- Success requires NMB shiK to contract / program management
emphasis
- Can be implemented within 4 – 5 months w/ some earlier mobiliza:on
- Control & ownership retained by NMB Water
4) Immediate Next Steps
- Immediately ini:ate work on a number of Key Tasks / Ac:on Items
- Select improvement alterna:ve, gain authoriza:ons, and proceed
48
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Next Steps for Project
Topic

Target Date

1) Feedback from Webex II

Feb. 25th

2) Organiza<onal Op<ons, Costs
& Issues for Improvement Success
Writeup (DraJ for comment)

early March

3) DraJ Report

mid-March

4) DraJ Report Presenta<on (Powerpoint) early April
5) Final Report SubmiRal

mid-April

49

Comments & Ques,ons

50
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Appendix 8 – Key Questions & Answers for Option II –
Partnership Program

Contract Services Alterna0ves: Key Ques0ons
1) Employees – can they be transi0oned to a private sector contract opera0ons ﬁrm?
Yes – rou)nely done. Spectrum of op)ons for how structured
– Years of service recognized
– Oﬀers can only be denied for failing a drug test , no denial for pre-exis)ng condi)ons
Alterna)vely, can be structured so employees are interviewed but not guaranteed employment.

2) How is sa0sfactory performance by contract services ﬁrm established and managed?
– Selec)on criteria (RFP) require sa)sfactory / excellent demonstrated performance at other
contract loca)ons for similar services
– Contract / service agreement establishes a set of “performance metrics” that must be met.
If not met, the contract services ﬁrm is responsible for failure to perform.
– Performance bonds and insurance coverages are required.
Example: Water quality viola)on: contract services ﬁrm is responsible for all regulatory viola)ons,
ﬁnes, etc., and carries insurance coverages to protect the City from water user lawsuits and direct
damages.
Contracts also contain (if well draQed) performance standards, disputes resolu)on, and the
ability of the City to gain replacement of key personnel, impose $ ﬁnes on the contractor for
failures to perform or remedy the iden)ﬁed issue.
1
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Contract Services Alterna0ves: Key Ques0ons,
con$nued

3) Can these contract services ﬁrm be cost eﬀec0ve ?
Yes. NMB will beneﬁt from the “economies of scale” provided by these ﬁrms. For
example, one soQware system / package used at mul)ple loca)ons for SCADA,
CMMS, AMS allows cost eﬀec)ve delivery and support to CMS from centralized
exper)se and support staﬀ. Improvements create long term cost reduc)ons (shared
w/ incen)ves)
4) Is there evidence of this cost eﬀec0ve / reliable service delivery ?
Yes. As documented by Public Works Finance and Design Build Ins)tute, savings of
10+% are generally provided.
5) How does NMB assure that future years, when we have no staﬀ, will not have
“huge” contract cost increases?
– Provisions are speciﬁed “upfront” and addressed in the contract for cost increases
from signiﬁcant increases in volume of ﬁnished water produced and/or new facili)es
added to the system or increased numbers and hours of engineering projects.
– The annual cost increase is restricted to the % change in a published indices – such as
the CPI-U. Electric power usage is “capped” at a maximum KwH usage and the service
ﬁrm pays if this “cap” volume is exceeded.
– Similar provisions are established for a long term reduc)on in ﬁnished water volume,
facili)es taken out of service, decreased engineering project workloads, etc.
2

Contract Services Alterna0ves: Key Ques0ons,
con$nued

6) How long (years) is the contract ?
Typical contracts are 7 – 10 years with established contract provisions for extension.
7) Can the contract be terminated ?
Yes for either failure to perform against contract established requirements or using a
“convenience termina)on” provision. The convenience termina)on provision typically
requires a signiﬁcant $ payment from the City to the services ﬁrm as the condi)on
that must be sa)sﬁed to “convenience terminate”.
8) Will the contract services ﬁrm assist with transi0on of systems, opera0ons,
records, etc. ?
Yes, such provisions should be, and are, established contract provisions and all have
contract performance guarantees (including bonding) as protec)ons.
Conclusion: Contract Opera)ons is an Excellent Fit for NMB Water Needs & Objec)ves
3
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Appendix 11 – Listing of EGI Site Visits and Workshops

NMB Water Site Visits and Work Products
Topic

Dates

Who

1) Information review

Dec & Jan

All

2) Initial Site Visit (3 days on site)

Dec 8–10

All

3) Webex I (includes all assessment calcs & notes)

Feb 8

All

4) Webex II (includes all assessment calcs & notes)

Feb 18

All

5) Organizational Options, Costs & Issues for
Improvement Success (87 page Report)

Mar 7

All

6) City Manager Workshop (Powerpoints)

March

PE & EM

7) PUC / Council working sessions (Powerpoints)

Mar 30–31

PE

8) Council Workshop Meeting (Powerpoints)

Apr 12–13

PE & EM

9) Council Session (Powerpoints)

Apr 19–20

PE & EM

All = Jim Bewley, Paul Eisenhardt, Brian Hemphill, Ed Means
PE = Paul Eisenhardt
EM = Ed Means
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Appendix 12 of the EGI Report
Titled “Operational Assessment
and Strategic Plan for
Operation and Maintenance of
NWB Water, 5-27-16”
Assessment of the Customer Service
Function for NMB Water
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1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background
The seamless integration and functioning of Customer Service with the NMB Water utility
departments providing water, collection & distribution services, and City finance functions is
essential. If organizational silos exist, such need to be documented and suggestions provided
(recommendations) for how to modify and improve the interactions. Customer Service provides the
initial contact point between NMB Water and its customers for meter reading, billing and payment
questions, service requests, and emergency situations. As such, Customer Service is the starting
point for gaining customer insights as to “how are we doing?” It is also the organization that
creates the initial image of NMB Water for the utility’s customers.
During 2015, the Customer Service function initiated the following actions:
• Successfully changed 32,000 customer utility meters and accounts while continuing to
issue accurate and timely utility bills each month.
• Implemented new call center technology and deployed creative staffing schedules to
enhance phone center operations to achieve an average hold time of 1–1½ minutes.
• Installed a new automated phone system to indicate the current expected hold time
(typically 1 minute) to reduce the number of callers who hang-up. Also developed an option
to allow customers to leave a call-back number.
• Began opening 30 minutes earlier every day, with an extended 1 hour (6pm) on
Wednesdays.
• Implemented new online utility “e-bill” and pay-by-phone systems to greatly enhance the
ease of customers paying electronically.
• With new AMI tools, staff are proactively alerting customers to investigate possible leaks to
reduce high water bills.
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• AMI is now used to detect illegal water usage where accounts have been turned-off for
collection purposes.
• Water-Sewer Ordinance (Chapter 19) being rewritten and modernized to include industry
best practices.
The limited time and budget for this assessment necessitated a high level approach and focus so
as to review and document how Customer Service currently works and functions and how it
interacts with the operational / planning aspects of NMB Water. Limited comparisons to industry
“best practices” and identification of improvement areas are also provided.

Scope of Work
The City of North Miami Beach desired to conduct an assessment of the Customer Service function
as an augment to the Eisenhardt Group, Inc. (EGI) assessment of the NMB Water utility. In late
April 2016, it was requested by NMB Water Executive Director Jeff Thompson that EGI add a
Customer Service Assessment to the NMB Water assessment workscope. Specifically, EGI was
requested to review the Plante / Moran report on customer billing as part of defining the current
(April 2016) process and performance of the customer service function. Development of EGI’s
workscope also involved development of “Best Practices” as input and comparisons for the
assessment of current Customer Service processes, performance, and capabilities.

Approach for the Workscope
EGI’s approach, as agreed with NMB Water management, was to utilize an on-site workshop with
Customer Service staff, NMB Water staff, Human Resource, Finance, and IT staff. The workshop
objective was to define current processes and identify issues, areas and topics for improvement.
In parallel, a skills and systems inventory was developed so that current capabilities and
improvement opportunities were once again assessed. Additional discussions with Customer
Service staff, IT staff, and Water utility staff were also conducted. Information provided from
information requests to Customer Service (see Appendix 3 of this report) and IT for billings and
account delinquencies were also reviewed.
The results of these reviews and assessments were then compared to a summary listing of Best
Practices (processes and systems) from highly rated utilities for consideration and emulation. The
Best Practices utilized were from WERF and AWWA research.
With these assessments and comparisons completed, the summary report of findings,
improvement areas, and actions was then developed. This report is a high-level assessment as
both the completion timeline (2.5 weeks) and limited budget necessitated such an approach. None
the less, current performance issues and improvement opportunities have been identified.
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Assessment Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations
The Customer Service staff is overworked (excessive overtime required to address basic service
delivery) and lacks systems and structured procedures for effectively handling the workload. Until
new systems and improved productivity measures are implemented, strong consideration should
be given to increased staffing and training of staff on basic procedures. Conversion of positions
from part time to full time with competitive compensation is also recommended so as to reduce
turnover and the lack of consistency and knowledge base created by the turnover in such
positions.
Currently, training is not structured or scripted and is done as identified in the Plante/Moran report
(informal OJT using individual know how and how the person does it).
Some paperwork documentation systems exist but performance metrics require using the paper
documents as inputs and workloads and staff capability limitations create the condition where Key
Performance Indicators are not available. The metrics established in the Plane/Moran Report (e.g.,
calls received per day, response time) have been abandoned due to workload.
Implementation of the automated meter reading (AMI system and software) has severely stressed
the Customer Service staff at both the front desk and phone call coverage. Currently, every
customer bill is being visually scanned for accuracy and consistency by Customer Service in an
attempt to identify anomalies from Customer Billing in water usage and invoiced costs.
New software for the billing process to replace the existing (1990 vintage) software and
successfully interface with the Tyler-Munis financial systems is immediately needed.
No Information Technology (IT) Master plan exists for Customer Service and should be pursued as
a priority. Also, information system development and needs identification will benefit from
comprehensive involvement of all areas and interfaces so as to include not only Customer Service
functions but also water plant, collection & distribution duty supervisors & staff, water laboratory,
finance, and human resources. Without such comprehensive
involvement, the current siloing of information, knowledge, and
needs will continue.
Customer calls requiring actions and responses from NMB
Water staff are not effectively tracked by Customer Service
(workload and systems issues once again). Rather, Customer
Service records information and then transfers the information
to the Water Plant (water quality) or to Distribution & Collection
(leaks, breaks, backups, new installs). Limited follow-up by
Customer Service occurs with a closed work order the prime
indicator of work completion. If work order not complete,
Customer Service places such in “open” notebook. But, no
follow-up occurs. This “reporting” is all paper based and no
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metrics exist to manage the activity. Also, there is no formalized follow-up with customers to gain
“satisfaction inputs” from the customer.
Improved coordinate between NMB Water and the Customer Service function so as to eliminate
information / communication silos is needed. Currently, when Customer Service refers the
customer to call the water plant or collection / distribution or the water plant call center during
after hours, there is no systematic follow-up with the customer or reporting system to document
that the customer call and issue were successfully addressed. Improvement in such record
keeping and reporting systems by the NMB Water functions is also required so that tracking of
calls received, work orders, work order closures, time to address the issue, and customer
satisfaction can be reported as performance metrics. The wastewater collection function provides
a workable model for emulation and usage by the other functions (water quality and water
distribution).
With such systems in place, a customer satisfaction survey can then be implemented to provide
answers to the very important question of “how did we do?” Currently, only anecdotal information
is available. Additional customer survey opportunities exist for usage by a robust customer service
function. Website postings and billing / invoice “stuffers” are but two examples. Such surveys are
essential input for the NMB Water utility to receive periodic inputs on customer perceptions and
issues as well as for education and updating of the customers of the utility.
Section 6 of this Customer Service Assessment Report provides additional discussion of these
identified gaps and improvement areas against the backdrop of Best Practices provided in Section
4 of the Report and Section 5 Workshop and Key Staff Discussions.
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3.0

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

Overview
In late April 2016, it was requested by NMB Water Executive Director Jeff Thompson that EGI add a
Customer Service Assessment to the NMB Water assessment workscope. This report provides the
Customer Service Assessment.
The seamless integration and functioning of Customer Service with the NMB Water utility
departments providing water, collection & distribution services and City finance functions is
essential. If organizational silos exist, such need to be documented and suggestions provided
(recommendations) for how to modify and improve the interactions. Customer Service provides the
initial contact point between NMB Water and its customers for meter reading, billing and payment
questions, service requests, and emergency situations. As such, Customer Service is the starting
point for gaining customer insights as to “how are we doing?” It is also the organization that
creates the initial image of NMB Water and underscores the utility’s brand with the utility’s
customers.
The limited time and budget for this assessment necessitated a high level approach and focus so
as to review and document how Customer Service currently works and functions and interactions
with the operational / planning aspects of NMB Water. Limited comparisons to industry “best
practices” and identification of improvement areas are also provided.

Project Context
In January 2016, an assessment of the Customer Service Billing Operations was conducted by
Plante/Moran. The Plante /Moran Report is included as Appendix 1 of this Report. As Plante /
Moran’s assessment objectives were to provide an in-depth assessment into utility billing
operations to include operational and technical recommendations, these topics are not a focus of
the Customer Service Assessment provided by EGI. These topics were, however, included in the
workshop conducted with Customer Service staff, NMB Water staff, City finance staff, NMB Water
Executive Director, and the Assistant City Manager.
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Plante Moran observed several opportunities for improvement in the City’s utility billing operations.
While employees seem remarkably dedicated they are not organized in a fashion that maximizes
organizational effectiveness.
• Morale issues stemming from low accountability and heavy/uneven workload distribution
exist,
• Recent heavy call volume has required significant management attention, distracting from
management of overall function,
• Employees need to be better incentivized,
• With regard to technology, the recent AMI deployment has overwhelmed the Customer
Service Department and deployment of the Utility Billing software has been postponed until
the workload drops and the time to complete a billing is back to what it was pre-AMI
implementation,
• AMI deployment has begun to change business processes and this will continue as other
best practice containing IT systems are introduced, and
• Change management will need to be incorporated into the implementation.
Also, prior to the establishment of the EGI workscope, the decision was made by City management
to transfer the Customer Service function and staffing to the NMB Water organization. Preparation
for this transition and accomplishment of a successful transition were additional motivations for
the requested EGI Customer Service Assessment.
Building upon insights gained in the conduct of the NMB Water Assessment, EGI was able to
quickly proceed ahead using the in-place team of EGI consultants so as to quickly and cost
effectively be “up to speed” and proceed forward with the Customer Service Assessment.

Objectives / Scope of Work
The objectives established for the EGI Customer Service
Assessment are the following:
1) Documentation of how Customer Service
currently works and functions
2) Effectiveness of interactions with the operational
and planning aspects of NMB Water
3) Comparison to industry “best practices”
4) Identification of improvement areas
5) Report summary
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Accomplishment of the objectives used a workscope comprised of the following components:
1) Review of available notes and information and the Plante/Moran report
2) On-site workshop with Customer Service Staff, NMB Water Staff, and City Finance and IT
Staff to define current processes and identify issues and improvement opportunities
3) Assessment of skills and systems with identification of gaps in skills and / or systems for
“best practice” customer service delivery
4) Best Practices Summary Listing (WERF, AWWA), and
5) Summary of Findings, Best Practices, Improvement Areas
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4.0

BEST PRACTICES

Introduction
The Best Practices literature provides research and context for water utilities seeking to improve
their customer's perceptions and achieve a highly satisfied customer set1. Key conclusions are:
• Public trust is important to the success of social institutions.
• Public trust is a reflection of government performance.
• Trust serves as a barometer of a public agency’s performance and responsiveness to public
demands.
• Defying a negative stereotype is essential to improving perceptions of trustworthiness and
credibility.
These findings imply that engaging citizens in a relationship with the utility and helping them
become familiar with the utility’s functions and leaders are important elements of building
trust. Additionally, consumers have four principal expectations in relation to their water and their
water utility. They are that:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tap water will be safe to drink.
Water will come out of the tap when it is turned on (water service is reliable).
Water bills will be accurate.
Someone will provide help when a customer has a problem.

The “best practices” of utility customer service can be broken down and discussed in categories2
that include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organization
Functions (meter reading, billing, rate setting, bill payments and adjustments),
Human resources (employee relations, hiring and pay practices and training),
Quality assurance,
Communications, and
Field operations (meter reading, delinquent turn-offs, etc.).

Means, E., Chowdhury, Z., Westerhoff, G., Passantino, L. and J. Ruettan. Communicating the Value
of Water: An Introductory Guide for Water Utilities. Water Research Foundation, 2008
2 Myron A. Olstein, M. A., Stanford, M. J. and C. E. Day. Best Practices for a Continually Improving
Customer Responsive Organization, American Water Works Association Research Foundation Report,
2001.
1
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Each of these categories is discussed below.

Organization
Strategic Plan
Best practices include the development of a formal customer service strategy or strategic plan.
Summarizing media coverage can be useful in establishing “context” for the plan. The plan should
outline the utility’s vision for the future, its mission, and the action plans necessary to meet
customer expectations in the future. Messaging, media and measurement of outreach
effectiveness should be described. Some plans also describe the technology needs necessary to
deliver on the vision/mission (e.g., automated meter reading/automated meter infrastructure,
customer information system needs, etc.).

Cross-functional Teams
Customers will view anyone they deal with on utility matters as part of the utility. High performance
organizations often employ cross-functional teams to improve customer satisfaction3. Formal
cross-functional teams can be especially helpful where a work process is sequential (such as
assisting customers with a service complaint where the call center coordinates the deployment of
utility resources to correct a service problem). Another potential benefit of cross-functional teams
is as a source of innovation. Staff are not as constrained by the hierarchy and practices through
which they ordinarily conduct their work. They also come into contact with others who operate from
a different place in the organization and see the world differently which can catalyze new
ideas/thinking.
It is important that all staff that touch the customer work closely together to achieve customer
satisfaction. Functions that may lie outside of the utility but touch the customer (like centralized
information technology groups in the city or traffic control functions that might be contained in
other non-utility departments, etc.) should be included in the cross functional teams.
important that everyone know what everyone else does.

It is

In some utilities, in-house customer service staff “job shadow” the operations/distribution staff in
the field to observe service cut-offs or turn-ons, check a meter, water quality sampling, etc. This
can serve multiple functions including:
• Strengthening the relationship between the respective team roles which helps develop
mutual respect/understanding among utility personnel from different departments,

Seely Brown & Paul Duguid (1991), "Organizational Learning and Communities of Practice: Toward a
Unified View of Working, Learning, and Innovation" ©1991 The Institute of Management Sciences
(now INFORMS)
3
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• Allowing managers and other staff a view into the actual practices of their co-workers as
they go about their daily work, and
• Improving the coordination and service provision to the customer.
This knowledge helps the work units understand the “big picture” in providing service and can
improve the responsiveness of support (internal customer service) responsive to real needs.
Many of the activities of a customer service operation tend to be demand responsive (e.g.,
handling many calls in the billing cycle, responding to construction/traffic issues, water quality
complaints, etc.) and those demands may be highly variable. Assigning work units multiple tasks
helps level out workload. For example, during low call volume periods, call center agents can place
calls to verify that problems have been resolved, or follow up on payment arrangements, etc.

Employee Empowerment
High performance organizations empower their employees and teams to meet the needs of their
customers. A culture of enabling calculated and considered risks without fear of penalty is
important. Given authority, employees must be comfortable using that discretion. It is not always
easy to make the transition to a team-based organization as many employees may be deeply risk
averse and uncomfortable assuming the responsibility.
Some utilities consolidate customer service into a group that includes distribution, dispatching,
public information and call center staff. This formal structure enables staff that has regular contact
with customers/stakeholders to better collaborate. It also visibly demonstrates the importance of
customer service within an organization.

Functions
Bill Payment Policies
For most water utilities, bills are to be paid within 30 days of receipt. Late payments may have a
late payment charge imposed. Bills become delinquent in the 30 - 90 day range. Local laws will
determine what steps need to be taken prior to shutting off water. In addition to the mail-in check,
customer responsive utilities offer a wide variety of bill payment options, including walk-in
payments, level payment plans, credit card and web payment. The lowest cost payment methods
for the utility are typically mail, web payment and credit card. Utilities encourage customers to use
the most cost-effective approach.

Adjustments
Customer requests for adjustments can result from high or incorrect bills related to incorrect
reading, leaks, miss-classed customers or wrong billing addresses. Best adjustment practices
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embody a philosophy of making adjustments quickly, fairly and in a cost-effective manner.
Knowing unit costs is essential such that the effort expended to adjust a bill does not exceed the
value of the adjustment to the utility. It is not unusual, for example, for an adjustment investigation
to cost more than $100. For example, giving Call Center representatives authority to make
adjustments of up to $30 can lower costs to the utility, result in quicker problem resolution and
generate higher levels of customer satisfaction1.
High bill investigations frequently involve the field services department. When investigating a high
bill complaint that is related to a leak, good customer service should include customer education
on leak detection and correction, as the interaction is a “teachable moment”.
These customer contacts also represent unique opportunities to convey other messages about the
utility (outreach program/information availability, conservation, upcoming shutdowns, events, etc.).
Many utilities have written information they can leave or send to the customer.

Collections
The trend among service providers is to provide a wider range of payment choices and
convenience options such as mailed checks, credit cards, walk in payment centers, automated
phone payment options and web-based payment systems. It is also important to know how much
each collection method costs and try to convince customers to use the lowest cost form of
payment.

Human Resources
The level of customer satisfaction achieved by the utility will be directly related to the capabilities
of those representatives who work with the customer. This includes field services and customer
service. Both have a big responsibility and opportunity to favorably or unfavorably impress a
customer. The level of customer satisfaction will also be impacted by the degree to which
customer service staff is empowered to provide superior customer service. They need the
discretion to assist customers without always checking with a supervisor. To be successful and
consistent, such actions need to follow an established outline and / or scripted set of procedures
for guidance.

Employee Satisfaction
Satisfied employees – particularly those that have contact with customers – result in satisfied
customers.4 Practices and policies that foster employee satisfaction, build morale, communicate
organizational objectives, and keep employees up-to-date on operations will foster customer
A Business Research Lab Tip, Employee Satisfaction - A Necessity For Keeping Customers Satisfied
© 1997 2000, The Business Research Lab, thelab@busreslab.com
4
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satisfaction. Providing employees the tools they need, setting performance expectations and
valuing employees will be reflected in the level of customer service they bring to every customer
interaction.
Employees can be surveyed to determine their views on the organization including whether they
would recommend the organization as a place of employment, what are work constraints, do
employees understand the strategic plan, are job descriptions accurate, how is morale, etc.
Managers should use what they find in such surveys to improve their programs.

Hiring Practices
It is important that utility managers model customer-conscious work behaviors, and hire, train, and
evaluate staff on the extent to which they understand and demonstrate a commitment to excellent
customer service.
Hiring should be tailored to the desired skills. The customer service positions should not generally
be a “landing spot” for temporary reassignment, accommodation of injured employees, etc. For
example, call center personnel should enjoy talking to people and solving problems, field personnel
should enjoy working outdoors, etc.
Call Center employees should be selected on the basis of their previous experience working with
the public and customers, and pass an interactive testing process that screens candidates for their
ability to deal with the public. In a 1998 benchmarking study commissioned by Entergy (and
conducted by the American Productivity and Quality Center)5 found that empowering customer
service agents “began with hiring for the proper skills, with attitude, personality, and other
customer-focused skills as a first priority, followed closely by critical thinking skills.”

Pay Practices and Incentives
Pay levels should be comparable to others performing the same or similar work in other parts of
the utility. Regularly measure performance and utilize an incentive pay program based on
performance measures which reflect critical success factors. The 1998 Entergy benchmarking
study5 revealed that “four of five best-practice companies base a portion of their customer service
employee compensation on performance measurement goals...” In addition, “all study participants
frequently use rewards to boost employee morale and recognize agents for the right behavior.”
High performing organizations have incentive pay systems with increases and bonuses tied to
measurable accomplishments.

Training
Employees come in contact with customers and other stakeholders on and off the job. All
employees need to learn and practice good communication and customer service skills. Best
5

APQC White paper: Best Practices in New Customer Service ©APQC2000
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practices include keeping them up-to-date on all aspects of the utility's business. In-house public
relations and communications staff should be a part of their utility's senior management team. At a
minimum, the executive should develop an awareness of the importance of, and skill in public
relations and communication, and an individual staff person or contractor be designated to provide
functional support.
Best-practice organizations emphasize training for their customer service agents. Intensive training
is typically provided to new employees and offered regularly to long-term customer service
employees and managers through a variety of training methods. Observing other agents,
participating in calls, and classroom training experiences are sometimes combined. Some follow
initial training with on-the-job training in a transition unit where agent quality and consistency is
monitored. Some also use coaching and formal mentoring programs.
Baldridge criteria6 (Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Awards) say that excellent companies
invest up to 5% of payroll costs on training each year. NMB Water should consider having
everyone go through customer service training whether they are likely to have direct contact with
customers or not.
According to the Baldridge criteria, excellent companies do all of the following:
• Invest up to 5% of payroll costs on training each year,
• Perform systematic needs analyses to determine training needs for all employees,
• Develop curricula for all key functions/positions,
• Match training media and delivery methods to content and audience characteristics,
• Deliver training in a just-in-time fashion and plan follow-up activities to ensure that skills
used in training are used on the job,
• Evaluate training based on trainee reaction, learning, behavior change, and job performance
improvement, and
• Continually improve training on the basis of feedback (recording of calls, roll-playing,
learning from both poor and good interactions).
Olstein et al2 found the following range of training hours for various customer service topics.
Topic

Training Hours

Call Center
Billing
Meter Reading
Delinquent Turn-offs
Turn-on/Turn-offs

40–160
40–45
80–160
40–160
50–250

Overall training and team-building exercises are distinct from department or individual training. As
described earlier, every employee should be trained on the techniques and attitudes associated
with providing good, responsive customer service.
6

http://www.nist.gov/baldrige/
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Quality Assurance Programs
A comprehensive quality assurance program is essential for maintaining and improving on high
levels of customer satisfaction. Elements of quality assurance include:
• Customer satisfaction surveys – Customer surveys can reveal customer awareness of new
service offerings, enable customers to provide specific feedback on their experiences with
utility personnel, and highlight the factors that contributed to higher customer satisfaction
levels. Using survey findings, utilities can target improvement efforts to areas where they will
be the most responsive to customer concerns and preferences,
• Focus groups – Focus groups can be used to tailor information to the customer. For
example some utilities have used focus groups to define the content of their Consumer
Confidence Report (CCR) to the desires of their customers, allowing them to demonstrate
their customer responsiveness to environmental regulations. Focus groups can be very
issue-specific or cover a wide range of issues important to the utility,
• Tracking important metrics,
• Measuring performance relative to critical success factors – e.g., billing accuracy, and
• Monitoring agent performance during calls – Call centers frequently use a silent
monitoring program to grade the quality of service delivery. It is important to conduct silent
monitoring evaluations in a constructive manner, and to separate performance evaluations
from pay evaluations.
Best practices include monitoring of selected metrics and performance tracking with an eye
towards continually improving performance. The AWWA 2013 Utility Benchmarking Survey7
contains numerous potential key performance indicators including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer service complaints/1,000 accounts
Technical service complaints/1,000 accounts
Average wait time (min)
Average talk time (min)
Abandoned calls
Average time to address water service disruptions (hr.)
Disruptions of water service –duration
Customer service cost per account
Billing accuracy
Service affordability

Other metrics include call center training time, cost per bill, cycle time-meter read to bill, cost per
remittance, cost per payment method, percent of bills collected within 30 days, tracking the type of
incoming call, service rep absenteeism and turnover, and percentage of complaints that are
repeats. Each utility should tailor the metrics so as to not be too burdensome to track but also
indicative of local customer issues.
AWWA 2013 Benchmarking Performance Indicators for Water and Wastewater Utilities Survey Data
and Analysis Report (2015)
7
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Communications
Customer survey data in the literature indicate1:
• Consumer perceptions can be positively affected by outreach,
• Consumer satisfaction can be increased through education about the quality and cost of
drinking water,
• Perceptions can shift in the absence of outreach, and
• Taste and odor are key determinants of consumer perceptions of safety.
Management must be concerned with both internal and external communications. If a call is
referred to another department from customer service, customer service should be able to follow
through and see how the question or problem got resolved. Customer service needs to close the
loop.
Some examples of good internal communications methods include:
• Electronic communication of field service requests by call center agents – on line work
orders, e-mail, etc.
• Call centers should be aware of locations where street work is occurring, so they can
provide rapid answers to taste and color complaints.
• Call centers should meet at the beginning of each day to discuss likely complaints and
agree on uniform responses.
A good external communications program that is positive and employs consistent branding can
reduce customer service department workload and contribute to customer satisfaction. It can also
overcome negative impressions. The campaign must be targeted, focused on core consumer
expectations, and delivered regularly through multiple types of media. Water utilities must
consistently underscore the services and commitments they provide as well as the value of those
services.
Best practices include using a variety of tools to minimize adverse impacts on customers. For
example, where street work is expected to have a significant impact on customers, a public service
announcement (PSA) could be made available to local media so they can alert customers to
possible problems, and what they can or should do. Customer information should also emphasize
what the utility does for its customers (i.e., we can have your new service turned on within 12 to 24
hours).
External communication vehicles include web pages, interactive voice response systems, mailers
(public information), news releases and media briefings, and public service announcements.
Ensuring key stakeholders receive utility information and are kept informed is
important. Customers should have available to them information regarding:
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• Water quality. Customer service departments need to be familiar with and be involved in
the preparation of Consumer Confidence Reports. While many utilities have web pages,
most are still limited to water quality information,
• Rate structure,
• How and when meters are read,
• Billing practices,
• When unpaid bills become delinquent and what happens after they get to that point,
• Water conservation information, and
• Investments in community infrastructure.
Understanding specific customer issues/concerns can be achieved through surveys or focus
groups or one on one discussion. Some utilities survey selected customers with whom they have
recently had contact in the form of either a billing inquiry or repair visit. Once properly trained, field
personnel can leave evaluation forms or direct customers to a website to provide feedback on the
service. Efforts toward improvement can be targeted to areas of greatest need, and employees
can be rewarded for areas where they are performing well.
Recommended practices2:
• Include communication and public relations professionals in the utility decision-making
process, and identify a spokesperson,
• Develop and regularly update a communications plan:
– Decide what needs to be communicated, and to whom,
– Clarify goals,
– Identify activities and methods to reach goals,
– Identify resources needed and prepare a budget, and
– Evaluate if goals are being met.
•

Develop and update a plan for communicating with stakeholders during crisis or
emergency conditions,

•

Maintain lists to leverage public relations efforts
– Maintain a list of media, reporters, and their publication deadlines,
– Get to know the media people important to your operation e.g., local health or
environmental reporter, trade press,
– Maintain a list of influential individuals and organizations in your affected
community, and
– Maintain a list of all customers who have ever contacted your utility, and

•

Alert the media and others to any problems or hot spots first rather than waiting for them to
come to you. Respond quickly and truthfully to requests for information.

Some utilities employ “reverse 911” dialing capability which allows the utility to call/deliver
information to customers related to water outages, boil water advisories, scheduled shutdowns
and delinquency notification.
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Field Operations
Meter Reading
Meter reading is the critical first-step in the utility revenue collection process, and for many utilities,
still a very labor-intensive activity. The use of automated meter reading technologies (AMR) and
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) is increasing.
The Ascent group published “Meter Reading Profiles and Best Practices” in 20148 summarizing the
results of their research on utility meter reading practices and technologies. Twenty-four utilities
participated in metric benchmarking. Metrics were collected and calculated, based on participant
feedback including:
• Unit cost (cost per meter read –Operational & Maintenance costs only – direct labor,
contractor costs, overtime, and non-labor O&M; no capital costs or overhead)
• Meter Reading Accuracy (for a representative month)
• Percent Meters Read (for a representative month)
• Meter Reading Productivity (meters read per FTE (per month))
The characteristics of a “best performer” included:
1. Use of AMR strategically to address inaccessible meters, unsafe meter locations, high
turnover premises, and other high-read cost meters,
2. Continual optimization of routes to maximize productivity and reduce costs,
3. Implementation of clear and concise measures of meter reader performance to give
employees a clear idea of job expectations and performance,
4. Use of informal or formal reward programs to encourage the right behavior, and
5. Training and equipping meter readers with the tools, safety equipment, clothing, and
training to do the job right the first time.

Turn-ons/Turn-offs
Service turn-ons and turn-offs fall into two categories: 1) initiated in the Customer Service Call
Center at the request of the customer; 2) initiated by Customer Service / Utility Billing for
delinquent bills & lack of payment.
For Customer requests, some utilities provide the initiation of this service on-line. After receiving
credit information or deposit, the customer service representative initiates an order for the service
representative to read the meter to begin the billing process and turn on the service if it is off.
Some utilities promise “same day on-order” service. Different time frames for completion of work
can be set depending on the type/size of line as appropriate.

8

Meter Reading Profiles & Best Practices 2014, Ascent Group, Inc.
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For turn-offs caused by delinquent bills, the meter is typically read to produce a final billing and a
notice is left on the premises to remind the customer that the bill is owed and must be paid to
avoid turnoff. If no one calls in to become responsible for the service and the bill is not paid within
a set number of days, the service is turned off. Field orders are also produced to turn on a service
that has been turned off for non-payment when the payment has been received.
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5.0

WORKSHOP AND KEY STAFF
DISCUSSIONS

Workshop Overview
An on-site workshop with Customer Service Staff, NMB Water Staff, and City Finance and IT Staff
was conducted with the following objectives:
1) Review and summarize how Customer inputs are handled
– Initial contact through resolution and feedback to the Customer
– Summarize by each Divisions involvement
2) Document systems used, access, accountability, and reports generated
3) Step through 1 & 2 for
– Billing question / issue
– New construction
– Service request for water or wastewater
– Water quality
4) Additional discussion topics for the workshop were:
– Training strategy / approach for Customer Service Representatives (CSRs)
– How are CSRs updated for policy changes, capital upgrades by NMB
Water, and key informational items ?
– Quality assurance program and metrics
– NMB Water initiated communications for emergency threat processes, new policies
– Website usage by Customer Service
– Performance reporting (budget and metrics)
5) With these topics discussed and current processes / practices established, the
workshop proceeded to address the remaining objectives of issue identification and
improvement opportunities.
The notes taken (flip charts from the workshop) are provided as Appendix II to this Report.
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Attendees
Consistent with the assessment objectives, workshop participation included Customer Service staff
(Director and supervisors for front desk and field staff), NMB Water staff (treatment plant and
collection / distribution), City financial staff, NMB Water Director, and Assistant City Manager. EGI
participation was Paul Eisenhardt (on-site) and Ed Means and Elizabeth Chaney participating by
telephone. The workshop was held from 1–4pm on May 9, 2016.
The workshop participation list (arranged alphabetically) is provided below:
Mr. Robert Anathan – Customer Service Manager
Mr. Robert Berabek – Customer Service Field Staff
Ms. Elizabeth Chaney – EGI
Mr. Paul Eisenhardt – EGI
Mr. Edward Means – EGI
Mr. Pedro Melo – NMB Water Senior Manager
Mr. Carlos Carrazana – Water Plant Ops
Mr. Femi Ogunmola – Financial Manager
Mr. Mac Serda – Assistant City Manager
Mr. Jeffrey Thompson, P.E. – Director NMB Water
Mr. Louis Valasquez – Customer Service Office Staff

Workshop Discussion
Organization
• There are five part-time Customer Service
Representatives with others as backup at call center
• They report to a manager
• 95% of incoming calls are related to billing and water
usage issues
• 250–300 calls per day; ~500 peak calls; metrics are
not currently measured
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•

Existing system is “Tiny Term” DOS based, circa 1990 used for billing / collections
– Interfaces with meter reading system
– Interfaces with Tyler Munis (data dumps); improvements needed

•

AMI Software analyzes field data from meter reader
– MVRS - Part of AMI software
– Converts read to billing file inputs (excel measures) using data dumps from Tiny Term
to Tyler Munis. New billing software an acknowledged need and priority

•

Utility work order system
– Converting to Cityworks

•

Phone supervisor system: can provide metrics on phone calls: wait times, cost calls

•

Pay by phone – web-based online payments (representatives)

Functions – Customer Service
• Manages Call Center / CSR staffed
• Manages billing process and adjustments (is very labor intensive)
• 20,000 bills / month being visually reviewed prior to sending
• Generates Estoppel letters (75-100/week)
• Manages Lien program for unpaid bills
• Provides front window customer service (2 staff, 8.5 hours/day, 5 days/week); overworked,
not well trained, not well paid; part time staff / turnover
makes training and consistency difficult
• Manages refund process
• If the Call Center receives a call related to Waste Water
Division activities, the CSR provides the customer with
Customer Service number (i.e., direct transfer of the
call does not occur). The utility website and
water/wastewater bills list the Customer Service
contact number
• If utility issue (water in meter box), field staff
investigates
• All calls are recorded on paper – no systems in place to
capture information electronically
• Tyler-Munis system is not being implemented; NMB Water is now evaluating pure utility
billing software
• Customer Service can make simple payment plans available; Ordinance (Chapter 19 issues)
is currently being reviewed by the City Attorney
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Human resources
• The Call Center does not use “scripts” for responses or where inquiry escalation occurs to
supervisors
• Limited delegation of authority
• Employees not hired for specific skills/aptitudes
• Employee morale issues (overworked)
• Training is not formalized. On job training – side by side, 1–2 weeks, no procedure book /
no list / no structured scripts for interaction with callers / customers
• Staff on overtime (senior staff) 20+ hours/week
• Calls / questions quickly elevated to senior staff to handle. Overloads senior staff and
replaces managerial and systems work despite extensive overtime
• Transactional basis ONLY
• Ad hoc one-offs create memo
• Public service announcements program?
• No Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) awareness or regulation updates to customer

Quality Assurance
• Metrics not developed / assessed (due to budget and workload restrictions). Potential
metrics cited include phone response, refund time, and estoppel turnaround time
• No survey or focus group input
• Work load measurements stopped by C.S. Manager (workload, systems issues)
• Performance / quality measures and metrics needed; all anecdotal today

Communications
• Website – exists but not proactively used by Customer Service
• Code Red system
• Occasional billing stuffers
• Water quality reports are well done by NMB
Water and made available
• Strategic communications with customer
appears to be limited
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Field Operations – Meter Repairs
•
•

•
•

•

Meter repairs are conducted by Field Staff. This may include minor adjustments and meter
calibration.
Service line repair / replacement needs are determined by Field staff. Field staff enters
work order information into Cityworks, which is then directed to the Operations Managers
for water and wastewater depending on the issue. The receptionist also tracks work order
completion. The system is cleared periodically during the day as work is completed.
Wastewater Division tracks calls, time frame, and resolution
Tracking of calls and work orders is less robust for the water distribution function;
improvement needed
No system currently exists for the Norwood facility to be able to check account status (e.g.,
to track water quality complaints)

Field Operations – New Service
•

If the service request is related to water, a work order generated

•

Meter installation is completed by the utility

•

Email notification of Customer Service occurs for new meters, change-outs

•

If the service request is related to waste water, a contractor is engaged with engineer
inspection.

•

Meter installs are done by the utility with e-mail notification to Customer Service

•

During the last year there was $2.9m in impact fees collected (with $2m in the 1st half of
the year). This year it will be ~$4m in impact fees. Significant increases occurring; need
better metrics

•

There are approximately 10–15 new services installed per month

•

For new account establishment for existing service (change of property ownership).
Customer Service requires in person sign up; remote sign-up is allowed as an exception
(1–2% of the time).

Field Operations – Service Request
• Calls to Customer Service are referred to the field supervisor who gathers information;
customer/caller drops off
• Field supervisor will then coordinate with Water Distribution by radio to generate a Work
Order or by telephone through the Operations Center
• After hours, the call is routed to the water plant
• Only emergency calls are responded to after business hours; others deferred to morning
shift
– Info collected and referred to the duty person for water and waste water
– iPads being contemplated for future Work Order generation and access
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– Duty person calls customer
§ Daily log entry
§ Work order generated next day
§ System generates reports
– Duty person determines response time/priority based upon location and severity

Field Operations – Water Quality
• Customer Service does not answer questions but
refers to Water Lab for follow-up. The Water Lab calls
the customer for elaboration and arranges the
collection of water samples as needed
• The InfoWorks order system is planned for the future
and will provide needed capabilities for reporting,
follow-ups, and metrics
• The interface between water quality, treatment, field
and CAB appears informal. The lab will generate its
own work order
• There is a need to generate maps to track call location and generate trend analysis to
identify and manage Customer Service issues and improve responses

Field Operations – Shut Offs
• Approximately 200 shutoffs per week for delinquencies
• Service shut off results from either delinquent bill payment, creative plumbing or account
closure
• Customer Service/Collections initiates the shut-off request
• Billing system identifies delinquent accounts monthly
• Arrangements are a manual look-up but the new billing system will allow this to be
automated
• Database not available for tracking/metrics
• No action for first 90 days delinquent; late fees levied after 60 days; takes 90+ days to
effect shutoffs
• $25 fees for meter shut-off / turn-ons
• Meter readers were 8 staff prior to AMI system; now
down to 4.5 w/AMI; staff investigates issues and
collects field data, conducts network maintenance
• Hook up fees – Creative plumbing issues –
$500–$700 for shut-off and re-activate
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Metrics and Other Topics from Workshop
Metrics
• Metrics not developed or assessed (budget and workload restrictions)
• Excel metrics have been set aside because of workload – not currently generated.
Impacted metrics include:
– Phone response
– Refund time
– Estoppel turnaround time
• Workload metrics have also been stopped (workload and systems issues)
• Metrics for performance / quality measures not developed; all anecdotal
Other
•
•
•
•

Website exists but not proactively used by Customer Service
Occasional billing stuffers
Water quality reports are well done by NMB Water and made available
Code Red in place if needed

Elaboration of processes and observations are provided in the Appendix Section of this Report.
Appendix 2: Notes from Customer Service Workshop, and Appendix 3: Customer Service Manager
Responses to Information Requests.
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6.0

GAPS, SUGGESTED ACTIONS, AND
NEXT STEPS

Gaps
The Customer Service staff is overworked (excessive overtime) and lacks systems and structured
procedures for effectively handling the workload.
Hiring is not done with an eye to specific required skills.
Training is not structured or scripted and is done as identified in the Plante Moran report (informal
on the job) using individual know how and how that person does it).
Paperwork documentation systems exist,
Performance metrics require using the paper documents as inputs and workloads and staff
capability limitations create the condition where Key Performance Indicators are not available. The
metrics established in the Plante Moran Report (e.g., calls received per day, response time) have
been abandoned due to workload.
Scripts are not standardized and/or available
Implementation of the automated meter reading (AMI
system and software) has severely stressed the Customer
Service staff at both the front desk and phone call
coverage. Currently, every customer bill is being visually
scanned for accuracy and consistency by Customer
Service in an attempt to identify anomalies from billing to
billing in water usage and invoiced costs. This is labor
intensive.
New software for the billing process to replace the existing (1990 vintage) software and
successfully interface with the Tyler-Munis financial systems is immediately needed.
No Information Technology Master plan exists for Customer Service. Also, information system
development and needs identification will benefit from comprehensive involvement of all areas
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and interfaces so as to include not only Customer Service functions but also water plant, collection
& distribution duty supervisors & staff, water laboratory, finance, and human resources.
Limited follow-up by Customer Service occurs with a closed work order the prime indicator of work
completion.

Suggested Actions
1. Develop of a formal customer service strategy or strategic plan. Engage all divisions that
touch the customer in its development. Outline the utility’s vision for the future, its
mission, and the action plans necessary to meet customer expectations. Messaging,
media and measurement of outreach effectiveness should be described.
2. Develop a Technology plan/strategy for the CS function
that embeds best practices in NMB Water customer
service interactions. The plan should describe the
technology needs necessary to deliver on the
vision/mission
(e.g.,
automated
meter
reading/automated meter infrastructure, customer
information system needs, etc.). Include other all NMB
Water stakeholders in its development to ensure it meets
work requirements.
3. Improved coordination between NMB Water and the
Customer Service function so as to eliminate the information / communication silos.
Establish “cross-functional teams” that include job shadowing.
4. Consider the benefits of integrating Customer Service into the NMB Water organization and
create a game plan to effect such an organizational structure.
5. Establish key information needs of the CSRs and actively meet those needs.
6. Establish documented approval authorities with an eye
towards empowering CSRs to the extent possible. For
example, knowing unit costs is essential such that the
effort expended to adjust a bill does not exceed the value
of the adjustment to the utility.
7. Establish your lowest cost payment method and steer
customers to those costs.
8. Benchmark pricing on key services and revise fees
accordingly.
9. Use investigation contacts to convey information
regarding conservation to customers. Take advantage of
the “teachable moment”.
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10. Set performance requirements/guidelines for Customer Service employees.
11. Select, track, report and manage key performance metrics. The Plante Moran report
suggested some. AWWA’s benchmarking efforts include numerous.
12. Define key CSR skill sets required and hire accordingly.
13. Set performance requirements for CSR staff and evaluate regularly. Separate evaluations
from compensation.
14. Conduct CS employee surveys to determine morale.
15. Benchmark pay in the CSR function.
16. Develop a training strategy for new and current staff and follow it. Ensure that all staff that
touch customers are included. Include job shadowing. Contact large water service
providers in the region and inquire if “piggy-backing” off their training programs is possible.
17. Establish formal Standard Operating Procedures for key customer response protocols.
18. Develop scripts for key customer interactions. Train on the scripts.
19. Monitor customer calls and use the monitoring for training.
20. New software for the billing process to replace the existing (1990 vintage) software and
successfully interface with the Tyler-Munis financial systems is immediately needed.
21. Establish a system to formally follow up with Customers upon completion of the work.
Track customer satisfaction.
22. Define the “brand” of NMB Water and embed brand messaging in all your customer
interactions (verbal, written, etc.).
23. Follow up with customers to gauge service performance upon WO completion.
24. Reach out to customers periodically through surveys and focus groups to gauge
customer satisfaction.

Next Steps
1. Take immediate actions to select and implement new billing software. Insure the
software interfaces with Tyler Munis and provides the necessary and desired
capabilities for NMB Water. Insure that residential billing cycles of 30 days are
obtained with the software implementation.
2. Determine staffing additions (near term) for the Customer Service staff so as to
eliminate the current “overworked” conditions for all employees.
3. Convert current part – time positions into full-time positions and eliminate Customer
Service part-time positions as an entry to City employment that results in rapid
turnover to other positions that provide full-time employment. Re-establish the
formalize tracking (metrics) for call volumes, time to answer, and dropped calls.
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4. Establish management systems, standardized responses and actions for situations
and topics, and basic metrics for the organization and insist upon accountability for
tracking of metrics and performance accountability.
5. Establish performance and issue resolution meetings of Customer Service staff, NMB
Water staff, IT staff, and finance staff on a calendarized basis
6. Move ahead to reduce the shut-off / turn-on volumes by using techniques successfully
employed by other utilities and “best practices”. For example, gain regulatory ability to
post shut off notices with unpaid 30+ day-old invoices. Notice the customer for
payment and state shutoff will occur in 4 days unless overdue invoice is paid. Utilities
doing such report 0.3–0.5% shutoffs as compared to the NMB Water experience
(anecdotal) that 2–3% of customers are shutoffs on a monthly basis. Formally track
the shutoff volume as a performance metric.
7. Establish a coordinated reporting system with NMB Water functions (water quality,
collection & distribution) so as to gain tracking and metrics on calls received, work
order status, work order closure, and customer satisfaction.
8. Initiate actions to create a Customer Service strategic plan as a subset of the NMB
Water Strategic plan and the City of NMB Strategic plan.
9. Establish basic job requirements for Customer Service positions and establish and
create formalized training and performance requirements. Work with Human
Resources for the conduct of such training and for employee records that reflect and
track such training.
10. Establish scripted responses / answers for Customer Service staff for dealing with a
specified set of issues, problems, questions. Insure Customer Service staff is
following the scripts and held accountable to do so.
11. Develop and implement a customer survey that addresses areas of identified concern
and interest and also ascertains experiences and perceptions about Customer
Service and NMB Water. Recognize the complexity of such survey and the timelines
needed for completion so as to gain input from all billing areas of NMB Water.
12. Review the Plante / Moran Report, this Assessment Report for additional actions.
Combine such items with employee workshops to gain their inputs (Customer Service
and Water utility staff).
13. Review accomplishments, progress, and prioritized issues and needs on a quarterly
basis using established metrics as inputs.
14. Capture organizational / individual knowledge so as to establish a written set of
standard procedures for the Customer Service functions.
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Management Summary
PROJECT BACKGROUND
The City of North Miami Beach (NMB) purchased the Pentamation software and their source code to
support their utility billing needs in the late 1980’s. Throughout the years, City Information Technology (IT)
has heavily modified the software. The City was planning on implementing Tyler MUNIS’ utility billing
software in November 2015 with a targeted go-live date of October 2016. The City has been installing
AMI meter technology since August 2014 and planned to have the acceptance testing completed by
September 1, 2015.

PROJECT SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
The City requested an in-depth assessment into the utility billing operations to include operational and
technical recommendations prior to starting the Tyler MUNIS implementation phase. These
recommendations would be based on best practices. The project scope required the following additional
activities to be performed by Plante Moran to cover this expanded scope of work:
Assess the different payment options that the City offers including the cost and benefits of lock
box
Assess the delinquent process (including shut offs)
Assess the tenant/landlord process, including what other utilities are doing in the area
Assess the work order process including how service orders in utility billing are dispatched to
Public Utilities
Assess the utility billing customer experience when coming to the City and calling in to include:
o

Move ins / move outs

o

Payment processing (including the online experience)

o

Payment arrangements

Identify issues and opportunities and timing, which will include process and change
Management issues
Identify integration needs with third party systems
Assess internal controls and make any recommendations
Assess staffing levels by benchmarking other communities with similar AMI technology
Assess staffing structure and how it will change with new technology (both software and AMI).

OUT OF SCOPE
The following items will be considered out of scope.
As is / to be process mapping
Review and assess the roll out of the AMI meters to the customer base

PROJECT APPROACH
The Plante Moran team of consultants received and reviewed several key documents. Key documents
reviewed included:
Customer Service Organizational Chart;
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Task and Staff Matrix for Office operations;
Phone Measurement Statistics and Graphical Analysis
Payment Statistics Reports (for one month and for 12 months)
The Plante Moran team then conducted one-on-one interviews with several managers and supervisors to
gain insight into key issues and concerns. Interviews occurred on-site at the City Hall Building on
November 9-10, 2015. Those interviewed included:
Mac Serda – Deputy City Manager
Bob Anathan – Customer Service Director
Gail Young –Customer Service Assistant Director
Luis Velazquez – Customer Service Coordinator
Jeff Thompson – Director of Public Utilities
Barbara Trinka –Director of Finance
Marcia Fennell – Deputy Finance Director
Lori Helton – Assistant Manager of IT
The Plante Moran team also conducted surveys of surrounding communities for the evaluation and
comparison of staff levels, customer service operations, physical service centers, and other operational
factors for evaluation and comparison to the City. The data collected from the survey can be found in the
Benchmark Survey section.

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS
As a result of the study, we have noted opportunities for improvement in the City’s utility billing
operations. We believe that the root causes of most of the issues that face NMB fall into three categories:
People. Employees who were interviewed seem remarkably engaged and dedicated. There are
many duties that require analytical skills and currently there are too few in Customer Service that
are able to perform those functions. Due to lack of the analytical skills, managers and supervisors
are working excessive overtime to meet the customer’s needs. Two analytically skilled staff
members that assist Customer Service are retiring in the near future, which will cause more strain
on the staff. The internal inequities of the workload and when some people are not always held
accountable for their actions are causing employees to become frustrated. Because of recent
increases in call volume, the others staff members appear to be extremely busy with other
workload duties. Because everyone is so busy, management is stepping in to handle the
incoming calls.
Technology. With the new AMI deployment, the Customer Service Department has been heavily
consumed with customer calls regarding billing with the new meters. These calls normally require
further research and the customer service department cannot keep up. The new Utility Billing
Implementation was to begin in November 2015. Due to the key Customer Service staff already
working 50-70 hours a week, the implementation of the Utility Billing software has been
postponed. It is recommended that this implementation does not begin until the key Customer
Service staff are back to working 40 hours a week, at least two quarterly billings have been
successfully completed with the new AMI meters and the time to complete a billing is back to
what it was pre-AMI implementation.
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Process. Business processes have started changing with the new AMI deployment. These
processes will continue to change with the new Tyler Utility Billing software implementation. It is
important that the City allow the software to drive its process changes because ERP software
was written with best practices imbedded. This will be difficult for those that have been working in
Customer Service for many years. Change management will need to be incorporated into the
implementation. It is important that during the implementation, Customer Service take the lead
and think “outside the box” and question if the City’s current processes can be changed to be
more efficient and still effective.
This report details the observations and recommendations for the following areas:
Customer Service
Utility Billing
Collections / Cashiering
Interfaces
It also includes research on
Lockbox Services
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Benchmarking Survey
APPROACH
The City sent an email inviting twenty municipalities in Florida to participate in a survey to assist in
benchmarking the City’s billing and customer service operations. Thirteen of the twenty municipalities
submitted surveys. Ten of those surveys submitted were completed and one was partially filled out from
an anonymous surveyor. The City also completed a survey for comparison purposes. Below are the
findings. Please note that the first column on the charts is always North Miami Beach and the second is
normally the average. If a municipality is missing from a chart/graph it is because they did not provide a
response to the question.

FINDINGS
What utility services do you provide?

Types of Utilities Offered
8

15

8
1

3
1

12

Water

Sewer/Waste Water

Electric Distribution

Electric Generation

Natural Gas

Trash/Refuse

Other

How many utility customers do you serve?

Number of Customers
120,000

Customers

100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
0
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How often are customers billed? Please specify the average number of bills and how often they are billed.

Number of Bills
120,000
100,000

Bills

80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
0

Monthly Bills

Quarterly Bills

Annual Bills

Describe your billing frequency (number of cycles and how frequent)
All of the municipalities that responded sent out a monthly billing. Only NMB and Palm Bay
Utilities also sent out a quarterly bill. Palm Bay also sent out an annual billing.
Many had 4 cycles and billed one each week.
When those responded that they had only a monthly billing and didn’t provide the number of bills
(or entered 1 or 12), we assumed the number of bills equaled the number of customers.
Please provide the number of Full Time Equivalents (FTE) for each position below. If “Other” was
indicated, please break down the number of FTEs and position for each type included.
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Staffing by Position
# of
Organization Customers AMI?
NMB
33,000 Yes
Cape Coral
59,072
Dania Beach
4,800
Davie
10,000 Yes
Hollywood
40,000 Yes

CSR's
10
10
3
4
6

Payment
Clerks/
Cashiers
2
3
2
1

Billing
Clerks
2
3
1
1
2

Meter
Mgr/
Readers Supervisor
4
4
2
3
1
1
0
1
0
4

Other
3
10

6

Total
FTE
Reported
24
21
9
4
19

Jupiter

29,000

7

2

3

4

2

Lake Worth
Palm Bay Utilities

26,500
78,500

6
10

1.35

2

2

3
5

5

9
26.35

Pembroke Pines

43,000

8

3

2

5

3

6

27

Pinellas Park

24,000

4

1

3

5

3

2

Port St Lucie

68,800

27

13

2

5

9

6

Unknown

34,000

9

0

3

2

6

34000
West Palm Beach
Winter Park
Average

26,000
36476.57

Yes

10

Other Staffing
Collection Reps

p
p
issues, account changes,re-reads, etc.
3 CSRs are also cashiers
(2) Revenue Analysts
Our 7 CSR's include 2 who take the majority of the
counter payments. Remaining 5 take payments
over the phone. 2 remainin CSRs are on the billing
team + 1 billing analyst.
5 Field Service Reps
1 Backflow Specialist, 1 Delinquent Accts,1 New
Accts Rep, 3 Field Service Reps.
1 Switchboard and 1 Mail Clerk
2 Work Order Clerks, 1 Loan Lien/Collection, 3
Office Asst. 2 payment clerks in billing, 11 CSRs
handle payments of the 27 CSRs

11

0

3

4

6

20

44

6
8.64

3
2.61

3
2.31

0
2.62

2
3.71

2
6.67

16
19.00

4 Customer Relations Specialists
1 Secretary
1 Lead Meter Service Technician
7 Meter Service Technicians
1 Utility Billing Processor
4 Customer Service Field Representatives
2 Customer Service Inspectors
2 Meter Specialist

In the graph above, there were five (including North Miami Beach) municipalities using AMI but
one (Tallahassee) didn’t provide any staffing levels.
The average number of total FTEs was 19 however, three did not report their total FTEs.

Average Staffing ‐ All Respondents

5.73
8.71

3.64
3.14

2.62
2.31

Customer Service Representatives

Payment Clerks/Cashiers

Billing Clerks

Meter Readers

Managers and Supervisors

Other
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Average AMI vs. Without AMI Staffing per 10,000
Bills
Other
Managers and Supervisors
Meter Readers
Billing Clerks
Payment Clerks/Cashiers
Customer Service Representatives
0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

FTEs per 10,000 Bills Sent Monthly
NMB

Staffing Without AMI

Staffing With AMI

Since NMB is in transition, they were not included in either the AMI or non-AMI staffing
averages.
In the above graph to calculate the average staffing per 10,000 bills the total number of bills
per municipality were annualized first by taking the number of monthly bills multiplied by
twelve, plus the number of quarterly bills multiplied by four plus the number of annual bills.
The sum of the bills were then divided by twelve to get the number of monthly bills per
municipality.
All of the AMI municipalities (not including NMB) reported no Meter Reader positions.
In an average month, what is the approximate percentage breakdown of utility payment types?

Payment Type by %
100
80
60
40
20
0

Cash

Check

Credit/Debit Card

EFT

ACH

Other

Within your organization, what geographical choices do customers have when walking in to pay their
utility bill?
Six out of the eight municipalities that responded have one location within their organization
where customers can walk in to pay their utility bill. Two have multiple locations within their
organization.
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When a utility customer walks in, which best applies to your organization?
Nine out of ten municipalities have a separate payment window and one had multiple windows
where the customer representatives handle all transactions.
In an average month, what is the breakdown percentage of how utility payments are made by the
customer?

Payment Delivery Method by %
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Walk‐In

Online

Mail in

Lock Box

Drop Box

Other

If you use a lockbox, who is your provider? What is the average number of transactions per month? What
is the annual cost for your lockbox?
Four municipalities use a lockbox provider but West Palm Beach didn’t give any information on
their payment types or type of delivery method.
Those that have a lockbox and reported their payment delivery method, have very little mail in
payments and less walk in payments too.
Everyone that uses a lockbox has Bill2Pay with the exception of one that uses Intuition for their
lock box provider.
Only two municipalities provided annual costs for their lockbox.
o

West Palm Beach has 14,448 monthly average transactions for an annual cost of
$36,872

o

Cape Coral has 12,000 monthly average transactions for an annual cost of $28,000.
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Can you describe who received billing and delinquency notices when there is a landlord/tenant situation?
Landlord and Tenant Notifcations and Abilities
Regular bill Regular bill
Shutoff
2nd Notice 2nd Notice
sent to
sent to
Notice to
to Tenant to Landlord
Tenant
Landlord
Tenant

Organization
North Miami
Beach
Cape Coral
Hollywood
Lake Worth
Palm Bay Utilities
Pinellas Park
Port St Lucie
West Palm Beach
Winter Park

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Shutoff
Notice to
Landlord

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Door Tag
Door Tag
Lien
Lien
Notification Notification Notification Notification
to Tenant to Landlord to Tenant to Landlord

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Tenant
Landlord
set up
set up
new
new
Account? Account?

Yes
Yes

What is your delinquency process?

Penalty Assessment
Organization
NMB

Penalty
10% of bill for WaterNMB Sewer-Sani-Storm
water

When new cycle opens for billing

$5.00

Cape Coral
Dania Beach

When Penalty is assessed

25 Days

$5.00 plus 2% of bill
amount

15 Days

Hollywood

1%

21 Days

Lake Worth

$11.00

34 Days

5%, min $5.00

15 Days

Palm Bay
Utilities
Pinellas
Park
Port St
Lucie
West Palm
Beach
Winter Park

10% of Balance on
account
$2.00 plus 1.5% or $5,
whichever is greater
$10.00

25 Days
2 Days
26 Days

0

8.5 Days

All of the days above are based on the number of days after the date of billing
There was very little data on 2nd notices or door tags
The average number of days for shut off notices to be sent was 40 days
The shut off amount ranged from $20 - $65
The number of days to shut off ranged from 42-46 and North Miami was considerably higher at 60
days.
The turn on amount was $20 for one and $25 for the rest that answered.
The amount charged put a lien on a property was from $10 to $100
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Observations and Recommendations
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Observations / Findings:
The Cust om er Service Division adm inist ers t he billing and collect ion for ut ilit y services.
The goal of t he cust om er service represent at ives are t o provide court eous service t o
cust om ers wit h quest ions regarding any of t heir ut ilit y services and t o coordinat e any
problem s t hat m ight arise.

Below is the organizational chart for the Customer Service Division as of December 7, 2015.

Customers are given a variety of payment options. They can pay in person, pay by phone, pay by
mail, pay at a night drop box, pay at two satellite locations or pay online.
The customers’ online experience is very user friendly and informational.
o

The web portal gives detail information on all of the payment options. It also gives
directions on how to make special payment arrangements.

o

The online payment portal is especially user friendly. It is also mobile friendly so
customers can access the site with their smartphone. The customer gets the option of
making a one-time payment without logging in or creating an account. The customer can
choose to pay by credit/debit card or from their checking account.

o

The customer can sign up for paperless billing on the web portal.

o

There are many frequently asked questions (FAQ) links on the web portal to help guide
the customer.
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o

Rate information (current and 5 years of history) is also available online

o

The customer can also get information on how to donate to the “I-Care Water Donation
Program” to help those in need.

o

It also details how to apply for assistance on the website.

A customer has to come to the City’s Customer Service window to set up a new service.
A customer can call to have their service stopped which sometimes has caused problems
because no verification was required.
The customer service department’s workload is currently only manageable with an excess of
overtime by multiple staff, supervisors and management. Because everyone is so busy,
management is also stepping in to handle the incoming calls rather than going through the call
center.
Because the call volume is so high with the AMI implementation, the Customer Service Director is
on the phone most of the day.
Below is the monthly average call statistics from November 2014 through November 2015

Phone Service ‐ Average Daily Results ‐ Monthly

Calls

inutes
Answer‐
Minutes

400
8:00
350
7:00
300
6:00
250
5:00
200
4:00
150

44%

3:00

40%
39%
100

34%

50

17%

2:00

30%

26%

23%

23%

17%

16%

17%

17%

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

1:00

0:00

0

Nov 14

Dec

Jan 15

Feb

Time To Answer

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Inbound Calls

Jul

Abandoned Calls

The chart above clearly shows that the time to answer the calls has decreased considerably.
The call volume (blue line) has been increasing from July to October but the time to answer the
calls and the percentage of lost calls have dropped considerably.
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A Customer Service Representative is a very transient position and frustrating to those that have
to keep training new people over and over again.
There are some staff in customer service that were not being held accountable for their actions
but this has recently been addressed and should continue.

Recommendations:
In many instances the Customer Service Representative at the counter may be a new residence’s
first encounter with the City. The front counter staff should be evaluated to ensure they possess
at least 90% of the skills below:
Patience

Attentiveness

Clear communication skills

Knowledge of the service

Use of “positive language”

Acting skills

Time management skills

Ability to “read” customers

A calming presence

Goal oriented focus

Ability to handle surprises

Persuasion skills

Tenacity

Closing ability

Willingness to learn

Staff satisfaction is proven to produce staff production. It is recommended that management try
to create a cheerful, less-stressful environment by making it an enjoyable place to work and visit.
Continue to take the time to reward good behavior so that those working in this environment want
to stay. Continue to create a constructive environment that promotes comradery and team work.
All benefit when people are held accountable for their actions and have consequences when they
repeatedly perform poorly. Continue to properly set up guidelines for those that should be
reprimanded for poor behavior.
Leadership needs to continue to strengthen incentives for those that are taking on more so that
they feel appreciated.
There are many part time positions that lead to the transitory environment. Leadership has
reviewed and deems that it is cost effective. Continue to review if a small increase in pay would
decrease turn-over and create a more stable environment.
When implementing new software, many processes will change and roles reassigned. During
implementation it is a good time to re-evaluate each position and responsibilities and whether
each candidate is now qualified to perform all of the necessary tasks for that position.
To improve the online experience the following items are recommended:
o

Add to the “I want to ” tab and to the “Utility Services” drop down menu, how to set up a
new utility account. There should be some information on what is needed and possibly
forms that can be filled out and printed prior to coming to the City to set up a new
account.

o

The ability to add a new customer online is available with Tyler’s 11.2 version of
Customer Self Service (CSS). When implementing this module, consider allowing this
function to be performed online. With proper workflow and approval, it will be more
efficient and reduce the walk-in traffic at the City.

o

Allow customers to donate to the “I-Care Water Donation Program” online.

When a customer phones in to have their service stopped there should be some type of
verification that they are the authorized person to stop the service. Communication should also be
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sent to the customer confirming the service stoppage before a deposit is returned. This should
be discussed in the Tyler utility billing implementation.
The Customer Service Director should only take calls when they have been elevated from the call
center. The Director should to leave the incoming calls to the call center staff.

UTILITY BILLING
Observations / Findings:
The City of North Miami Beach serves approximately 33,000 customers. Roughly 4,500 are
commercial accounts that are billing monthly and 28,500 are residential accounts that are billed
quarterly. The residential customers are broken up into three cycles. Every month one of the
three residential cycles are billed as well as all of the commercial customers.
The 33,000 customers that the City services reside in six municipalities. North Miami Beach
provides water to all of them and sewer to two of the municipalities (Aventura and Miami
Gardens). The City of North Miami Beach has separate contracts with these municipalities to
perform the billing and collecting for their contracted utility services.

Miami Dade
County

Town of Golden
Beach

City of North
Miami Beach
City of Sunny
Isles Beach

City of Adventura

City of Miami
Gardens

Currently the AMI implementation is placing significant demands on staff.
Utility Billing implementation projects place significant demands of staff, beyond their usual
responsibilities. Placing too many demands on staff can jeopardize the success of the
implementation.
With the AMI implementation, it has revealed that there is bad data that exists in the Utility Billing
system which is causing a rise in customer calls and billing adjustments.
Due to the numerous customer complaints with billing on the new meters, billing each month
takes weeks to complete because every account has to be verified before the billing is completed.
Unfortunately, this verification process is needed to catch any bad meter reads before the
customer receives an incorrect bill.
Key staff members for the utility billing implementation phase are retiring either before or during
this phase. There is much knowledge that these individuals have that is not documented.
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Currently there are only 3 staff members that have the analytical skills to do the billing or research
any billing issues and one of them is retiring soon.
Currently, customers have no incentive to pay their utility bill by the due date because no
additional charges are incurred for 45 days (until a door tag is received). A penalty currently
doesn’t show on the second notices and is not assessed for 60 days.
Communication between Customer Service and Public Works is lacking. This often leads to
confusion and extra costs.
The AMI network needs to be monitored to be proactive on any issues and notify either Public
Works the customer or both.
The billing of residential utilities is being encouraged to go from a quarterly billing to a monthly
billing by City Council.

Recommendations:
It was recommended the City postpone the utility billing software implementation that was to
begin in November 2015 due to the current demands on the staff.
To evaluate when the Customer Service staff is ready for Tyler’s utility billing implementation the
following should at least occur:
o

Data for each customer should be accurate for at least two billing periods with the new
meters functioning properly.

o

Preparation of the quarterly billing should be back to its normal time-frame (pre-AMI
implementation).

Before converting the data to Tyler’s utility billing system, the City should take the time to fix the
data in the legacy system to minimize billing issues when the City implements the new utility
billing software.
The key staff members that are eligible for retirement need to be involved in the Tyler’s
analysis/discovery sessions to share the knowledge of past processes and give input on future
processes and key configuration decisions. They also can assist with keeping the department
running while most of the staff is in Tyler training on the new system.
Billing of utilities is a very complicated and analytical job. There should be four employees with
analytical skills to handle the regular billing (for both residential and commercial) as well as billing
adjustments. Currently there are only three employees (and one is retiring in the next few
months) that have the analytical skills necessary. These current employees are also supervisors
and have other responsibilities. Their manager duties are sometimes being neglected because
they are taking on additional duties due to the current skill set of department. Once one or two
billing analysts are added (based on the retiring person’s status), they should be cross-trained in
both residential and commercial billing as well as complicated adjustments which will relieve the
stress and workload from the few that do this currently. This will also position the department to
take on monthly residential billing.
It is recommended that a new responsibility to monitor the AMI network should be implemented.
Determine if this position should be staffed in Customer Service or Public Works, what other
responsibilities this individual should have and what skill set is needed. This role could also be
incorporated with the additional position needed that has the analytical skills described above.
A penalty should be assessed for all bills that are not paid by the due date to give incentive for
the customers to pay on time. The current utility billing software has limitations and is unable to
assess a penalty until the next billing is generated, which is about 60 days later. Best practice is
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to assess the penalty one day after the due date. If this is done, then the second notices that are
sent out will have the penalty on them which should encourage payment by the due date. Since
charging penalty after the due date has not been assessed in the past, this should be vetted
internally with City management and City Council before initiating this process to ensure that all
are onboard and decide the best method to communicate this to the residents. If internally City
management agrees to assess penalties, during implementing Tyler’s utility billing system, the
penalty should be configured as the ordinance is written and residents should be notified of this
change in advance.
There is an opportunity for improved communications between the Public Works and Customer
Service areas. Communications especially break down when new meters are issued and when
completing a work order. Hopefully with the new utility billing system, there will be interfaces to
assist with this. Currently, with the AMI implementation communication break downs were
beginning to be addressed.
Duties should be re-evaluated once the AMI implementation has been fully implemented for six
months, to clearly separate the duties of the meter readers and the Public Works crew members.
Since there will be few reads that will need a meter reader deployed, many of the responsibilities
could be reassigned to Public Works.
Moving to a residential monthly billing cannot be performed on the legacy system due to software
limitations. Therefore, it would not be recommended to move to a monthly billing until the City
has moved to the Tyler utility billing software. However, to verify that the rates have been set up
correctly in the new system and the data converted successfully, at least one parallel billing in the
legacy system and the Tyler system must be run just prior to going live. This would not be
possible if one was running on quarterly rate tables and the other on monthly rates tables. Once
the new utility billing system is live and has billed on a quarterly basis successfully for at least six
months, then the City should consider moving to monthly billing for the residential customers. At
that point the staff should be comfortable with the new processes and technology. Monthly billing
promotes better cash flow for the City. It also allows the customer to budget smaller monthly
payments that are more manageable. If the City decides to move to monthly billing, the same
route and cycle structure be used. However, each residential cycle should be billed each week
(instead of each month) for the first three weeks in a month and the commercial customers
should be billed in the 4th week. With the additional analytical staff recommendation (in the Utility
Billing section), the billing staff should be able to keep up with the continuous billing, but it should
be re-evaluated if implemented. It would also be recommended that the City go with a lockbox
vendor to handle the increase in payments.
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COLLECTIONS / CASHIERING
Observations / Findings:
Cash receipting is not part of Customer Service but resides in Finance.
Currently two full time employees are responsible for the majority of the City’s cash collections,
which includes utilities.
There are two separate payment windows which are located across the lobby from Customer
Service.
Cashiering is open from 8:15-4:45 and Customer Service is open from 8:00-5:00.
Both cashiering windows are open from 8:15-12:00. Only one cashiering window is open from
12-4 to cover lunch (12-2), balancing and reconciling (2-4). From approximately 4:00-4:45 the two
windows are both open again.
Any walk-in transactions received after 3:00 pm are currently held to be processed the next day.
This is a limitation of the City’s current software where it cannot handle posting the next day’s
date on the transaction.
The room where the two cashiers reside is locked, but the cash drawers are not. Many times
there can be large amount of cash in that room. There is a panic button that will alarm the Police
Department. When the money is reconciled, it is put in a safe until the armor truck picks up the
deposit around noon the next day.
Any payments that are collected in other departments are also brought to cashiering and need to
be reconciled.
Frequently, if a customer doesn't have their account number when they come to pay a utility bill,
they are sent over to the customer service window to get the account number before a payment
can be made.
Deposits for new utility customers cannot be entered in cashiering when they are received
because the customer has not yet been entered into the utility billing system.
During interviews, it was communicated that walk-in payments were the majority method of
payments and that cash was one of the largest payment types. This perception was also shown
in the benchmarking survey.
A payment statistics report run for the month of May 2015 and an annual report for all payments
collected in 2015 show the actual payment types (cash, check credit card, ACH) and sources of
payments (online, phone, lobby, mail, satellite payment centers, other). The graphs below
display the findings.
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The number of monthly (May 2015) and annual transactions (2015) by payment type are below.

Payments by Type ‐ Number of Transactions
90,000
78,869

80,000
70,000
60,000
50,000

41,594

40,000
30,746
30,000

21,901

20,000
10,000

3,046

7,989

4,214

2,081

0
Credit Card

ACH

Cash

Monthly

Check

Annual

The percentage of annual transactions by payment type is below.

Payments by Type ‐ Number of
Transactions
18%
Credit Card
ACH

45%

13%

Cash
Check

24%

This shows that the majority of the payment transactions are paid by check. This is a little less
than two times the number of cash transactions, which is the second common type of payment.
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The number of monthly and annual dollars by payment type are below.

Payments by Type ‐ Dollars
$40,000,000
$34,862,076

$35,000,000
$30,000,000
$25,000,000
$20,000,000

$16,250,580

$15,000,000
$10,182,307

$9,024,546

$10,000,000

$3,428,000

$5,000,000

$1,444,682

$898,306

$906,768

$0
Credit Card
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Monthly
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Check

Annual

The percentage of annual dollars by payment type are below.

Payments by Type ‐ Dollars
13%

50%

23%

Credit Card
ACH
Cash
Check

14%

In the above graph, it clearly shows that half of the utility payments are paid by check.
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The number of monthly (May 2015) and annual transactions (2015) by payment source are
below.

Payments by Source ‐ Number of Transactions
80,000

74,852

70,000
60,000
50,000
41,727
40,000

34,682

30,000
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20,000
10,000
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3,137
224

45 498
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Satellite #2

7,406
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0
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Mail

Other

Annual

The graphs above and below display that mail in payments are the most popular method of
payments received.

Payments by Source ‐ Number of
Transactions
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20%

Phone
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Lobby

0%
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The number of monthly and annual dollars by payment source are below.

Payments by Source ‐ Dollars
$40,000,000
$34,018,427

$35,000,000
$30,000,000
$25,000,000
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$20,000,000
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$10,000,000
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$5,000,000
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Mail

Other

Annual

The graphs above and below display that number of mail in payments are the majority of dollars
received followed by online payments.

Payments by Source ‐ Dollars
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Recommendations:
The cashiering and customer service windows should have the same hours of operation to best
serve the customer.
Consider changing the reconciliation processes to the end of the day (after the window closes) or
early in the morning so that all of the transactions that come in for the day can be processed. This
would eliminate having to reconcile for payments made after 3:00 p.m. the next day.
When implementing Tyler cashiering, it is recommended to purchase cash stations where the
cash drawers are locked and will automatically open when entering a cash receipt transaction.
This will be safer and allow for better internal controls.
The cashiers should have access to the utility billing software and take the time to look up the
account number for the customer rather than making them wait in a customer service line to get
their account number and then again in the cashiering line to process the payment. When the
new utility billing software is implemented, the search process will be much easier.
When going through the Tyler utility billing implementation, make process decisions where a
deposit can be entered as soon as the new customer registers.
For internal controls, periodic audits should be performed and/or cameras placed in the
cashiering room, due to the large volume of cash payments.
Since the majority of the utility payments are checks that are mailed in, the City should consider
using a 3rd party to process these payments. If the City goes to a monthly billing, the volume of
payments will most likely be triplicated. Many of the bill print vendors also provide payment
processing and this may be a better option than going with a bank’s lockbox service. It is
recommended that the City procure a 3rd party payment processor before they move to monthly
billing.
The City should consider having a third “floater” cashier to better serve the customer during peak
collection (i.e. on the due date and first of the month). This third cashier should be rotated from
12:00-4:00 on the high volume days, when only one window is currently open. This “floater” can
also assist when one of the cashiers is ill or on vacation. This “floater” cashier can do other work
while at the payment window if there are no customers to serve.
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Lockbox Services Analysis
FINDINGS:
Research of local lockbox providers’ services is displayed below.
Fifth Third Bank

Bank of America

Lockbox Services Analysis
First National Bank of the
Gulf Coast

Bill2Pay

SunTrust Bank

Wells Fargo

Retail Lockbox Services:
Location of Lockbox

Miami, FL area

Atlanta, GA

Collier County, FL

Clearwater, FL

Orlando, FL

Orlando, FL

Alternate Lockbox Location

Cincinnati, OH

Boston, MA

Winter Haven, FL

Jacksonville, FL

Not specified

18 wholetail locations

3rd Party

3rd Party

Bank

Yes, by 3PM

Yes, for all transactions
before 7PM

Yes

N/A

Available

Bank/Provider‐operated or 3rd
Party
Daily Online Detail Available
Exceptions sent to City?
Frequency of mail pickup from
Lockbox

Yes, web resolution also
available
8AM daily, evening pickups
also available

Operating hours

24/7

N/A

9AM and noon daily; same
day processing

7AM ‐ 7PM daily

8AM ‐ 5PM daily

Time to implement services

Not specified

Not specified

Less than 10 days

Lockbox testing

Not specified

Not specified

In timely manner
Less than 5%
Can correct and regenerate
within same day of
notification

Error rate per 1,000 payments

Not specified

Not specified

Protocols for resolution of errors
related to files

Not specified

Not specified

Novi, MI (47,386)

Fort Walton Beach, FL
(20,597)

In Bank facilities but
partnered with 3rd Party
Within 2 hours of batch
completion
Yes, web and CD‐ROM also
Yes
available
M ‐ F 4AM and 6AM, Saturday M‐F 2:30 AM, 5:30 AM, &
6AM only
6:30 AM
8AM‐6PM M/F; calls
24/7
returned within 8 hours
30 days from receipt of
Not specified
signed agreement
Coordinated with IT and
Not specified
Utilities
1 in 100,000
1 in 80,187
All steps tracked with routine
Not specified
monitoring of reports by
management team
Provider

Determined according to the
needs of the client

Bank
Yes
Available
Not specified
Not specified
Approximately 40 days
Approximately 40 days
Not specified
Tracking system in place

Cost:
Reference City (Population)

Annual Cost

$36,000

$39,140

N/A

Ocala, FL (57,468)

N/A

N/A

N/A

$0.14 per item
$3.25 per item for cash
handling
$0.25 per item for check
photocopy
$1,020 annual maintenance

N/A

N/A

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Because the majority of utility payments are received in the mail by check, a third party lockbox provider would be very valuable to the City of North Miami Beach.
This need would increase if the City moves to monthly residential billing. With a third party processing the mail, checks, IVR, online payments, and with process
improvement with the new Utility Billing software, it may be possible to move to a single payment window at the City and still serve the walk-in customer effectively.
That should be evaluated after the new utility billing software has been implemented for six months. It is recommended that the City procure for a lockbox provider
through a RFP process.
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Interfaces
OBSERVATIONS / FINDINGS:
With the new Tyler utility billing implementation there will be interfaces to Tyler’s general ledger,
accounts payable (for refunds) and Tyler Cashiering that are standard interfaces.
Currently there is an interface to the Itron meters.
Currently the City uses High Cotton as their 3 rd party bill and payment processor.
o

High Cotton uses a 3rd party for IVR but are in the process of rolling out a new IVR
system that they developed in-house.

o

High Cotton has two payment processors. One with electronic payments on the checking
account and one with credit card payments.

o

Currently High Cotton charges the City to email utility bills.

o

The City has issues with High Cotton when voiding a payment or issuing a refund.

Currently there is no interface to a 3rd party collection agency.
Currently there is no interface to the Public Work’s work order system.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Tyler integrates with Itron meters and are investigating if they work with Itron’s AMI XMLs. The
City should confirm this during the utility billing analysis sessions with Tyler.
With the Tyler utility billing implementation, GIS integration is available and is recommended to
pursue. Some of the benefits to have utility billing integrate with GIS are:
o

GIS can manage meter reading routes for special reads.

o

GIS can assist with scheduling new customer activation and optimizing travel between
appointments.

o

The City can use GIS to analyze where billing issues most commonly occur and
reconsider placement of meters.

o

The City can track neighborhoods most responsive to collections visits and reminder
mailings for nonpaying accounts using historical data and demographic information.

o

The City can use mobile location services to track nearby technicians/meter readers to a
customer call.

Since High Cotton is not one of Tyler’s partners for bill printing or IVR, the City may want to
review their contract when it terminates and look at one of Tyler’s partners to provide this service.
Pursuing a partner of Tyler’s will usually reduce cost and City staff time in testing new interfaces.
Research Tyler’s bill printing and IVR partners to make interfacing easier.
Research Tyler’s preferred gateway vendors (OpenEdge and BridgeWay) to investigate if one
also has interfaces to Citizen Self Service, Tyler Cashiering and EnerGov. If the City can find one
gateway vendor to support all types of cash receipting then they should receive volume discounts
and have less difficulties than working with multiple vendors.
Ask Tyler which collection agencies they have already interfaced with and research if this is
something that the City would like to pursue.
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A two way interface with the work orders and utility billing software should be pursued to avoid
dual entry into both systems. Meter inventory information, assigning work orders and completing
work orders should be the integration points to investigate. As of November 2015, Public Works
was in a transition of their work order software. Hopefully by the time the utility billing
implementation begins, the work order software decisions will have been completed so that
interfaces can be developed.
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Next Steps
To recap and prioritize the recommendations, we have placed them into two categories below.

PURSUE IMMEDIATELY
Customer Service
In many instances the Customer Service Representative at the counter may be a new residence’s
first encounter with the City. The front counter staff should be evaluated to ensure they possess
at least 90% of the skills below:
Patience

Attentiveness

Clear communication skills

Knowledge of the service

Use of “positive language”

Acting skills

Time management skills

Ability to “read” customers

A calming presence

Goal oriented focus

Ability to handle surprises

Persuasion skills

Tenacity

Closing ability

Willingness to learn

Staff satisfaction is proven to produce staff production. It is recommended that management try
to create a cheerful, less-stressful environment by making it an enjoyable place to work and visit.
Continue to take the time to reward good behavior so that those working in this environment want
to stay. Continue to create a constructive environment that promotes comradery and team work.
All benefit when people are held accountable for their actions and have consequences when they
repeatedly perform poorly. Continue to properly set up guidelines for those that should be
reprimanded for poor behavior.
Leadership needs to continue to strengthen incentives for those that are taking on more so that
they feel appreciated.
There are many part time positions that lead to the transitory environment. Leadership has
reviewed and deems that it is cost effective. Continue to review if a small increase in pay would
decrease turn-over and create a more stable environment.
To improve the online experience the following items are recommended:
o

Add to the “I want to ” tab and to the “Utility Services” drop down menu, how to set up a
new utility account. There should be some information on what is needed and possibly
forms that can be filled out and printed prior to coming to the City to set up a new
account.

The Customer Service Director should only take calls when they have been elevated from the call
center. The Director should to leave the incoming calls to the call center staff.

Utility Billing
To evaluate when the Customer Service staff is ready for Tyler’s utility billing implementation the
following should minimally occur:
o

Data for each customer should be accurate for at least two billing periods with the new
meters functioning properly.

o

Preparation of the quarterly billing should be back to its normal time-frame (pre-AMI
implementation).
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Before converting the data to Tyler’s utility billing system, the City should take the time to fix the
data in the legacy system to minimize billing issues when the City implements the new utility
billing software.
Billing of utilities is a very complicated and analytical job. There should be four employees with
analytical skills to handle the regular billing (for both residential and commercial) as well as billing
adjustments. Currently there are only three employees (and one is retiring in the next few
months) that have the analytical skills necessary. These current employees are also supervisors
and have other responsibilities. Their manager duties are sometimes being neglected because
they are taking on additional duties due to the current skill set of department. Once one or two
billing analysts are added (based on the retiring person’s status), they should be cross-trained in
both residential and commercial billing as well as complicated adjustments which will relieve the
stress and workload from the few that do this currently. This will also position the department to
take on monthly residential billing.
It is recommended that a new responsibility to monitor the AMI network should be implemented.
Determine if this position should be staffed in Customer Service or Public Works, what other
responsibilities this individual should have and what skill set is needed. This role could also be
incorporated with the additional position needed that has the analytical skills described above.
Duties should be re-evaluated once the AMI implementation has been fully implemented for six
months, to clearly separate the duties of the meter readers and the Public Works crew members.
Since there will be few reads that will need a meter reader deployed, many of the responsibilities
could be reassigned to Public Works.

Collections / Cashiering
The cashiering and customer service windows should have the same hours of operation to best
serve the customer.
Consider changing the reconciliation processes to the end of the day (after the window closes) or
early in the morning so that all of the transactions that come in for the day can be processed. This
would eliminate having to reconcile for payments made after 3:00 p.m. the next day.
For internal controls, periodic audits should be performed and/or cameras placed in the
cashiering room, due to the large volume of cash payments.
The City should consider having a third “floater” cashier to better serve the customer during peak
collection (i.e. on the due date and first of the month). This third cashier should be rotated from
12:00-4:00 on the high volume days, when only one window is currently open. This “floater” can
also assist when one of the cashiers is ill or on vacation. This “floater” cashier can do other work
while at the payment window if there are no customers to serve.
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Interfaces
Since High Cotton is not one of Tyler’s partners for bill printing or IVR, the City may want to
review their contract when it terminates and look at one of Tyler’s partners to provide this service.
Pursuing a partner of Tyler’s will usually reduce cost and City’s staff time in testing new
interfaces.
Research Tyler’s bill printing and IVR partners to make interfacing easier.
Ask Tyler which collection agencies they have already interfaced with and research if this is
something that the City would like to pursue.

PURSUE DURING TYLER’S UTILITY BILLING & CASHIERING IMPLEMENTATIONS
Customer Service
When implementing new software, many processes will change and roles reassigned. During
implementation it is a good time to re-evaluate each position and responsibilities and whether
each candidate is now qualified to perform all of the necessary tasks for that position.
To improve the online experience the following items are recommended:
o

The ability to add a new customer online is available with Tyler’s 11.2 version of
Customer Self Service (CSS). When implementing this module, consider allowing this
function to be performed online. With proper workflow and approval, it will be more
efficient and reduce the walk-in traffic at the City.

o

Allow customers to donate to the “I-Care Water Donation Program” online.

When a customer phones in to have their service stopped there should be some type of
verification that they are the authorized person to stop the service. Communication should also be
sent to the customer confirming the service stoppage before a deposit is returned. This should
be discussed in the Tyler utility billing implementation.

Utility Billing
Once the data for each customer is verified for two billing periods with the new meter and the
preparation of the quarterly billing is back to its normal time-frame the City should be ready to
being the Tyler utility billing software implementation.
The key staff members that are eligible for retirement need to be involved in Tyler’s
analysis/discovery sessions to share the knowledge of past processes and provide input on future
processes and key configuration decisions. They also can assist with keeping the department
running while most of the staff is in Tyler training on the new system.
A penalty should be assessed for all bills that are not paid by the due date to give incentive for
the customers to pay on time. The current utility billing software has limitations and is unable to
assess a penalty until the next billing is generated, which is about 60 days later. Best practice is
to assess the penalty one day after the due date. If this is done, then the second notices that are
sent out will have the penalty on them which should encourage payment by the due date. Since
charging penalty after the due date has not been assessed in the past, this should be vetted
internally with City management and City Council before initiating this process to ensure that all
are onboard. If internally City management agrees to assess penalties, during implementing
Tyler’s utility billing system, the penalty should be configured as the ordinance is written and
residents should be notified of this change in advance.
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There is an opportunity for improved communications between the Public Works and Customer
Service areas. Communications especially break down when new meters are issued and when
completing a work order. Hopefully with the new system, there will be interfaces to assist with
this. Currently, with the AMI implementation communication break downs were beginning to be
addressed.
Moving to a residential monthly billing cannot be performed on the legacy system due to software
limitations. Therefore, it would not be recommended to move to a monthly billing until the City
has moved to the Tyler utility billing software. However, to verify that the rates have been set up
correctly in the new system and the data converted successfully, at least one parallel billing in the
legacy system and the Tyler system must be run just prior to going live. This would not be
possible if one was running on quarterly rate tables and the other on monthly rates tables. Once
the new utility billing system is live and has billed on a quarterly basis successfully for at least six
months, then the City should consider moving to monthly billing for the residential customers. At
that point the staff should be comfortable with the new processes and technology. Monthly billing
promotes better cash flow for the City. It also allows the customer to budget smaller monthly
payments that are more manageable. If the City decides to move to monthly billing, the same
route and cycle structure be used. However, each residential cycle should be billed each week
(instead of each month) for the first three weeks in a month and the commercial customers
should be billed in the 4th week. The billing staff may need to be increased to keep up with the
continuous billing and it would be recommended that the City go with a lockbox vendor to handle
the increase in payments.

Collections / Cashiering
When implementing Tyler cashiering, it is recommended to purchase cash stations where the
cash drawers are locked and will automatically open when entering a cash receipt transaction.
This will be safer and allow for better internal controls.
The cashiers should have access to the utility billing software and take the time to look up the
account number for the customer rather than making them wait in a customer service line to get
their account number and then again in the cashiering line to process the payment. When the
new utility billing software is implemented, the search process will be a much easier.
When going through the Tyler utility billing implementation make process decisions where a
deposit can be entered as soon as the new customer registers.
If a third party is processing the mail, checks, IVR, online payments, and with process
improvement using the new Utility Billing software, it may be possible to move to a single
payment window at the City and still serve the walk-in customer effectively. That should be
evaluated after the new utility billing software has been implemented for six months.

Lockbox
Since the majority of the utility payments are checks that are mailed in, the City should consider
using a 3rd party to process these payments. If the City goes to a monthly billing, the volume of
payments will most likely be triplicated. Many of the bill print vendors also provide payment
processing and this may be a better option than going with a bank’s lockbox service. It is
recommended that the City procure a 3rd party payment processor before moving to monthly
residential billing

Interfaces
Tyler integrates with Itron meters and are investigating if they work with Itron’s AMI XMLs. The
City should confirm this during the utility billing analysis sessions with Tyler.
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With the Tyler utility billing implementation, GIS integration is available and is recommended to
pursue.
Research Tyler’s preferred gateway vendors (OpenEdge and BridgeWay) to investigate if one
also has interfaces to Citizen Self Service, Tyler Cashiering and EnerGov. If the City can find one
gateway vendor to support all types of cash receipting then they should receive volume discounts
and have less difficulties than working with multiple vendors.
A two way interface with the work orders and utility billing software should be pursued to avoid
dual entry into both systems. Meter inventory information, assigning work orders and completing
work orders should be the integration points to investigate. As of November 2015, Public Works
was in a transition of their work order software. Hopefully by the time the utility billing
implementation begins, the work order software decisions will have been completed so that
interfaces can be developed.
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Thank You

For more information, contact:
E. Scott Eiler
248-223-3447
scott.eiler@plantemoran.com
Tracey Rau
248-223-3820
tracey.rau@plantemoran.com
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Appendix 2 – Customer Service Workshop
Discussion Notes and Findings

APPENDIX 2:

NOTES From NMB Water Customer Service Workshop

On-site workshop with staff (define current process and identify issues/opportunities)
May 11th, 2016

ATTENDEES
• Bob Anathan
• Pedro Melo
• Carlos Carrazana
• Femi Ogunmola
• Robert Berabek
• Louis Valasquez
• Jeff Thompson
• Mac Serda
• Paul Eisenhardt

TELEPHONE PARTICIPATION
* Ed Means
* Elizabeth Chaney

OBJECTIVE
1. Review and summarize how customer inputs are handled
• Initial contract through resolution and feedback to customer
• Summarize by each divisions involvement
2. Document systems used, access, accountability, reports generated
3. Steps 1 and 2 for:
• Billing questions/issues
• New construction
• Service request – water or wastewater
• Water quality
• Others (?)
ADDITIONAL TOPICS (#1)
1. Training strategy/approach for Customer Service Representatives
2. How are the representatives updated?
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• Policy changes
• CIP upgrades
• Key items
3. Quality assurance program/metrics
4. Utility initiated communications
• Emergency threat processes
• New policies

T
F

BILLING QUESTIONS (#1)
1. Customer Service Representative – 5 part-time, others as backup at call center
• Call 311 è Waste Water Division è provide Customer Service number
(not transfers)
• Website #, bills, etc. è Customer Service Representative
• Usage and Bill Receipts
o No script
o OJT only
• Escalation to next level (Availability) è 4 staff (3 at meeting)
o No script for answer
• If utility issue (water in meter box) è Field staff investigates
• All calls are recorded on paper (need) – no systems
• Tyler-Munis: no moving ahead to utility billing
• (Needed, but…) Looking at pure utility billing software
2. Meter repairs
• Field Staff
o Minor adjustment (wrenches)
o Collection staff and former meter reader provide staffing /
capabilities
• Utility
o Service line replacement
o Repair determination by field staff, enters work order into city
works. Two different systems:
§ Directed to operations manager
• Water
• Wastewater
§ Receptionist
• Q system clear periodically during the day when
completed
• Waste water tracks calls, time frame, resolution

A
R
D
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• 95% of calls are billing and usage issue
• 250/500 peak: not measured now
• Payment plan and shut offs – how resolved?
o Customer Service can make simple payment plan
o Ordinance (Chapter 19 issues) are being reviewed by Attorney

T
F

NEW SERVICE è Engineering (#1)
• Water – work order generated
• Waste water – contractor with engineer inspection.
• Meter Installs (Utility installs, e-mail notification to Customer Service)
o Customer Service is notified
§ New
§ Change-outs
§ AMR end points
• Last year
o $2.9m impact fees
o $2m in the 1st half of the year
o This year – $4m impact fees
• Ball park – 10.15/month per C.S.

A
R
D

NEW ACCOUNT ESTABLISHMENT FOR EXISTING SERVICE (CHANGE OF
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP)
• C.S. requires on-site sign up unless out of area and then remote sign-up is
allowed as an exception (1-2% of the time)
o Upgraded systems needed
SERVICE REQUEST (#1)
1. Call to Customer Service è referred to field supervisor
• Customer/caller drops off
2. Field supervisor refers to water distribution
• Radio call to W.D. onsite manager (work order generated) OR operations
center by telephone call
• After hours è To water plant
o Only emergency calls responded to
o Questions to ask? Where to refer? Info collected & Refer to duty
person for water and waste water (pads for future for W.O. system)
o Duty person calls customer
§ Daily log entry
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§ Work order generated next day
§ System generates reports
o Duty person determines response time/priority
§ Location
§ Severity

T
F

WATER QUALITY (#1)
1. Customer Service refers to water lab (W.L.) for answers and responses
• W.L. calls customer for elaboration, water samples as needed
• Infor. Work order system for future
2. Interface of water quality / CAB / treatment / field person ??
• No water quality dir. è Lab direction
• Water quality / lab generates work order
• Lab tech
• Need to generate maps for where Customer Service issues being created
o Improve response

A
R
D

SHUT OFFS (#1)
• Billing payments
• Creative plumbing
• Account closure

1. Customer Service initiates (Collection. Portion)
• Database – not being used
• Brady using billing system (every month)
o ID’s delinquent accounts
§ Arrangements è manual look-up
o New billing system to correct
2. No action for first 90 days delinquent
• Late fees after 60 days
3. Stats on shut off’s
• 200/week for delinquencies … shut-off’s
4. Hook up fees
• Creative plumbing issues - $500-$700 for shut-off and re-activate
• Utility bills property owner $500
BILLING PAYMENT SHUT-OFFS (#2)
• $25 shut-off
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$25 turn-on
4 staff involved
Meter readers 8 è down to 4.5 w/AMI
Issue investigation
Meter shut-off / turn-ons
Field data
Fee collection/service disconnect
Network maintenance

T
F

SOFTWARE SYSTEM USED
1. “Tiny Term” è Dos based, circa 1990
è Billing / collections
• Interfaces with meter reading system
• Interfaces with Tyler Munis (data dumps)
2. AMI Software
• Analyzes field date from meter reader
• MVRS
o Part of AMI software
o Converts read to billing file inputs (excel measures)
3. Utility work order system
• Converting to city works
4. Phone supervisor system è metrics on phone calls: wait times, cost calls
5. Pay by phone – web-based online payments (representatives)

A
R
D

CUSTOMER SERVICE ACTIVITIES
1. Billing process
• Very labor intensive
• 20,000 bills / month reviewed prior to sending
2. Estoppel LTRS (75-100/week)
3. Lien program for unpaid bills
4. Front window customer service (2 staff, 8.5 hours/day, 5 days/week)
5. Phone center / customer service representative
6. Refund process
7. Billing adjustments / process è labor Intensive
8. Field activities (See shut-off #2)
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ADDITIONAL TOPICS (#1)
1. OJT – Side by side, 1-2 weeks, no procedure book / no list
• Staff on overtime (senior staff) 20+ hours/week
2. Transactional basis ONLY
• Ad hoc one-offs create memo
• Public service announcements program?
• No CIP plan awareness or regulation updates to customer
3. Metrics not developed / assessed (budget restriction)
• Excel metrics
o Phone response
o Refund time
o Estoppel turnaround time
4. Other:
• Website – used only occasionally by Customer Service
• Code Red
• Occasional billing stuffers
• Water quality reports provided by NMB Water to Customer Service for usage

A
R
D
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